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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

El Corazon Specific Plan Amendment (Z17-00004),
Development Plan (D18-00017) & Tentative Map (T17-00004)

This document is an Addendum to the Final Environmental Impact Report for the El Corazon Specific
Plan (FEIR), which was certified in 2009 (State Clearinghouse No. 1998091006). The FEIR was prepared
in accordance with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) as amended (Public Resources
Code Section 21000 et seq.) and CEQA Guidelines (California Administrative Code Section 15000 et
seq.). The FEIR analyzed a project encompassing 465 acres and consisting of a variety of park, habitat
and open space, hotel, commercial, and residential uses within the prescribed El Corazon Specific
Planning area (approved El Corazon Specific Plan). The FEIR, together with previously approved
Addendums and this Addendum, serve as the environmental review for Specific Plan Amendment (Z1700004), Development Plan (D18-00017) and Tentative Map (T17-00004), the proposed project.
This EIR Addendum has been prepared consistent with the requirements of CEQA (Public Resources
Code Section 21000 et seq.) and the CEQA Guidelines (14 California Code of Regulations Section
15000-15387). Pursuant to the provisions of CEQA and the CEQA Guidelines, the City of Oceanside
(City) is the Lead Agency charged with deciding whether or not to approve the proposed project. This
Addendum addresses any potential environmental impacts associated with the proposed project and will
be considered by the City during the project’s entitlement process along with the prior CEQA
documentation.
1.2

HISTORY OF EL CORAZON SPECIFIC PLAN

The Specific Plan is a regulatory document that establishes the zoning for the El Corazon Specific Plan
area. The El Corazon Specific Plan area is a City-owned parcel of 465 contiguous acres located in the
center of Oceanside, bounded by Rancho Del Oro Drive on the east, Oceanside Boulevard on the south,
El Camino Real on the west, and Mesa Drive on the north. In 1994, a mining operation closed on the
project site and transferred the title to the City of Oceanside. Moody’s Reclamation then began
conducting site reclamation work by crushing rocks, concrete, and other aggregate material into smaller,
compact sizes. The El Corazon Compost Facility, operated by Agri Service, began its operation in 1995.
In 2003, an ongoing planning process began to develop the site to contain the following mixture of land
uses: Parks and Recreation, Habitat, Civic Services, Oceanside Boulevard Commercial, Village
Commercial, and Hotel. In 2003, the City Council established a 15-member El Corazon Planning
Committee to make recommendations on the future use of area and to oversee the completion of a
conceptual master plan. In 2005, the City Council approved a Conceptual Master Plan for the area, the El
Corazon Planning Committee was disbanded, and a new 10-member Council-appointed El Corazon
Oversight Committee was established to oversee the development of the Specific Plan and Environmental
Impact Report for the site.
On June 3, 2009, the City Council adopted the El Corazon Specific Plan and certified the FEIR, selecting
Alternative 2: Preferred Project + 300 Residential Units (approved El Corazon Specific Plan). All land
uses contained within the Specific Plan and analyzed within the FEIR would remain the same, except this
Alternative allowed for the construction of up to 300 residential units above first-story commercial units
in the Village Commercial and Oceanside Boulevard Districts. Accordingly, an amendment to the El
Corazon Specific Plan was approved by the City Council on September 9, 2009 with Resolution No. 09R0605-1 at the recommendation of Planning Commission, approving a minor amendment to the Specific
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Plan to add design guidelines and standards for the development of up to 300 vertical mixed-use
residential units within the Oceanside Boulevard Commercial and Village Commercial Districts.
The El Corazon Senior Center opened in 2009. Phase 1 of the Senior Center included approximately
12,000 square feet (sf) of classrooms, meeting rooms, dining room, kitchen space, administrative offices,
fitness room and a lobby with computer stations and a resource library. Phase 2 included increasing
usable space by an additional 15,000 sf to include meeting rooms and rental space. In 2011, the City of
Oceanside City Council approved the selection of Sudberry Properties as development partner for the
Village Commercial District and the Oceanside Boulevard Commercial District and approved a
Recreational Development and Disposition Agreement to provide for the development of the athletic field
complex at El Corazon. In 2012, the non-profit group Friends of El Corazon was established to support
the implementation of the El Corazon Specific Plan as stewards of the park. In 2013, City Council
approved El Corazon Recreational Disposition and Development Agreement Amendment 1, including an
athletic field lease agreement for the development of multi-use fields. In 2014, Oceanside’s So Cal Sports
Complex opened. The Sports Complex consists of 20 multi-use grass athletic fields, two other fields and a
walking trail for public use.
In 2016, City Council adopted Ordinance No. 16-ORO326-1 for the El Corazon Aquatics Center Project
and El Corazon Specific Plan Amendment, which will include a 56-meter competition pool, diving
boards, instructional pool, splash pad, administrative offices, meeting rooms, large multi-purpose hall,
locker rooms and outdoor recreational and viewing areas. To date, this center has not yet been
constructed. Also in 2016, City Council approved Ordinance No. 16-OR0326-1 for a Specific Plan
Amendment that allowed for residential uses to be developed as part of either a vertical or horizontal
mixed-use configuration in both the Village Commercial and Oceanside Boulevard Districts, and allows
the transfer of non-residential development potential between the Village Commercial and Oceanside
Boulevard Commercial Districts. Later that year, City Council also adopted a Specific Plan Amendment
and approved the Park Villas Project, including 70 single family attached, townhouse-style dwelling units
and 3,000 sf of commercial space located on a 4.83 acre parcel.
It should be noted that the FEIR and prior EIR Addendums reflect a Specific Plan with 164 acres of
Habitat District, including a 14-acre Habitat District along Oceanside Boulevard. However, the approved
Planning Commission’s resolution for the Specific Plan, dated April 20, 2009, requires a project with an
overall Habitat District of 170 acres, including a 20-acre Habitat District along Oceanside Boulevard.
Consistent with the requirements of the approved 2009 resolution, the proposed project would provide a
20-acre Habitat District along Oceanside Boulevard. Within this document, the term “approved El
Corazon Specific Plan” and FEIR is referring to the 2009 Specific Plan, including all approved EIR
Amendments and Specific Plan Amendments.
1.3

BASIS FOR AN EIR ADDENDUM

CEQA recognizes that between the date an environmental document is completed and the date the project
is fully implemented, one or more of the following changes may occur: 1) the project may change; 2) the
environmental setting in which the project is located may change; 3) laws, regulations or policies may
change in ways that impact the environment; and/or 4) previously unknown information can arise. CEQA
Section 21166 and CEQA Guidelines Section 15162 state that when an EIR has been certified for a
project, no subsequent EIR shall be prepared for that project unless the Lead Agency determines, on the
basis of substantial evidence in light of the whole record, one or more of the following:
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1. Substantial changes are proposed in the project which will require major revisions of the previous
EIR due to the involvement of new significant environmental effects or a substantial increase in
the severity of previously identified significant effects;
2. Substantial changes occur with respect to the circumstances under which the project is undertaken
which will require major revisions of the previous EIR due to the involvement of new significant
environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified significant
effects; or
3. New information of substantial importance, which was not known and could not have been
known with the exercise of reasonable diligence at the time the previous EIR was certified as
complete, shows any of the following:
a. The project will have one or more significant effects not discussed in the previous EIR;
b. Significant effects previously examined will be substantially more severe than shown in the
previous EIR;
c. Mitigation measures or alternatives previously found not to be feasible would in fact be
feasible and would substantially reduce one or more significant effects of the project, but the
project proponents decline to adopt the mitigation measure or alternative; or
d. Mitigation measures or alternatives which are considerably different from those analyzed in
the previous EIR would substantially reduce one or more significant effects on the
environment, but the project proponents decline to adopt the mitigation measure or
alternative.
CEQA Guidelines Section 15164 states that the Lead Agency or responsible agency shall prepare an
Addendum to a previously certified EIR if some changes or additions are necessary but none of the
conditions described above have occurred. In accordance with the CEQA Guidelines, the proposed
project does not meet any of the conditions specified in CEQA Guidelines Section 15162 and therefore an
Addendum to the El Corazon Specific Plan EIR has been prepared as the appropriate document.
This Addendum evaluates whether Specific Plan Amendment (Z17-00004), Development Plan (D1800017) and the development of Tentative Map (T-17-00004) would result in new or substantially more
severe significant environmental impacts compared to the impacts disclosed in the certified FEIR.
Although the Addendum is not required to be circulated for public review under CEQA, this EIR
Addendum will undergo a 30 day public review period as part of the proposed project’s Enhanced
Notification and Community Outreach Plan (Appendix A). The Enhanced Notification and Community
Outreach Plan complies with City Council Policy 300-14, which intends to increase public awareness of
and promote public participation in the El Corazon Specific Plan development. Sudberry Properties has
also met with the neighboring commercial property owner along Oceanside Boulevard to coordinate on
circulation and access elements of the proposed project, in addition to meeting with the non-profit Friends
of El Corazon to discuss the proposed project. Project notification signs were posted at the site in April
2017 and will remain through the entitlement process.
1.4

SUMMARY OF CERTIFIED FINAL EIR

The FEIR assessed the environmental impacts associated with implementation of the El Corazon Specific
Plan and proposed mitigation measures, where required, to reduce significant impacts. The FEIR
concluded that the approved El Corazon Specific Plan would result in less than significant impacts to the
following environmental issues areas: Aesthetics, Biological Resources, Geology/Soils, Hydrology/Water
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Quality, Land Use, Noise, Cultural Resources, Hazards and Hazardous Materials, Utilities and Service
Systems. The FEIR concluded that approved El Corazon Specific Plan would result in significant impacts
to the following environmental issue areas: Air Quality, Public Services, Transportation/Traffic and
Cumulative Impacts. Impacts to Air Quality, Transportation/Traffic and Cumulative Impacts (Climate
Change/Traffic) were determined to be significant and unmitigated. A Statement of Overriding
Considerations and Findings of Fact were adopted concurrently by the City Council with certification of
the FEIR pursuant to Sections 15093 and 15126(b) of the CEQA guidelines.
Impacts identified in the FEIR are shown in Table 1 and the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program for the approved El Corazon Specific Plan is included as Appendix B to this Addendum.

TABLE 1. APPROVED EL CORAZON SPECIFIC PLAN FEIR FINDINGS
Environmental Impact

Air Quality
Implementation of the approved project has the potential to emit
substantial volumes of pollutants and fugitive dust during
construction activities.
Implementation of the approved project would exceed San Diego
County Air Pollution Control District (SDCAPCD) thresholds for
ROG, NOx, CO and PM 10 during the long- term operational phase.
Biological Resources
Implementation of the approved project would potentially result in
impacts to sensitive vegetation habitats, including riparian habitat.
Implementation of the approved project would result in significant
impacts to sensitive species including, but not limited to, California
gnatcatcher and raptors.
Implementation of the approved project would impact a wildlife
corridor.

Significance
Before
Mitigation

Mitigation
Measures

Significance
After
Mitigation

Significant

AIR-1
through
AIR-17
AIR-18
through
AIR-27

Less Than
Significant

Significant

Significant
Significant

Significant

Geology and Soils
Implementation of the approved project would result in potentially
Significant
significant impacts from ground failure and liquefaction.
Implementation of the approved project would result in potentially
Significant
significant impacts related to landslides.
Implementation of the approved project would result in impacts
Significant
related to unstable and expansive soils.
Hydrology and Water Quality
Implementation of the approved project would result in potentially
Significant
significant impacts due to alteration of the existing drainage pattern
and increased stormwater runoff.
Noise
Implementation of the approved project may expose persons to
Significant
noise levels in excess of the City’s 65 dBA noise standard.
Public Services
Implementation of the approved project would increase the need for
Significant
public school service.
Transportation and Traffic
Implementation of the approved project would result potentially
Significant
significant construction related impacts to traffic.

July 2019

Significant
and
Unmitigable

BIO-1a and
BIO-1b
BIO-2
through
BIO-30
BIO-2
through
BIO-30

Less Than
Significant
Less Than
Significant

G-1

Less Than
Significant
Less Than
Significant
Less Than
Significant

G-2
G-3

Less Than
Significant

H-1 and H2

Less Than
Significant

N-1

Less Than
Significant

Payment of
Developer
Fees

Less Than
Significant

TT-1

Less Than
Significant
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Environmental Impact

Significance
Before
Mitigation
Significant

Mitigation
Measures

Implementation of the approved project would degrade level of
service (LOS) at the intersection of El Camino Real at SR-78
Westbound ramps under existing plus project conditions.

Significant

TT-3

Implementation of the approved project would degrade LOS along
Oceanside Boulevard from I-5 Southbound ramps to Crouch Street
under existing plus project conditions.
Implementation of the approved project would degrade LOS along
College Boulevard from Oceanside Boulevard to Roselle Avenue
under existing plus project conditions.
Implementation of the approved project would degrade LOS at the
intersection of SR-76 and Rancho del Oro Drive under year 2010
plus project conditions.
Implementation of the approved project would degrade LOS at the
intersection of College Boulevard and Old Grove Road under year
2010 plus project conditions.
Implementation of the approved project would degrade LOS at the
intersection of Oceanside Boulevard and College Boulevard under
year 2010 plus project conditions.
Implementation of the approved project would degrade LOS at the
intersection of Rancho del Oro Drive and Cameo Drive under year
2010 plus project conditions.
Implementation of the approved project would degrade LOS at the
intersection of El Camino Real at SR-78 Westbound and Eastbound
ramps under year 2010 plus project conditions.

Significant

TT-4

Significant

TT-5

Significant

TT-6

Significant

TT-7

Less Than
Significant

Significant

TT-8

Less Than
Significant

Significant

TT-9

Less Than
Significant

Significant

TT-10

Implementation of the approved project would degrade LOS along
Oceanside Boulevard from I-5 Southbound ramps to Crouch Street
and from Foussat Road to El Camino Real under year 2010 plus
project conditions.

Significant

TT-11

Less than
significant if
the alternative
measure is
implemented.
Significant
and
unmitigated if
the alternative
measure is not
implemented.
Significant
and
Unmitigated

Implementation of the approved project would result in a significant
increase in traffic at various intersections and roadway segments in
the City of Oceanside.
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TT-2

Significance
After
Mitigation
Impacts to
some
intersections
and segments
would remain
significant
and
unmitigated
Less than
significant if
the alternative
measure is
implemented.
Significant
and
unmitigated if
the alternative
measure is not
implemented.1
Significant
and
unmitigated
Significant
and
Unmitigated
Less Than
Significant
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Environmental Impact

Significance
Before
Mitigation
Significant

Mitigation
Measures

Significant

TT-13

Significant

TT-14

Significant

TT-15

Less Than
Significant

Significant

TT-16

Less Than
Significant

Implementation of the approved project would degrade LOS at the
intersection of Rancho del Oro Drive at Cameo Drive under year
2015 plus project conditions.

Significant

TT-17

Less Than
Significant

Implementation of the approved project would degrade LOS at the
intersection of College Boulevard at Vista Way under year 2015
plus project conditions.

Significant

TT-18

Less Than
Significant

Implementation of the approved project would degrade LOS at the
intersection of Mesa Drive at El Camino Real under year 2015 plus
project conditions.
Implementation of the approved project would degrade LOS along
I-15 Northbound and Southbound from SR-78 to Las Flores Road
under year 2015 plus project conditions.
Implementation of the approved project would degrade LOS along
SR-78 Eastbound from College Boulevard to Emerald Road under
year 2015 plus project conditions.
Implementation of the approved project would degrade LOS at the
intersection of El Camino Real at SR-78 Westbound and Eastbound
ramps under year 2015 plus project conditions.
Implementation of the approved project would degrade LOS at the
intersection of Oceanside Boulevard at El Camino Real under year
2015 plus project conditions.
Implementation of the approved project would degrade LOS along
Oceanside Boulevard from I-5 Southbound ramps to El Camino
Real under year 2015 plus project conditions.
Implementation of the approved project would degrade LOS along
College Boulevard from Old Grove Road to SR-78 under year 2015
plus project conditions.
Implementation of the approved project would degrade LOS along
Mesa Drive from Foussat Road to El Camino Real under year 2015
plus project conditions.
Implementation of the approved project would degrade LOS along
El Camino Real from Vista Way to SR-78 under year 2015 plus
project conditions.

Significant

TT-19

Less Than
Significant

Significant

TT-20

Significant

TT-21

Significant

TT-22

Significant

TT-23

Significant

TT-24

Significant

TT-25

Significant

TT-26

Significant

TT-27

Significant
and
Unmitigated
Significant
and
Unmitigated
Significant
and
Unmitigated
Significant
and
Unmitigated
Significant
and
Unmitigated
Significant
and
Unmitigated
Significant
and
Unmitigated
Significant
and
Unmitigated

Implementation of the approved project would degrade LOS along
College Boulevard from Oceanside Boulevard to Roselle Avenue
under year 2010 plus project conditions.
Implementation of the approved project would degrade LOS along
El Camino Real from Vista Way to SR-78 under year 2010 plus
project conditions.
Implementation of the approved project would degrade LOS at the
intersection of SR-76 at Rancho del Oro Drive under year 2015 plus
project conditions.
Implementation of the approved project would degrade LOS at the
intersection of College Boulevard at Old Grove Road under year
2015 plus project conditions.
Implementation of the approved project would degrade LOS at the
intersection of Oceanside Boulevard at College Boulevard under
year 2015 plus project conditions.
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Significance
After
Mitigation
Significant
and
Unmitigated
Significant
and
Unmitigated
Less Than
Significant
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Environmental Impact

Significance
Before
Mitigation
Significant

Mitigation
Measures

Significant

TT-29

Less Than
Significant

Significant

TT-30

Less Than
Significant

Significant

TT-31

Less Than
Significant

Significant

TT-32

Less Than
Significant

Significant

TT-33

Implementation of the approved project would degrade LOS along
SR-78 Eastbound and Westbound from College Boulevard to
Emerald Road under year 2030 plus project conditions.

Significant

TT-34

Implementation of the approved project would degrade LOS at the
intersection of El Camino Real at SR-78 Westbound ramps under
year 2030 plus project conditions.
Implementation of the approved project would degrade LOS at the
intersection of El Camino Real at SR-78 Eastbound ramps under
year 2030 plus project conditions.
Implementation of the approved project would degrade LOS at the
intersection of Oceanside Boulevard at College Boulevard under
year 2030 plus project conditions.
Implementation of the approved project would degrade LOS at the
intersection of Oceanside Boulevard at El Camino Real under year

Significant

TT-35

Significant

TT-36

Significant

TT-37

Significant

TT-38

Significant
and
unmitigated
because the
City cannot
guarantee
successful
completion of
the required
improvements
prior to
completion of
Phase 6.
Significant
and
unmitigated
because the
City cannot
guarantee
successful
completion of
the required
improvements
prior to
completion of
Phase 6
Significant
and
Unmitigated
Significant
and
Unmitigated
Significant
and
Unmitigated
Significant
and

Implementation of the approved project would degrade LOS at the
intersection of SR-76 at Rancho del Oro Drive under year 2030 plus
project conditions.
Implementation of the approved project would degrade LOS at the
intersection of College Boulevard at Old Grove Road under year
2030 plus project conditions.
Implementation of the approved project would degrade LOS at the
intersection of College Boulevard at Vista Way under year 2030
plus project conditions.
Implementation of the approved project would degrade LOS at the
intersection of Mesa Drive at El Camino Real under year 2030 plus
project conditions.
Implementation of the approved project would degrade LOS at the
intersection of Mesa Drive at College Boulevard under year 2030
plus project conditions.
Implementation of the approved project would degrade LOS along
I-5 Northbound and Southbound from SR-78 to Las Flores Road
under year 2030 plus project conditions.
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Less than
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Environmental Impact

2030 plus project conditions.
Implementation of the approved project would degrade LOS at the
intersection of Oceanside Boulevard at I-5 Northbound ramps under
year 2030 plus project conditions.
Implementation of the approved project would degrade LOS at the
intersection of Oceanside Boulevard at Crouch Street under year
2030 plus project conditions.
Implementation of the approved project would degrade LOS along
Oceanside Boulevard from I-5 Southbound ramps to El Camino
Real under year 2030 plus project conditions.
Implementation of the approved project would degrade LOS along
College Boulevard from SR-76 to Mesa Drive and from Old Grove
Road to SR-78 under year 2030 plus project conditions.
Implementation of the approved project would degrade LOS along
El Camino Real from Oceanside Boulevard to SR-78 under year
2030 plus project conditions.
Implementation of the approved project would degrade LOS along
Mesa Drive from Foussat Road to El Camino Real under year 2030
plus project conditions.
Cultural Resources
Implementation of the approved project would result in potentially
significant impacts to paleontological resources.
Implementation of the approved project would result in potentially
significant impacts to archaeological resources.
Implementation of the approved project would result in potentially
significant impacts to human remains.
Source: El Corazon Specific Plan FEIR 2009
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Significance
Before
Mitigation

Mitigation
Measures

Significant

TT-39

Significant

TT-40

Significant

TT-41

Significant

TT-42

Significant

TT-43

Significant

TT-44

Significant

CR-1

Significant

CR-2
through
CR-4
CR-5

Significant

Significance
After
Mitigation
Unmitigated
Significant
and
Unmitigated
Significant
and
Unmitigated
Significant
and
Unmitigated
Significant
and
Unmitigated
Significant
and
Unmitigated
Significant
and
Unmitigated
Less than
Significant
Less than
Significant
Less than
Significant
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2.0

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

2.1

PROJECT LOCATION

The proposed project includes a Specific Plan Amendment (Z17-00004) to the approved El Corazon
Specific Plan (including amendments), Development Plan (D18-00017) and Tentative Map (T-17-00004).
The El Corazon Specific Plan area consists of a 465 acre parcel located in the center of the City of
Oceanside, bounded by Rancho Del Oro Road on the east, Oceanside Boulevard on the south, El Camino
Real on the west, and Mesa Drive on the north (Figures 1, 2 and 3). The Development Plan & Tentative
Map component of the proposed project encompasses 82.9 acres within the southeastern portion of the
larger 465 acre area (Assessor’s Parcel Numbers 162-082-51, -60, -80, -90).
2.2

ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING

The El Corazon Specific Plan area was previously used by the U.S. Silica Company for sand mining that
consisted of extracting Santiago Formation sandstones and removing silt and clay to produce marketable
silica sands. Onsite mining operations resulted in the construction of nine, large tailing ponds which have
since been filled with unconsolidated mine tailings and capped with overburden and/or screened soils.
The project site is disturbed and is located within the Carlsbad Watershed, Loma Alta (904.10)
Hydrologic Area. Both the General Plan land use designation and zoning code designation for the site is
El Corazon Specific Plan SP-1-09.
The area surrounding the El Corazon Specific Plan area is developed with varying land uses. South of the
site, across Oceanside Boulevard is a fire station, high school, concrete batch plant, plant nursery, a
concrete block company and a Sprinter Station. East of the Specific Plan site is the Seagate Corporate
Center and Ocean Ranch Business Park. West of the Specific Plan site is a self-storage business and
multi-family residential land uses. To the north is the Oceana Senior Community.
The 82.9 acre Tentative Parcel Map area is currently an undeveloped parcel that has been disturbed and is
intended for use as future building pads, roads, sidewalks, parking and associated infrastructure. The
Tentative Parcel Map area currently slopes from north to south at elevations ranging from approximately
268 feet above Mean Sea Level (MSL) at the north end of the project site to approximately 140 feet above
MSL along Oceanside Boulevard. Existing Circulation Element roadways fronting the Tentative Parcel
Map site include Oceanside Boulevard to the south and Rancho Del Oro Road to the east. Oceanside
Boulevard, from El Camino Real to Rancho Del Oro Road, is classified and currently built as a six-lane
Prime Arterial, with a striped center median and intermittent turn pockets. Rancho Del Oro Road, from
Mesa Drive to Oceanside Boulevard, is classified and currently built as a four lane Major Arterial, with a
raised center median.
2.2.1

Approved El Corazon Specific Plan Districts

The approved Specific Plan divides the 465 acre site into six Districts, discussed below and including:
Parks and Recreation, Habitat, Civic Services, Hotel, Village Commercial, and Oceanside Boulevard
Commercial. For each District, the approved Specific Plan establishes allowable land uses, development
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standards, urban design concepts, and architectural design guidelines, which are combined with a logical
system of circulation, parking, and public improvements.
Parks and Recreation District
The approved El Corazon Specific Plan designated 212 acres of Parks and Recreation District. The Parks
and Recreation District was divided into 9 park sites, each with specific program elements, including
athletic fields that are sized to accommodate a variety of sports, including soccer, football, lacrosse and
rugby. Park sites were designated to include passive recreational uses, such as playgrounds, covered
picnic pavilions, individual picnic tables, open play areas, concessions, restrooms, storage buildings, and
press boxes.
Habitat District
The approved El Corazon Specific Plan designated 170 acres of Habitat District, including 150 acres that
would be restored to natural coastal sage scrub habitat and riparian areas along Garrison Creek and the
western portion of the Specific Plan area and an additional 20 acres along Oceanside Boulevard that
would be restored to native coastal sage scrub habitat. The size and configuration of the Habitat District
was designed to be consistent with the requirements of the regional Multiple Habitat Conservation
Program (MHCP), as well as the Draft Oceanside Subarea Plan, including the provision of a 50-foot
buffer area. It should be noted that the FEIR and prior EIR Addendums reflect an approved Specific Plan
with 164 acres of Habitat District, including a 14-acre Habitat District along Oceanside Boulevard.
However, the Planning Commission resolution for the Specific Plan, dated April 20, 2009, requires a
project with an overall Habitat District of 170 acres, including a 20-acre Habitat District along Oceanside
Boulevard. Consistent with the requirements of the approved 2009 resolution, the proposed project would
provide a 20-acre Habitat District along Oceanside Boulevard.
Civic Services District
The approved El Corazon Specific Plan designated 34 acres of Civic Services District for the following
four sites: 1) Senior Center, 2) Community/Cultural Center, 3) Recreation Center, and 4) Future
Expansion Area. Each civic site would have customized development standards, depending on the
expected use of the site. As an option, the City’s Public Safety Center would be located in a portion of the
Civic Services District. As another alternative, this area may be used as additional park space.
Hotel District
The approved El Corazon Specific Plan designated 11 acres of Hotel District over two parcels of land. A
larger six acre site is located at the highest point of the Specific Plan area, to capture views and
designation as a “Destination Hotel”. The other hotel site would be five acres in size and is planned for a
“Regional Hotel” such as the Marriott Residence Inn to the east.
Village Commercial District
The approved El Corazon Specific Plan designated 19 acres of Village Commercial District areas, which
would allow for retail shopping, restaurants and other appropriate uses in financial support of the El
Corazon public land use areas and programs. The Village Commercial District may contain up to 248,000
sf of buildings, including 168,000 sf of commercial space and 80,000 sf of office space. Up to 300 total
residential units are also allowed within the Village Commercial District. The Village Commercial
District is considered a mixed-use area that is intended to contain specialty retail that is complementary
and compatible with adjacent recreational, civic and hotel land uses.
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Oceanside Boulevard Commercial District
The approved El Corazon Specific Plan designated 25 acres of Oceanside Boulevard Commercial District
in the southeastern corner of the Specific Plan area. This Oceanside Boulevard Commercial District is
intended for traditional commercial retail and service uses that would serve the surrounding areas, such as
business products stores and services, sporting goods shops, fitness clubs, and full-service and fast food
restaurants. The Oceanside Boulevard Commercial District may also contain offices and light industrial
(technical) uses. As part of a 2016 Specific Plan Amendment, additional amounts of nonresidential
development square footage were transferred from the Village Commercial District to the Oceanside
Boulevard Commercial District. This transfer allows for up to 335,000 sf of commercial development and
up to 245,000 sf of office development to occur within the Oceanside Boulevard Commercial District.
2.3

PROPOSED PROJECT COMPONENTS

The proposed project includes a Specific Plan Amendment (Appendix C) to the approved El Corazon
Specific Plan, Development Plan and Tentative Map (Figure 4). The proposed Specific Plan Amendment,
Development Plan and Tentative Map address adjustments to various land use and circulation elements in
the Specific Plan and divides the project area into several parcels, streets and infrastructure areas which
will facilitate the future build out of a variety of land uses consistent with those envisioned by the Specific
Plan, as discussed below.
2.3.1

Specific Plan Amendment (Z17-00004)

As part of the proposed project, amendments to the approved El Corazon Specific Plan are necessary to
address minor acreage adjustments required as part of the proposed Tentative Map and roadway
improvements. The proposed project’s Specific Plan Amendments are applicable to the entire 465 acre
area and would allow for continued build-out of the Specific Plan area as originally envisioned with
mixed-use, commercial, office and industrial development supporting park areas and operations, with
minor adjustments.
All Districts
The proposed project would amend the approved El Corazon Specific Plan to include the word “arenas”
on page 2-7, under the Commercial Recreation and Entertainment definition. This term has been added
for clarification purposes and to be consistent with the Allowable Uses by District identified in Figure 2-2
of the approved Specific Plan.
In Chapter 3 of the approved El Corazon Specific Plan, Circulation and Public Improvements, the proposed
project would also add text to recognize that within the Specific Plan area, additional and/or alternative
street designs may be proposed in response to items such as existing and approved site development,
geographic and hydrologic conditions, infrastructure needs and to accommodate preferred stormwater
treatment features throughout the project area. Alternative Street designs must meet the design intent of the
original street section, while supporting the planned pedestrian experience and providing effective vehicular
circulation.
Parks and Recreation District
The proposed project would result in a reduction of 14 acres of Parks and Recreation District, decreasing
total acreage in this District from 212 acres to 198 acres. Eight acres of the Parks and Recreation District
decrease occurs in areas fronting the Village Commercial District and Oceanside Boulevard Commercial
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District but currently within the Parks and Recreation District designation and 6 acres of the Parks and
Recreation District decrease occurs in Park # 9, in order to maintain the 20-acre Habitat district along
Oceanside Boulevard. The areas proposed for reduction under the proposed project consist mostly of
slope/buffer areas along street frontages and commercial pad perimeters, considered underutilized
landscape slopes. The acreage reduction would also occur within Park #1 and Park #9, primarily in slope
areas rather than active recreational areas. Park #1 would decrease in size from 37 acres to 36.2 acres
while Park #9 would be reduced in size from 54 acres to 40.7 acres, including the transfer of 6 acres to the
Oceanside Boulevard Habitat District. Park #3 would increase in size from 15 acres to 15.1 acres. The
proposed configuration of Park #3 essentially ‘swaps’ 5.0 acres with Park # 9, where this portion of Park
# 9 would serve as a landscape slope buffer adjacent to the west edge of the Oceanside Boulevard
Commercial District. Subsequently, a 5.0 acre area would be added to expand the southern portion of the
existing Park #3 boundary, providing for softball/baseball fields and open recreation/landscape areas.
Habitat District
The FEIR and prior EIR Addendums reflect an approved Specific Plan with 164 acres of Habitat District,
including a 14-acre Habitat District along Oceanside Boulevard. However, the approved Planning
Commission’s resolution for the Specific Plan, dated April 20, 2009, requires a project with an overall
Habitat District of 170 acres, including a 20-acre Habitat District along Oceanside Boulevard. Consistent
with the requirements of the approved 2009 resolution, the proposed project would provide a 20-acre
Habitat District along Oceanside Boulevard. The proposed project would slightly modify the boundary of
the Oceanside Boulevard Habitat District to accommodate for the required 20-acres of coastal sage scrub
restoration and for the placement of a biofiltration basin necessary to serve the proposed project. The
biofiltration basin would be located within the eastern edge of the Oceanside Boulevard Habitat District
footprint. The 20-acre Oceanside Boulevard Habitat District would extend along the south and west
boundary of the Civic Services 4 District (the existing green waste facility) and would include six acres of
land adjacent to Park 9, previously identified as Parks and Recreation District and now transferred to the
Oceanside Boulevard Habitat District. A portion of the Oceanside Boulevard Habitat District, east of the
Civic Services 4 District, has also been widened in order to achieve the 20-acre requirement, and to
provide a location for a landscaped biofiltration basin that will support the proposed project. The eastern
boundary of the Oceanside Boulevard Habitat District area has also been shifted to the west, outside of
the proposed slope grading incorporated adjacent to the planned Oceanside Boulevard Commercial
District. This slope area would now be a part of Park 9 as a landscape buffer/slope. Although the
dimensions of the Oceanside Boulevard Habitat District would change under the proposed project, the
function and value of the Habitat District would not. The proposed change could increase functionality
and value by reducing the ratio of edge to total area, which can reduce edge effects.
Civic Services District
The proposed project would result in a reduction of 0.1 acres of Civic Services District, decreasing total
acreage in this District from an approved 34 acres to 33.9 acres. The 0.1 acre reduction would occur
within Civic Services Site #2, which was previously 5.5 acres and would now be 5.4 acres.
Hotel District
The proposed project would result in a reduction of 1.9 acres of Hotel District, decreasing total acreage in
this District from 11 acres to 9.1 acres. The 1.9 acre reduction would occur within Specific Plan Hotel
Site #2, which was previously 5 acres and would now be 3.1 acres. The reduction of 1.9 acres at Hotel
Site #2 would not affect the ability for the site to support a planned 150-room hotel, envisioned by the
approved El Corazon Specific Plan “to serve the more functional recreational, business and residential
land uses of the El Corazon site and surrounding area”. At 3.1 acres, the proposed Hotel Site #2 is still
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considered highly viable due to the close proximity to planned uses in the Village Commercial and
Oceanside Boulevard Commercial Districts, which would likely provide amenity and support services in
addition to the park amenities planned adjacent to the hotel site.
Village Commercial District
The proposed project would result in an increase of 0.7 acres of Village Commercial District, from an
approved 19 acres to now 19.7 acres.
Oceanside Boulevard Commercial District
The proposed Specific Plan Amendment would result in an increase of 9.3 acres of Oceanside Boulevard
Commercial District, increasing this District from the currently approved 25 acres to 34.3 acres.
Development Standards and Design Guidelines
Future development within the Specific Plan area is regulated by Section 2.3 of the El Corazon Specific
Plan, Specific Plan Districts, which identifies development standards, and also by Section 2.4, General
Design Guidelines. The El Corazon Specific Plan development standards are mandatory regulations that
must be met by all applicable development. The El Corazon Specific Plan design guidelines are not
mandatory requirements, but provide a defined framework of design principles that supplement zoning
development standards. Design guidelines address such issues as site design; building massing, forms and
articulation; and utilitarian aspects of a building. The approved El Corazon Specific Plan implements the
community’s vision for development of a “retreat in the city.” Beyond acreage adjustments, the proposed
project would not alter any text related to development and design standards within Chapter 2, Land Use
and Design, of the Specific Plan. Any future development within the Village Commercial and Oceanside
Boulevard Commercial District would adhere to the approved El Corazon Specific Plan’s Development
Standards.
All buildings within the Village Commercial District would adhere to the approved Development
Standards, which include 25 minimum foot setbacks on A Street, B Street, Rancho del Oro Drive and a 15
minimum foot setback on Park Loop Road. Buildings would be a maximum of 50 feet, with a maximum
floor area ratio of 1.0. Portions of the upper stories would be recessed with a break in wall plane
occurring at a minimum of every 50 feet. In the Village Commercial District, buildings are encouraged to
be located adjacent to the Park Loop Road, B Street and the Roundabout, at a minimum. Signs would be
constructed per City standards, with pole signs prohibited. A minimum 15 percent of the total
development site would be landscaping and a minimum of 3 separate outdoor spaces, cumulatively
totaling no less than 8 percent of the Village Commercial Building footprint would occur. Parking would
be provided per City standards, with a 25 percent reduction for residential with a Conditional Use Permit.
All buildings within the Oceanside Boulevard Commercial District would adhere to the approved
Development Standards, which include 25 minimum foot setbacks on A Street, Oceanside Boulevard and
Rancho del Oro Drive. Buildings would be a maximum of 50 feet, with a maximum floor area ratio of
1.0. Portions of the upper stories would be recessed with a break in wall plane occurring at a minimum of
every 50 feet. In the Oceanside Boulevard Commercial District, loading areas are required to be located
between the buildings and A Street. Signs would be constructed per City standards, with pole signs
prohibited. A minimum 15 percent of the total development site would be landscaping with palm trees
prohibited. Parking would be provided per City standards, with a 25 percent reduction for residential with
a Conditional Use Permit and a parking reduction if a shuttle is provided to the transit station, Village
Commercial Center and other park areas.
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Project Design Features
The approved El Corazon Specific Plan incorporates several project design features which would
minimize environmental impacts. The proposed project would incorporate all of these design measures,
consistent with the approved El Corazon Specific Plan. Specially, design measures are provided for
Aesthetics, Air Quality, Biological Resources, Geology and Soils, Hydrology/Water Quality, Land Use,
Noise, Public Services, Traffic, and Utilities. Table 2 identifies all project design features for the
approved El Corazon Specific Plan.
TABLE 2. PROJECT DESIGN FEATURES
Aesthetics
The El Corazon project will comply with Section 39, Light Pollution Regulations, of the City of Oceanside
Municipal Code for appropriate lamp source and light shielding for outdoor light fixtures to restrict light pollution.
Air Quality
Grading emissions related to fugitive dust will be managed in a manner that is consistent with the City of Oceanside
Grading Ordinance and San Diego Air Pollution Control District.
Biological Resources
Several existing habitats will be protected by the plan by a “No Net Loss Policy”. Maximum avoidance of impact
and minimization of impacts along with mitigation strategies will be required to achieve a zero net loss of vegetation
and wetland acreage and biological value. To comply with the policy, transition buffer zones will be planned
between riparian wetlands and vegetation and the Parks and Recreation District. In order to have as minimal an
impact as possible, trails within the Habitat District will be constructed along existing pathways and maintenance of
the trails will be as minimal as possible.
To provide adequate habitat for the California gnatcatcher, open space will be maintained for breeding and foraging
along Oceanside Boulevard and east and west of El Camino Real. In compliance with the Oceanside Subarea Plan
structures will not be allowed within the designated 120 acres of open space although pedestrian use of trails will be
permitted as a compatible use. Construction in federal, state, and county wildlife and habitat protection jurisdictions
will follow standard restrictions, best management practices, and erosion and runoff requirements including the
federal CWA, National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES), and the preparation of a SWPPP.
Construction of the El Corazon project will be in cooperation with the SDG&E NCCP for usage of the SDG&E
easements included in the project.
Geology and Soils
To control erosion during construction, Best Management Practices (BMPs) will be implemented through a Storm
Water Pollution Prevention Program.
Hydrology/ Water Quality
Storm water and pollutant discharge on the project site will be regulated by the Regional Water Quality Control
Board (RWQCB) of San Diego and comply with the Water Quality Control Plan for the San Diego Basin.
Regulation of water quality, use of water resources by the State Water Quality Control Board and the RWQCB will
also be followed in addition to prescribed best management practices. All applicable federal, state and local
regulations regarding stormwater runoff and water quality will be complied with. Development of the project will
result in several drainage improvements to the existing site, including onsite stormwater detention basins.
Construction of the site will follow a designated Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP). At the
completion of construction a Standard Urban Storm Water Mitigation Plan (SUSMP) will be implemented on the
site and stipulations of the current NPDES permit will be complied with.
Land Use
The project will conserve 120 acres of contiguous biological open space on the property with buffering area around
the open space. A wildlife corridor will also extend through the open space and 35 acres of existing habitat will be
restored as functional coastal sage scrub habitat.
The El Corazon plan sets aside a separated 170 acres for the Habitat District and a wildlife corridor adjacent to the
District. Further open space will be conserved which will include Garrison Creek and adjacent wetlands and
associated vegetation. Structures will not be permitted within 120 acres of the open space area. Trails through the
Habitat District will be of specified width and unpaved. Appropriate and specified maintenance would be conducted
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of the trails.
Noise
The project will adhere to construction hours as set by the City of Oceanside Building Department and if necessary
will request authorization to exceed the set limits.
Public Services
The Project will be subject to City of Oceanside Municipal Code Ordinance 91-34, Section 1, Chapter 32E and will
make payment of $0.42 per sf of commercial development to the Oceanside Unified School District to offset
potential increase of demand for school services. In this way the project will also be in compliance with the School
Facilities Act (SB 50). The project will be subject to approval by the City Council based on whether existing school
facilities would be adequate for growth induced by the project.
The Project will comply with the Uniform Fire Code, Uniform Building Code, and applicable City of Oceanside Fire
Codes to achieve acceptable levels of fire protection. The project shall also comply with all applicable fire codes
and ordinances for access, water mains, fire flow, fire hydrants, mandatory automatic fires sprinklers, and fire lanes
and during construction and project operation.
The project will be subject to approval by the police department based on whether growth induced by the project can
be adequately served by existing police protection facilities in accordance with City policies and standards.
The project shall be in compliance with the City of Oceanside Municipal Code Ordinance 88-45, Section 1, Chapter
32B and Ordinance 91-09, Section 1, Chapter 32C and will pay imposed impact fees to offset impacts to public
facilities.
Transportation/Traffic
Parking for the El Corazon project will follow City standards outlined in Article XIII, Parking Controls, of the
Oceanside Traffic Code.
Special events will be subject to the requirements of the City’s Special Events Ordinance as it relates to parking
controls and traffic management.
Hazards and Hazardous Materials
Construction activities of the project site will be in compliance with existing federal and state standards for the
handling, storage and transport of necessarily hazardous materials. Operation of the project at the completion of
construction will adhere to federal and state standards in the handling, storage and transport of hazardous materials.
Utilities and Service Systems
Stormwater discharge from the project site will adhere to orders issued by the Regional Water Board.
Onsite stormwater detention basins will be designed and constructed in compliance with the Regional Water Quality
Control Board and current City Standard Urban Stormwater Mitigation Plans to manage stormwater generated by
the El Corazon site.
Source: El Corazon a, Table 0.4-2. Project Design Features. City of Oceanside, March 2009

2.3.2

Development Plan (D18-00017) & Tentative Map (T-17-00004)

The Tentative Map area of the proposed project encompasses 82.9 acres within the southeastern portion of
the Specific Plan site, including 14.4 acres of existing and proposed public streets. As shown in Table 3, the
Tentative Map would include the ultimate buildout and operation of 155,000 sf of retail, 169,000 sf of
office, 170,000 sf of industrial, 24,000 sf of commercial, 268 apartments and an 8,000 person capacity
multi-story arena.
The Tentative Map would divide the 82.9 acre project site into 19 numbered lots ranging from 0.79 acres
to 7.24 acres, with major streets and infrastructure provided by the Master Developer, to facilitate
buildout with a variety of commercial, industrial and residential uses consistent with the amended
Specific Plan. An additional 16 lettered lots are proposed and include landscape slopes and drive areas.
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The lot sizes and configurations have been designed to maintain flexibility in responding to the needs of
the market as the project builds out, by providing lots which can easily be combined in a variety of
configurations to accommodate larger users or can be developed with smaller uses. The Tentative Map
has been designed to accommodate future buildout of a broad range of product types from multi-family
buildings, small/medium/large retail, large office/manufacturing/warehouse users and sporting facilities
such as an arena. Residential projects would include multi-story, multi-family apartment structures while
commercial buildings would range from small one-story structures to large retail box type structures. As
part of the proposed project, an 8,000 seat arena would be located in Lots 18 and 19. The arena would be
bounded by Village Commercial Drive, BB Street, and CC Street and would generate traffic on both
weekdays and weekends.
Approval of the proposed Development Plan and Tentative Map would result in the creation of future
building pads, roads, sidewalks, parking and associated infrastructure but would not include the
construction of any buildings. Future development Plans for each of the 19 numbered lots and 16 lettered
lots would be submitted to the City of Oceanside for additional review, in a phased manner, to ensure that
individual developments meet the standards and goals of the El Corazon Specific Plan and to approve
Development Plans and Conditional Use Permits. Any specific site development proposals outside of the
Tentative Map but within the boundaries of the Specific Plan would also be subject to City discretionary
review and approval of future tentative maps, development plans, and similar applications as part of a
separate development review process. Future development applications for each lot would be submitted to
the City for review, in a phased manner, to ensure that individual developments meet the standards and
goals of the Specific Plan. Although the proposed Tentative Map does not propose the construction of any
buildings, consistent with the requirements of Rominger v. County of Colusa, this EIR Addendum
includes an analyses of all potential impacts associated with full-build out of the site, including building
construction and operation.
TABLE 3. PROPOSED TENTATIVE MAP (T-17-00004)
Tentative Map Lots

Land Use Proposed Buildout*
District
Lots: 5 – 13
13.69 acres
Oceanside
150,000sf Retail
Lots: C – G, N, O & P
Boulevard
Commercial
(East)
Lots: 1 - 4
37.41 acres
Oceanside
154,000sf Office; 24,000sf Commercial;
Lots: A, B, H, L & M
Boulevard
170,000sf Industrial
Commercial
(West)
Lots: 14 - 17
12.09 acres
Village
268 Apartment Units; 5,000 sf Retail
Lots: J, K & Q
Commercial
(East)
Lots: 18 & 19
5.24 acres
Village
8,000 sf Arena, 15,000 sf Office
Lots: I
Commercial
(West)
Note: Approval of the Development Plan and Tentative Map would result in the creation of future
building pads, roads, sidewalks, parking and associated infrastructure to allow for the above identified
land uses, but would not include the construction of any buildings. Although the proposed
Development Plan and Tentative Map does not propose the construction of any buildings, consistent
with the requirements of Rominger v. County of Colusa, this EIR Addendum includes an analyses of all
potential impacts associated with full-build out of the site, including building construction and
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operation.
Site Grading
The 82.9 acre Development Plan and Tentative Map area is disturbed and as part of the proposed project
would be regraded to create large pads for the development of residential and commercial areas. Total
site grading would include 1,801,162 cubic yards of cut, and 123,307 cubic yards of fill and
approximately 1,677,855 cubic yards of cut soil. Disposal areas for excess earthwork would be proposed
in various locations throughout the approved Specific Plan area (Figure 4). The earthwork disposal areas
would be a compacted mass graded pad, with no impervious surface created and all existing drainage
patterns maintained. Each earthwork disposal area would include a desilt basin and additional erosion and
stormwater control BMPs.
Grading would be completed in multiple phases on a per lot basis and would provide the large, level,
building pads needed for development. Based on the sheet-grade elevations shown on the Tentative Map,
the majority of the site would receive cuts to reach the proposed sheet grades. Excavations up to
approximately 52 feet would occur within the southwestern portion of the project site. Cuts on the
remaining areas would range from a few feet to up to approximately 25 feet. Areas of fill would range
from 5 feet to 30 feet. A 4:1 (horizontal to vertical) cut slope ranging from approximately 20 feet to 50
feet high is planned along the southwestern side of the project site. The cut slope would be made in
existing tailing pond deposits and undocumented embankment fills.
Access & Circulation
As part of the proposed project, revisions to the approved El Corazon Specific Plan Circulation roadway
locations and street sections would occur, as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Access to the Development Plan & Tentative Map area would be provided by streets connecting to
Rancho Del Oro on the west side and Oceanside Boulevard to the south.
Commercial pads would provide additional driveways accessing Oceanside Boulevard.
A new traffic signal would be constructed as part of the main project entry on Oceanside
Boulevard, west of Rancho Del Oro Drive.
A new street would be constructed and oriented north-south from Oceanside Boulevard to Senior
Center Drive, running between Lots 1-4 and Lots 5-13. This street is referred to as AA Street.
Access to Lots 5-13 would be provided via a signalized driveway at AA Street, as well as an
unsignalized right-in/right-out only driveway on Oceanside Boulevard and a one-way, right-turn in
driveway on Rancho Del Oro Road.
Access to Lots 1-4 would be provided opposite the Lots 5-13 driveway at the previously
mentioned signalized intersection on AA Street, and a right-in/right-out only driveway on
Oceanside Boulevard.
Access to the 8,000 seat arena would be primarily provided via the future west leg of the Rancho
Del Oro Drive / Ocean Ranch Boulevard (B Street) intersection, the existing west leg of the Rancho
Del Oro Drive / Senior Center Drive intersection, and the future north leg of the Oceanside
Boulevard / AA Street intersection. The arena would generate traffic on both weekdays and
weekends. Bicycle parking would be provided in close proximity to the arena entrance.
The intersection of AA Street and Oceanside Boulevard is located approximately 1,200 feet west
of the Oceanside Boulevard / Rancho Del Oro Road intersection and is proposed to be signalized.
Existing access to unsignalized driveways on the south side of Oceanside Boulevard would be
maintained with the development of the Project.
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•

A 12’-16’ Parkway and minimum 5-foot Paved Sidewalk or Multi-Use path would be constructed
and maintained along the internal circulation streets. Sidewalk and pathways would be ADA
compliant, where possible.
• All the internal streets would conform to the requirements of the approved El Corazon Specific Plan
and would feature large parkways and medians, where feasible. Additional alternative access would
be encouraged through the use of bicycle lanes. AA Street, BB Street and CC Streets would have
five-foot areas at one or both edges of the roadways for a bike lane or shoulder.
• All street cross section widths would accommodate buildout traffic projections and internal
circulation routes would be maintained and improved as necessary to support buildout of the
proposed development and maintain integrity of the circulation network.
• Dedicated right-turn lanes along Oceanside Boulevard at each project driveway would be provided.
• Intersection geometry at each access point would be provided as shown on Figure 7.
• Dual eastbound left-turn lanes would be provided on Oceanside Boulevard at Street AA.
• Traffic control personnel would be provided at the Street AA / Lot 1 & 2 and Oceanside Boulevard /
Street AA intersections during large soccer field events.
• Provide turn pocket storage lengths that meet the forecast queues shown in Transportation Analysis
(Appendix K), including increase the planned northbound left-turn pocket length on AA Street at the
Lots 1-13 driveway to exceed 175 feet.
• Align Street AA with a relocated ORCO Block Company driveway and close the current ORCO west
driveway.
Transportation Management Plan (TMP)
As part of the proposed project, a comprehensive Transportation Management Plan (TMP) has been
created to determine measures than must be implemented to best manage parking, vehicular traffic, and
pedestrian/bicycle traffic for the benefit of everyone affected by arena events i.e., (event attendees,
residential neighbors, and the community at large). The full TMP is included as Appendix L and requires
a number of measures be implemented during arena events and project planning, including:
• Design the roundabout at the Village Commercial Drive / “CC” Street intersection to
accommodate two circulatory travel lanes on the day of events.
• Provide a striped median (instead of a raised median) on “B” Street.
• Provide two 10’ travel lanes and one 10’ TWLTL on “CC” Street and “BB” Street.
• Implement signal timing plan modifications on Rancho Del Oro Drive / “B” Street / Ocean Ranch
Blvd.
• Implement signal timing plan modifications on Rancho Del Oro Drive / Senior Center Drive.
• Utilize Advanced Transportation Management System (ATMS) monitoring to quickly identify
traffic problems and subsequently addressed to maintain efficient traffic operations.
• Position Oceanside Police traffic control at the intersections of Rancho Del Oro Drive / “B” Street
/ Ocean Ranch Boulevard and Rancho Del Oro Drive / Senior Center Drive and the future
intersection of Oceanside Boulevard /“AA” Street to manually direct traffic before and after arena
events.
• Provide on-site traffic control personnel and flaggers to control traffic and parking within the
project site.
• Provide event wayfinding signs to direct attendees that bike, walk, drive or take transit.
• Overlap phasing for certain traffic signals, provide right turn overlap signals and provide no U turn
signs in select locations.
• Designate pick-up / drop-off areas for Ridesourcing (Uber, Lyft, etc.), including providing a
designated a pick-up and drop-off area at the Field of Dreams parking lot to minimize the impact
on event traffic circulation.
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Coordinate with the Senior Center during all events.
Provide shuttle service to and from the Rancho Del Oro Transit Station an hour before and after
the event.
Increase pedestrian and bicycle lanes during events.
Provide access details to attendees before events; inform attendees of public transit options; and
provide bicycle parking.

The TMP measures are required to be in place at least one hour prior to an event at the arena, and for at
least one hour following an event. It is also required that the Project encourage transit use, especially
given the existing Sprinter station is located approximately a quarter mile from the Project site and
coordinate with the North County Transit District (NCTD)/SPRINTER to provide additional services
during peak event periods/days.
As outlined in the TMP, sold out events at both the arena and soccer fields may not to be scheduled on the
same day unless start and end times are offset by at least four hours. Smaller events may be scheduled at
each venue without start and end times offset. The proposed project would not result in the construction
of an arena, but rather would provide a building pad and associated infrastructure to support such a use.
Although the proposed Development Plan and Tentative Map does not propose the construction of any
buildings, consistent with the requirements of Rominger v. County of Colusa, this EIR Addendum
includes an analyses of all potential impacts associated with full-build out of the site, including arena
construction and operation. However, future building plans for the arena would be prepared and be
submitted to the City of Oceanside for additional review, in a phased manner, to ensure that individual
development meets the standards and goals of the El Corazon Specific Plan and to approve Development
Plans and Conditional Use Permits. At this time, specific conditions of approval related to the scheduling
of events on site would be issued.
Water, Sewer and Stormwater
As part of the proposed project, water and sewer service would be provided to each lot and a storm drain
system would collect storm water runoff from the property and direct it to appropriate water quality and
detention facilities throughout the project (Figure 5). All proposed infrastructure improvements would be
consistent with the conceptual exhibits presented in the approved El Corazon Specific Plan and
implemented as required to support buildout of the Specific Plan area. All proposed utilities would be
undergrounded with easements provided, where not located in the public right of way. Final design of the
proposed water, sewer and storm water system will be established during the final engineering phase of
each site plan and may vary from described below.
The Development Plan and Tentative Map area would receive sewer service by constructing onsite sewer
system improvements that connect to the existing 8-inch diameter public sewer line that conveys flow to
Rancho Del Oro Drive via Senior Center Drive and by making a connection to the existing sewer
interceptor in Oceanside Boulevard. Water service would be provided by making several connections to
the public system, including connections to the 12-inch water lines in Rancho Del Oro Drive and
Oceanside Boulevard. Connections would also be made to the existing water lines around the senior
center. The proposed project would construct a detention basin and stormwater system that would
accommodate anticipated stormwater flows and which would be designed and constructed in compliance
with the RWQCB stormwater permit and current City’s BMP design Manual. The proposed project would
include new storm drains to convey the water off the site and into existing storm drains and to Loma Alta
Creek. Stormwater would be managed by a bio-filtration basin and flow through basins to treat new
public streets and impervious areas. Widening of exhibit streets would implement USEPA green street
elements to manage runoff from these retrofitted street areas. All onsite pads would have an onsite
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desilting basin. The specific location of the storm water BMPs for each mass graded pad would be a
function of subsequent site design and would allow sediment from the runoff generated by the pad to
settle in the basin. Disposal areas for excess earthwork are proposed in various locations throughout the
approved Specific Plan area. The disposal area would be a compacted mass graded pad, with no
impervious surface created and all existing drainage patterns maintained. Each earthwork disposal area
would include a desilt basin and additional erosion and stormwater control BMPs. The mass graded
condition would not introduce or create any impervious areas onsite and the existing drainage patterns
would be maintained.
Landscaping
Figures 6A and 6B present the preliminary landscape designs for the Development Plan and Tentative Map,
which are consistent with the design goals of the approved El Corazon Specific Plan. Conceptual
landscaping is shown along the perimeter slope areas and street frontages of the proposed development pads
in the Village Commercial and Oceanside Boulevard Commercial Districts. Any retaining walls in excess of
4 feet would be plantable and various street sections highlight pedestrian circulation elements, parkway and
median landscaping. Project frontages and entryways along Oceanside Boulevard and Rancho Del Oro
Drive would be designed with enhanced landscape and slope plantings in order to provide a higher aesthetic
level for these significant public view areas. Significant landscape buffers and streetscape elements are also
maintained as intended to enhance the “rural look and feel” of the park.
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ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS

The following section analyzes and provides a determination of whether the proposed project would result
in any new significant or substantially more severe significant environmental impacts, when compared to
those previously certified within the FEIR. The analysis of environmental impacts in this section follows
the same order as those contained within Section 4 of the FEIR. Each environmental issue area begins
with a summary of the prior environmental findings, followed by an analysis of the proposed project’s
impacts and the identification of any required mitigation, if applicable. Within this document, the term
“approved El Corazon Specific Plan” and FEIR is referring to the 2009 approved Specific Plan and 2009
FEIR, including all approved EIR Amendments and Specific Plan Amendments.
The FEIR concluded that the approved El Corazon Specific Plan would result in less than significant
impacts to the following environmental issues areas: Aesthetics, Biological Resources, Geology/Soils,
Hydrology/Water Quality, Land Use, Noise, Cultural Resources, Hazards and Hazardous Materials,
Utilities and Service Systems. The FEIR concluded that approved El Corazon Specific Plan would result
in significant impacts to the following environmental issue areas: Air Quality, Public Services,
Transportation/Traffic and Cumulative Impacts. Impacts to Air Quality, Transportation/Traffic and
Cumulative Impacts (Climate Change/Traffic) were determined to be significant and unmitigated. A
Statement of Overriding Considerations and Findings of Fact were adopted concurrently by the City
Council with certification of the FEIR pursuant to Sections 15093 and 15126(b) of the CEQA guidelines.
Impacts identified in the FEIR are shown in Table 1 and the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program for the approved El Corazon Specific Plan is included as Appendix B to this Addendum.
3.1

AESTHETICS

3.1.1

Prior Environmental Findings

Scenic Vistas
The FEIR concluded that implementation of the El Corazon project would change the visual character of
the site but it would not block a designated scenic vista from within the El Corazon site. The development
of the site would include the construction of buildings in the eastern area, which would partially block the
distant view of the Pacific Ocean from the commercial buildings of Ocean Ranch located east of Rancho
del Oro Drive. However, there would likely be view corridors created between the new buildings and,
therefore, the existing views of the Pacific Ocean would not be completely blocked. Therefore, the FEIR
concluded that the approved El Corazon Specific Plan would not result in any substantial adverse effects
to a scenic vista and a less than significant impact would occur.
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Scenic Highways
The portion of I-5 that runs through San Diego County and the entirety of SR-76 are highway segments
within and near the City of Oceanside which are listed as eligible State Scenic Highways. The FEIR
concluded these highway segments are screened from the Specific Plan area by distance and the
surrounding topography and therefore implementation of the approved El Corazon Specific Plan would
not substantially alter existing views from designated or eligible State Scenic Highways and no impact
would occur.
Visual Character
The FEIR concluded that past mining operations have altered the natural state of the project site and with
increased development and landscaping, the views from the surrounding areas would be improved
because the approved El Corazon Specific Plan would provide more aesthetically cohesive land uses that
would replace vacant and undeveloped land within a developed area of the City. Impacts would be less
than significant.
Light/Glare
The FEIR identified that as a Project Design Feature (Table 2), the approved El Corazon Specific Plan
would be subject to compliance with Chapter 39, Light Pollution Regulations, of the City of Oceanside
Municipal Code. The FEIR concluded that development of the site would increase the amount of nighttime light onsite but compliance with the Specific Plan’s design standards and the Municipal Code would
reduce any impacts related to substantial light or glare to a level below significance.
Approved El Corazon Specific Plan Required Mitigation
The FEIR did not require aesthetics mitigation for the approved El Corazon Specific Plan.
Level of Significance After Mitigation
The FEIR concluded that implementation of the approved El Corazon Specific Plan would result in a less
than significant impact related to scenic vistas, scenic highways, visual character and light/glare.
3.1.2

Proposed Project Impact Analysis

Scenic Vistas
Consistent with the approved El Corazon Specific Plan, the proposed project would construct buildings
within the eastern portion of the project site. The proposed project would include the construction and
operation of 155,000 sf of retail, 169,000 sf of office, 170,000 sf of industrial, 24,000 sf of commercial,
268 apartments and an 8,000 person capacity multi-story arena. Implementation of this development
would not significantly change the visual character of the site, when compared to the land uses proposed
under the approved El Corazon Specific Plan and the project analyzed within the FEIR. The residential
components of the proposed project are expected to include multi-story, multi-family apartment structures
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while the commercial buildings are expected to range from small one-story structures to large retail box
type structures. The proposed project would amend the Specific Plan to include an arena as an allowable
land use under the Commercial Recreation and Entertainment definition, which would make the Specific
Plan consistent with the City of Oceanside Zoning Ordinance.
The proposed project would not alter any Development Standards and Design Guidelines within the
approved El Corazon Specific Plan and all future development within the Village Commercial and
Oceanside Boulevard Commercial District would adhere to the approved El Corazon Specific Plan’s
Development Standards. Therefore, the proposed project would result in the approximate same height and
massing as development proposed under the approved El Corazon Specific Plan.
The FEIR concluded that although buildings may partially block the distant view of the Pacific Ocean,
there would likely be view corridors created between the new buildings and, therefore, the existing views
of the Pacific Ocean would not be completely blocked and a less than significant impact would occur. The
proposed project would implement the development anticipated on this site from the approved El Corazon
Specific Plan and is consistent with this determination. Therefore, the changes associated with the
proposed project would not result in any new impacts or increase the severity of any impacts related to
scenic vistas.
Scenic Highways
The FEIR concluded the Specific Plan area does not include any scenic resources and all scenic highway
segments are screened from the site by distance and topography. The proposed project would adhere to
the approved El Corazon Specific Plan’s Development and Design Standards and consistent with the
findings of the FEIR, the proposed project would not substantially alter the existing views from any
scenic highway because the project site would not be visible from any of these segments. The changes
associated with the proposed project would not result in any new impacts or increase the severity of any
impacts related to scenic highways.
Visual Character
The FEIR concluded that the Specific Plan area is surrounded by urban development and that buildout of
the approved El Corazon Specific Plan land uses would be consistent with this existing development.
Consistent with the approved El Corazon Specific Plan, the proposed project would replace vacant,
undeveloped land with residential, hotel and commercial land uses in the eastern portion of site. As shown
in Table 4, the proposed project is consistent with the allowable land uses and densities identified in the
approved El Corazon Specific Plan. The proposed project would implement the development anticipated
on this site from the approved El Corazon Specific Plan and views from the surrounding areas of site
would be improved because more aesthetically cohesive land uses would replace vacant and undeveloped
land within a developed area of the City.
The proposed project would include the construction and operation of 155,000 sf of retail, 169,000 sf of
office, 170,000 sf of industrial, 24,000 sf of commercial, 268 apartments and an 8,000 person capacity
multi-story arena. The proposed project has been designed to accommodate a broad range of product
types from multi-family buildings, small/medium/large retail, large office/manufacturing/warehouse users
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and sporting facilities such as an arena. Residential projects would include multi-story, multi-family
apartment structures while commercial buildings would range from small one-story structures to large
retail box type structures. The Village Commercial District allows for retail shopping restaurants and
other specialty retail, such as cafes, coffee houses, restaurants, services, and other lifestyle uses. The
Oceanside Boulevard Commercial District allows for traditional commercial retail and service uses that
will serve the surrounding areas, such as business products stores and services, sporting goods shops,
fitness clubs, and full-service and fast food restaurants. The Oceanside Boulevard Commercial District
may also contain offices and light industrial (technical) uses.
The development standards and design guidelines for the six Districts identified within the approved El
Corazon Specific Plan would remain unchanged under the proposed project. All development within the
Village Commercial and Oceanside Boulevard Commercial District would adhere to the approved El
Corazon Specific Plan’s Development Standards, including architectural and lighting standards. All
buildings within the Village Commercial District would include 25 minimum foot setbacks on A Street, B
Street, Rancho del Oro Drive and a 15 minimum foot setback on Park Loop Road. Buildings would be a
maximum of 50 feet, with a maximum floor area ratio of 1.0. Portions of the upper stories would be
recessed with a break in wall plane occurring at a minimum of every 50 feet. In the Village Commercial
District, buildings are encouraged to be located adjacent to the Park Loop Road, B Street and the
Roundabout, at a minimum. Signs would be constructed per City standards, with pole signs prohibited. A
minimum 15 percent of the total development site would be landscaping and a minimum of 3 separate
outdoor spaces, cumulatively totaling no less than 8 percent of the Village Commercial Building footprint
would occur. Parking would be provided per City standards, with a 25 percent reduction for residential
with a Conditional Use Permit. All buildings within the Oceanside Boulevard Commercial District would
adhere to the approved Development Standards, which include 25 minimum foot setbacks on A Street,
Oceanside Boulevard and Rancho del Oro Drive. Buildings would be a maximum of 50 feet, with a
maximum floor area ratio of 1.0. Portions of the upper stories would be recessed with a break in wall
plane occurring at a minimum of every 50 feet. In the Oceanside Boulevard Commercial District, loading
areas are required to be located between the buildings and A Street. Signs would be constructed per City
standards, with pole signs prohibited. A minimum 15 percent of the total development site would be
landscaping with palm trees prohibited. Parking would be provided per City standards, with a 25 percent
reduction for residential with a Conditional Use Permit and a parking reduction if a shuttle is provided to
the transit station, Village Commercial Center and other park areas.
The preliminary landscape design for the proposed project (Figures 6A and 6B) is also consistent with the
design goals of the approved El Corazon Specific Plan with conceptual landscaping shown along the
perimeter slope areas and street frontages of the proposed development pads. Project frontages and
entryways along Oceanside Boulevard and Rancho Del Oro Drive have also been designed with enhanced
landscape and slope plantings in order to provide a higher aesthetic level for these significant public view
areas. The proposed project’s significant landscape buffers and streetscape elements are intended to
enhance the “rural look and feel” of the park.
Development Plans for each of the lots of the Tentative Map would be submitted to the City of Oceanside
for review, in a phased manner, to ensure that individual developments meet the standards and goals of
the approved El Corazon Specific Plan. The design elements of each project constructed under the
Development Plan & Tentative Map, including site layout, architecture, landscaping, signs and parking
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design, would be reviewed by the City of Oceanside on a comprehensive basis during final plan approval
to ensure that the desired village character and sense of place is accomplished.
The proposed project would implement the development anticipated on this site from the approved El
Corazon Specific Plan and is consistent with the findings in the FEIR. The changes associated with the
proposed project would not result in any new impacts or increase the severity of any impacts related to
visual character.
Table 4. Proposed Project Consistency with Approved El Corazon Specific Plan
Specific Plan
District
Village Commercial
District

Approved El Corazon
Specific Plan
168,000 sf of commercial uses
80,000 sf of office space
300 residential units

Proposed
Project
•
• 168,000 sf commercial (5,000 sf of retail &
8,000 person arena)
•
•
15,000 sf office
•
• 268 Residential Units
Oceanside Boulevard • 335,000 sf of commercial
• 320,000 sf commercial (150,000 sf
Commercial District • 245,000 sf of office
of retail & 170,000 sf of industrial)
• 178,000 sf of office (154,000 sf of office &
24,000 sf of office/commercial)
Note: Design of the arena is conceptual and sf for the project component has not yet been determined.
Light/Glare
The FEIR concluded that development implemented as part of the approved El Corazon Specific Plan
would result in an increase in night-time lighting but compliance with Chapter 39, Light Pollution
Regulations, of the City of Oceanside Municipal Code and the approved El Corazon Specific Plan design
guidelines would prevent any new sources of substantial light or glare. The proposed project would
include the construction and operation of 155,000 sf of retail, 169,000 sf of office, 170,000 sf of
industrial, 24,000 sf of commercial, 268 apartments and an 8,000 person capacity multi-story arena, all of
which would be expected to require some onsite night-time lighting, for security purposes. Consistent
with the findings of the FEIR, the proposed project would comply with approved El Corazon Specific
Plan Project Design Features, including complying with Chapter 39, Light Pollution Regulations, of the
City of Oceanside Municipal Code (Table 2).
The proposed project would also be required to submit building plans to the City, prior to the issuance of
a building permit, showing compliance with the stipulations of Chapter 39 Chapter 39, Light Pollution
Regulations, of the City of Oceanside Municipal Code and the approved El Corazon Specific Plan design
guidelines. The development standards and design guidelines for the six Districts identified within the
approved El Corazon Specific Plan would remain unchanged under the proposed project and the proposed
project would implement the development anticipated on this site. The changes associated with the
proposed project would not result in any new impacts or increase the severity of any impacts related to
lighting or glare.
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Proposed Project Required Mitigation
The proposed project does not require any aesthetics mitigation.
Level of Significance After Mitigation
Consistent with the findings of the FEIR, the proposed project would result in less than significant
impacts related to scenic vistas, scenic highways, visual character and light/glare and would not require
any mitigation.

3.2

AIR QUALITY

3.2.1

Prior Environmental Findings

Construction Emissions
The FEIR concluded that construction activities would result in short-term impacts to air quality related to
the use of heavy construction equipment, fugitive dust and emissions from vehicles used by contractors.
Soil disturbance and a discharge of particulates into the air from construction activities such as grading
and trenching was also determined to result in potentially significant impacts. Impacts were determined
significant and mitigation was required.
Operational Emissions
The FEIR concluded that operational emissions from buildout of the Specific Plan would result from
stationary and mobile sources, including generating pollutant emissions that would exceed SDCAPCD
daily threshold amounts for ROG, NO X , CO and PM 10 . Therefore, impacts were determined significant
and mitigation was required.
Toxic Air Containments
The FEIR concluded that implementation of the Specific Plan would not result in the emission of any
toxic air pollutants, due to no land uses being proposed that would emit toxic air emissions and no
structures occurring onsite that contain hazardous substances. Impacts related to toxic air containments
were determined to be less than significant.
Sensitive Receptors
The FEIR concluded that the nearest sensitive receptors to the Specific Plan area, Oceanside Shores High
School and the El Corazon Senior Center, would not be exposed to substantial concentrations of
pollutants, including PM 10 , during construction or operation. Therefore, impacts to sensitive receptors
were determined to be less than significant.
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Approved El Corazon Specific Plan Required Mitigation
To reduce potentially significant impacts to sensitive receptors, including PM 10 , fugitive dust, diesel
exhaust emissions, vehicular emissions, and stationary source emissions, the following mitigation
measures were required for the approved El Corazon Specific Plan:
AIR-1

Adequate water or other dust palliatives shall be utilized on all disturbed areas,
including staging areas.

AIR-2

All paved streets from which site access is taken shall be washed down or swept
to remove dirt carried from the site to the street in order to keep vehicles from
pulverizing the dirt into fine particles.

AIR-3

Wetting/stabilizing of disturbed soils, sweeping and clearing dirt from affected
roadways, adherence to traffic mitigation measures shall occur to reduce
congestion and thus pollutant.

AIR-4

All vehicles shall be covered with tarps when hauling dirt to or from the site on
public roadways unless additional moisture is added to prevent material blow-off
during transport.

AIR-5

Construction equipment shall be maintained, kept properly tuned, and operated in
an efficient manner to reduce peak emission levels.

AIR-6

The construction contractor(s) shall adhere to all San Diego County APCD Rules
and Regulations.

AIR-7

Adherence to traffic mitigation measures to reduce congestion and hence
pollution.

AIR-8

Cover backfill material when not actively hauled.

AIR-9

Soil loader buckets should be emptied slowly and the height of the drop load
shall be minimized to the extent practicable.

AIR-10

Limit size of equipment staging area to the smallest footprint feasible.

AIR-11

Construction vehicles shall drive 15 mph or less on unpaved roadways within the
project site.
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AIR-12

Wheels and undercarriage of haul trucks shall be cleaned prior to leaving the site.

AIR-13

Dirt trackout control devises shall be installed and maintained where paved and
unpaved travel routes intersect.

AIR-14

Signage shall be placed in visible areas on the project site with a name and
telephone number to call for complaints related to fugitive dust. The calls shall be
responded to in a timely manner.

AIR-15

A dust control plan shall be prepared for the project and submitted to the
Engineering Department prior to earthwork activity.

AIR-16

Construction equipment shall use CARB-certified off road engines that are three
years old or less, be alternatively fueled, or install add-on control devices to
reduce emissions.

AIR-17

Require a buffer zone between sensitive receptors and construction activities.

AIR-18

Reduce vehicular emissions by implementing TDM strategies, including, but
not limited to:
• Provide shuttle service from the El Corazon project site to the
SPRINTER station located at the southwest corner of Oceanside
Boulevard and Rancho del Oro Drive to encourage the use of public
transportation;
• Provide sidewalks along all project roadways, particularly to the bus
shelter and transit station;
• Provide bike lanes on all major internal roadways connecting to the
nearby major roadways. A bikeway plan shall be maintained and
promoted; and,
• Promote TDM principles such as peak hour trip reduction, staggered
work hours, ride sharing, telecommuting, and the use of public
transportation or other measures, as appropriate.

AIR-19

Identify activity centers that would benefit from increased transit access and
work with North County Transit District (NCTD) to enhance service to these
centers.

AIR-20

Establish a carpool/vanpool program, including preferential parking for
carpools and van pools.

AIR-21

Implement a parking fee program or a parking cash-out program for nondriving employees.

AIR-22

Orient future building entrances near transit stops, to the maximum extent
practicable.
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AIR-23

As public transit providers expand services in the future, the City will ensure
that the bus stops and other improvements for those services are available in
the Specific Plan area.

AIR-24

Plant shade trees in parking lots.

AIR-25

Reduce standard paving by 20 percent.

AIR-26

Use energy-efficient and automated controls for air conditioning.
Additionally, use lighting controls and energy-efficiency interior lighting and
built-in energy-efficient appliances.

AIR-27

Use double-paned windows and low emission water heaters

Level of Significance After Mitigation
The FEIR concluded that even after implementation of mitigation measures AIR-1 through AIR-27,
construction related emissions would not be reduced to a level below significant and impacts would be
considered significant and unmitigated. Operational emissions were also determined to exceed thresholds
of significance for criteria pollutants and, although mitigation measures AIR-1 through AIR-27 would be
required, they would not reduce operational emissions to below a level of significance and impacts would
be considered significant and unmitigated. Therefore, air quality impacts were considered significant and
unmitigable in the FEIR.
3.2.2

Proposed Project Impact Analysis

Construction Emissions
As part of the proposed project, an Air Quality Memorandum for the updated El Corazon Development
(Appendix D) was prepared to determine if the proposed project would result in additional or increased
impacts compared to those identified in the FEIR. As stated in the FEIR, the El Corazon project is
proposed to be constructed in six phases over 15 to 20 years. During that time, it is possible that
construction activities would result in short-term air quality impacts due to potential use of heavy
construction equipment and fugitive dust and emissions from vehicles used by contractors and City
personnel at the project site. Construction equipment, employees, and the potential for soil import/export
could generate a substantial amount of construction-related traffic. This increase in traffic could generate
sufficient ADT to result in significant impacts to the local roadway networks. With respect to soil
import/export, earthwork would be necessary to stockpile materials and to load haul trucks. The FEIR
assumed that large quantities of graded material would be exported offsite. Specific mitigation to address
these construction-related air quality impacts were identified and the FEIR concluded that potential
impacts related to fugitive dust would be mitigated below a level of significance, however, construction
emissions for reactive organic gasses (ROG) would remain significant and unavoidable.
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The proposed project would shift the construction presumption from offsite soil export to balancing at
least 75 percent of excess earthwork onsite, although a minor amount of local soil export on a case-bycase basis may occur. This change to the project would greatly reduce or make unnecessary the large
number of offsite haul trips anticipated by the FEIR. On average, material export requires typically a 20mile round trip for each hauled load offsite and the proposed project anticipates balanced earthwork of
approximately 1.68 million cubic yards. Compared to the FEIR, the proposed project would reduce haul
trips by as much as 84,000 to 112,000 trips or 1,680,000 to 2,240,000 haul miles offsite. In addition,
when trucks enter and leave construction sites, some dust (even with mitigation) is transferred from the
haul truck tires to the offsite roadways. Greatly reducing the number of haul trucks leaving the site would
also reduce these fugitive dust emissions.
The earthwork necessary to stockpile graded material would be similar whether preparing to export soil
offsite (as assumed in the FEIR), or balancing soil onsite (as under the proposed project). To mitigate
onsite fugitive dust emissions, the FEIR provides mitigation measures, including but not limited to heavy
wetting of disturbed soils, covering backfill material when not actively hauled, minimizing height and
speed of soil loader bucket emptying, speed of construction equipment onsite, etc. The same mitigation
measures required in the FEIR would also be a requirement under the proposed project. Additionally, the
distance to move the hauled material onsite is virtually the same distance needed to get the material
offsite. Therefore, the onsite dust generation from the trucks would be similar. Onsite material haulage to
permit soil balancing onsite may also include larger trucks that would result in fewer haul trips and less
onsite dust emissions. Therefore, given the proposed project changes, fugitive dust emissions would be
less than what was identified in the FEIR. This would significantly reduce offsite haulage air quality
emissions. Onsite construction activities would still adhere to the mitigation measures identified in the
FEIR and no increased air quality impacts would be expected.
Trip generation and intersection volumes were reviewed and it was determined that overall trip generation
would be reduced, when compared to the approved Specific Plan, and the respective intersections would
operate at an acceptable level. The proposed project would implement the development anticipated on this
site from the approved El Corazon Specific Plan and is consistent with this determination. Therefore, the
changes associated with the proposed project would not result in any new impacts or increase the severity
of any operational related air quality impacts. No additional mitigation measures would be required.

Operational Emissions
Consistent with the findings of the FEIR, operational emissions from buildout of the proposed project
would result from stationary and mobile sources, which may generate pollutant emissions that would
exceed SDCAPCD daily threshold amounts for ROG, NO X , CO and PM 10 . Impacts would be considered
significant and the mitigation measures identified above would be required. As part of the proposed
project, an Air Quality Memorandum for the updated El Corazon Development (Appendix D) was
prepared to determine if the proposed project would result in additional or increased impacts compared to
those identified in the FEIR. The project specific air quality analysis was based upon a review of the
updated traffic analysis prepared by LLG and included in Appendix J. Trip generation and intersection
volumes were reviewed and it was determined that overall trip generation would be reduced, when
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compared to the approved Specific Plan, and the respective intersections would operate at an acceptable
level. The proposed project would result in the creation of future building pads, roads, sidewalks, parking
and associated infrastructure to allow for the above identified land uses, but would not include the
construction of any buildings. It is recognized that, beyond the scope of this proposed project, the
proposed development of areas within the VC and OBC Districts would require additional processing and
approval of requisite Development Plans and Conditional Use Permits as part of separate discretionary
review processes. Future development applications for each lot would be submitted to the City of
Oceanside for review, in a phased manner, to ensure that individual developments meet the standards and
goals of the proposed project.
In addition, the proposed project would implement the development anticipated on this site from the
approved El Corazon Specific Plan and is consistent with this determination. Therefore, the changes
associated with the proposed project would not result in any new impacts or increase the severity of any
operational related air quality impacts. No additional mitigation measures would be required.
Toxic Air Containments
Consistent with the FEIR, implementation of the proposed project would not result in the emission of any
toxic air pollutants, as no land uses are proposed that would emit toxic air emissions and no structures
occur onsite that contain hazardous substances. Impacts would be less than significant.
Sensitive Receptors
The proposed project would implement the development anticipated on this site from the approved El
Corazon Specific Plan and consistent with the determination of the FEIR, sensitive receptors, would not
be exposed to substantial concentrations of pollutants, including PM 10 , during construction or operation.
Therefore, impacts to sensitive receptors were determined to be less than significant.
Proposed Project Required Mitigation
No additional mitigation measures would be required for the proposed project, beyond those identified in
the FEIR. Consistent with the findings of the FEIR, the proposed project would be required to implement
mitigation measures AIR-1 through AIR-27 during applicable construction or operational activities.
Level of Significance After Mitigation
Consistent with the findings in the FEIR, implementation of the proposed project would require
mitigation measures AIR-1 through AIR-27 be implemented during applicable construction or operational
activities. However, even with implementation of mitigation measures AIR-1 through AIR-27
construction and operational related emissions would not be reduced to a level below significant.
Therefore, consistent with the FEIR, the proposed project’s air quality impacts would be considered
significant and unmitigated.
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Greenhouse Gas Emissions/Global Climate Change

Climate change is defined by the State of California as a global effect, not susceptible to full mitigation
by any proposed project within the state. The Findings of Fact prepared for the FEIR found that even
with implementation of air quality mitigation to minimize greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs), the
approved El Corazon Specific Plan would still have a significant and unmitigated cumulative impact for
GHGs and global climate change. Therefore, a Statement of Overriding Considerations was prepared to
certify the FEIR and approve the Specific Plan. The City determined that the benefits of the Specific Plan
were substantial and outweighed the unavoidable adverse environmental effects related to GHGs and
global climate change. Total trip generation for the entire El Corazon site, with the ultimate land uses of
the proposed project, is 26,708 average daily trips (ADT), about 8,600 fewer than the approved Specific
Plan. Total trip generation for the entire El Corazon site, with the ultimate land uses of the proposed
project and the temporary “Field of Dreams” site is 29,025 ADT, or approximately 5,600 ADT fewer than
those analyzed within the FEIR under the approved Specific Plan. Therefore, when compared to the
approved FEIR, the proposed project would be expected to result in fewer GHG emissions than
previously accounted for, due to the proposed project’s reduction in ADT.
The certified FEIR identified the consumption of energy, particularly fossil fuels, as the primary source of
GHGs generated by the project. Design features and programs were incorporated into the approved
project to reduce the amount of energy used, as detailed in the FEIR. These measures included mass
transit accessibility, stormwater management, low flow fixtures, green building design and bicycle
parking. The FEIR also discussed compliance with policies included in the City’s General Plan to reduce
energy use, as well as compliance with state regulatory measures addressing energy efficiency standards.
Although the FEIR incorporated various programs and measures to reduce carbon-based emissions, those
emissions would remain potentially significant and thus, required City Council adoption of the Statement
of Overriding Considerations.
The development standards and design guidelines for the six Districts identified within the approved El
Corazon Specific Plan would remain unchanged under the proposed project. All development would be
required to conform to the design measures and guidelines detailed in the approved El Corazon Specific
Plan, as well as implement the mitigation measures associated with air quality as specified in the MMRP.
It is indisputable that GHG emissions and global climate change were well-known issues by the time that
the FEIR was certified. Accordingly, climate change and GHG emissions do not qualify as "new
information" under CEQA Guidelines § 15162 (a)(3) because they were known issues at the time the City
certified the FEIR. Therefore, this EIR Addendum does not further analyze the project's GHG emissions
or global climate change.
3.3

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES

3.3.1 Prior Environmental Findings
Sensitive Species
The FEIR concluded that the approved El Corazon Specific Plan would impact 183.9 acres of non-native
grassland, which provides raptor foraging habitat. Therefore, the loss of foraging habitat from the
conversion of non-native grassland into parks and recreation, commercial, and civic service land uses was
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considered a significant impact and mitigation was required. Mitigation for non-native grassland impacts
is specified in measure BIO-1a within the FEIR. The FEIR also concluded that sensitive plant species
covered by the Draft Oceanside Subarea Plan were not present within the Specific Plan area and are
considered to have low potential to occur. Therefore, impacts to sensitive plants were determined to be
less than significant impact. The FEIR further concluded that construction and use of Phase 2 Trails
(outside the Habitat District) had the potential to result in an indirect impact to sensitive wildlife species
and should these adverse effects occur during the breeding season for migratory birds (February 1 through
September 15), indirect impacts would be significant. Therefore, construction and use of the trails would
result in a potentially significant indirect impact and mitigation was required.
Riparian Habitats
The FEIR concluded that implementation of the approved El Corazon Specific Plan would impact 183.9
acres of non-native grassland, which is a sensitive habitat that supports raptors. The FEIR also concluded
that Phase 2 trails could be constructed and maintained in areas containing riparian habitats, which would
result in a potentially significant impact to sensitive vegetation habitats. A determination of the level of
impact would be completed by the City during consultation with the Wildlife Agencies and mitigation
may be required.
Wetlands
The FEIR concluded that development within the approved El Corazon Specific Plan area and in
proximity to jurisdictional wetland areas may result in indirect impacts in the form of erosion, runoff,
lighting, etc. This was identified as a significant impact with mitigation required.
Wildlife Corridors
The FEIR concluded that the western Habitat Districts in the approved El Corazon Specific Plan is
identified as a Wildlife Corridor within the draft Oceanside Subarea Plan. The construction and use of
trails within these Habitat Districts may then have the potential to interfere with the movement of the
California gnatcatcher and other species that may utilize this Wildlife Corridor. This could result in
indirect impacts to the California gnatcatcher and other species. A significant impact was identified with
mitigation required.
Conflicts with Policies
The FEIR concluded that the City of Oceanside does not have local biological resources policies or
ordinances, beyond the draft Oceanside Subarea Plan. The FEIR concluded that any impacts or potential
impacts resulting from the approved El Corazon Specific Plan would be mitigated in accordance with the
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draft Oceanside Subarea Plan and associated federal and state regulations. The Multiple Habitat
Conservation Plan (MHCP) is the adopted regional Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP) applicable to the
proposed project. Because the Subarea Plan is the implementation tool for the adopted MHCP,
compliance with the Subarea Plan ensures consistency with the provisions of the adopted MHCP.
Therefore, a less than significant impact was identified and no mitigation was required.
Approved El Corazon Specific Plan Required Mitigation
To reduce potentially significant impacts to sensitive vegetation habitats, including riparian habitat, the
following mitigation is required for the approved El Corazon Specific Plan. As stated in the Mitigation
Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP) for the approved Specific Plan, mitigation measure Bio-1a is
scheduled to be implemented upon project completion while the remaining mitigation measures are scheduled to be
implemented prior to ground disturbing activities, during construction or during project operation.
BIO-1a

The following mitigation for impacts to non-native grassland, Diegan coastal
sage scrub, disturbed Diegan coastal sage scrub, baccharis scrub, willow
riparian, freshwater marsh, mulefat scrub, and open water shall apply. The
project proponent shall either create new habitat or purchase mitigation credits
at the following ratios and quantities:
Habitat

Impacts

Mitigation Ratio

Non-native Grassland
Diegan Coastal Sage
Scrub
Disturbed Diegan
Coastal Sage Scrub
Baccharis Scrub
Willow Riparian

183.9
0.06

0.5:1
3:1

Mitigation
Acreage
91.95
0.18

0.01

3:1

0.03

3:1
0.18
No net loss of
Ranges between
functions and
0.12 to 0.48
values
(replacement
ratio between 1:1
and 4:1)
Freshwater Marsh
0
NO net loss goal
0
(replacement
ratio between 1:1
and 4:1)
Mulefat Scrub
0.25
No net loss goal
Ranges between
(replacement
0.25 and 1.0
ratio between 1:1
and 4:1)
Open Water
3.6
No net loss goal
Ranges between
(replacement
3.6 and 14.4
ratio between 1:1
and 4:1)
Note: All impacts to wetland habitats and mitigation for such impacts must be
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reviewed and approved by federal and state agencies with jurisdiction over
wetlands and the ratios may differ than those noted here. Wetland habitats are
subject to the goal of no net loss in acreage, function, and biological value. The
highest priority will be given to impacted avoidance and minimization.
As stated in the MMRP for the approved El Corazon Specific Plan,
mitigation measure Bio-1a is scheduled to be implemented upon project
completion.
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BIO-1b

Final design of Phase 1 Trail network shall be placed to avoid direct impacts to
riparian habitats (e.g., mulefat scrub and willow riparian).

BIO-2

A qualified biologist shall conduct a training session for all project personnel
prior to any grading/construction activities. At a minimum the training shall
include a description of the target species of concern, its habitats, the general
provisions of the Endangered Species Act (Act) and the MHCP, the need to
adhere to the provision of the Act and the MHCP, the penalties associated with
violating the provisions of the Act, the general measures that are being
implemented to conserve the target species of concern as they relate to the
project, any provisions for wildlife movement, and the access routes to and
project site boundaries within which the project activities must be accomplished.

BIO-3

Placement of equipment and personnel within environmentally sensitive habitat
areas, stream, channels or on sand and gravel bars, banks and adjacent upland
habitats used by target species of concern shall be avoided. Activities that
cannot be conducted without placing equipment or personnel in sensitive
habitats shall be timed to avoid the breeding season of the target species of
concern.

BIO-4

Equipment storage, fueling, and staging areas shall be located to minimize risks
of direct drainage into riparian areas or other environmentally sensitive habitats.
These designated areas shall be located in such a manner as to prevent runoff
from entering sensitive habitats. All necessary precautions shall be taken to
prevent the release of cement or other toxic substances into surface waters. All
project related spills of hazardous materials shall be reported to appropriate
entities including but not limited to the City of Oceanside, USFWS, and CDFG,
SRWQCB and shall be cleaned up immediately and contaminated sails removed
to approved disposal areas.

BIO-5

Erodible fill material shall not be deposited into watercourses. Brush, loose
soils, or other similar debris material shall not be stockpiled within the stream
channel or on its banks.

BIO-6

Stockpiling of materials and other aspects of construction staging shall be
limited to disturbed areas without native vegetation, areas to be impacted by
project development or in non-sensitive habitats.

BIO-7

“No-fueling zones” shall be established within a minimum of 10 meters (33 feet)
from all drainages and fire sensitive areas.
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BIO-8

If night work is necessary, night lighting should be of the lowest illumination
necessary for human safety, selectively place, shielded and directed away from
natural habitats.

BIO-9

To avoid attracting predators of the target species of concern, the project site
shall be kept clean of debris as much as possible. All food related trash items
shall be enclosed in sealed containers and regularly removed from the site. Pets
of project personnel shall not be allowed on site where they may come in contact
with any listed species.

BIO-10

Construction employees shall strictly limit their activities, vehicles, equipment,
and construction materials to the proposed footprint and designated staging areas
and routes of travel. The construction area(s) shall be the minimal area
necessary to complete the project and shall be specified in the construction
plans.

BIO-11

The monitoring biologist shall oversee the installation of construction fencing to
limit areas of disturbance and specify construction areas, stating areas and routes
of travel. Additionally, the biologist shall oversee the installation of construction
fencing and erosion control measures within or up-slope of upland restoration
and/or preservation areas. This fencing and erosion control features shall be
monitored on a weekly basis and daily during rain events to ensure that any
breaks in the fence or erosion control measures are rapidly repaired.

BIO-12

A minimum of three focused surveys, on three separate days, shall be conducted
to determine the presence of California gnatcatcher and vireo, nest building
activities, egg incubation activities in or within 500 feet of the project impact
limits. Surveys will begin a minimum of seven days prior to performing
vegetation clearing/grubbing and one survey will be conducted the date
immediately prior to the initiation of remaining work. If any gnatcatcher or vireo
nest is found in or within 500 feet of initial vegetation clearing/grubbing or
project construction, the monitoring biologist shall postpone work within 500
feet of the nest and contact and coordinate with the Wildlife Agencies. In
addition, the biologist shall walk ahead of any clearing/grubbing equipment to
flush birds towards areas of CSS to be avoided. The monitoring biologist will
also record the number and location of gnatcatchers disturbed by vegetation
clearing/grubbing. The applicant shall notify the Wildlife Agencies at least
seven days prior to vegetation clearing/grubbing to allow the Service to
coordinate with the biologist on bird flushing activities. Additional surveys will
be done once a week during project construction in the breeding season. The
additional surveys may be suspended as approved by the Wildlife Agencies. The
applicant shall notify the Wildlife Agencies at least seven days prior to the
initiation of surveys and within 24 hours of locating any gnatcatchers or vireos.

BIO-13

Clearing and grubbing within and construction adjacent to sensitive habitats
(including nonnative grassland) shall occur outside of the California gnatcatcher
and least Bell’s vireo breeding season (February 15 to September 15) unless a
qualified biologist demonstrates to the Wildlife Agencies that any nesting
activities are complete.
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BIO-14

The qualified biologist (as approved by the Wildlife Agencies) shall monitor
areas of initial clearing and grubbing of sensitive habitats (including nonnative
grassland) and any project construction within 500 feet of preserved habitat on a
weekly basis. The monitoring biologist shall be knowledgeable of gnatcatcher
and vireo ecology. The name of the monitoring biologist shall be submitted to
the Wildlife Agencies at least 30 days prior to initiating the project impacts. The
monitor shall also ensure that work activities do not generate excessive amounts
of dust.

BIO-15

The monitoring biologist shall submit monthly letter reports (including
photographs of impact areas) to the Wildlife Agencies during clearing of habitat
and/or project construction within 500 feet of avoided habitat. The weekly report
shall document that authorized impacts were not exceeded, work did not occur
within the 500-foot setback except as approved by the Service, and general
compliance with all conditions. The reports shall also outline the duration of
gnatcatcher and vireo monitoring, the location of construction activities, the type
of construction which occurred, and equipment used. The reports shall specify
numbers, locations and sex of gnatcatchers and vireo (if present), observed
gnatcatchers and vireo behavior, and remedial measures employed to avoid,
minimize and mitigated impacts to gnatcatchers and vireo. Raw field notes shall
be made available to the Wildlife Agencies upon request.

BIO-16

A final report shall be submitted to the Wildlife Agencies within 60 days of
project completion including: as build construction drawing with an overlay of
habitat that was impacted, avoided, photographs of habitat areas that were to be
avoided and other relevant summary information documenting that authorized
impacts were not exceeded and that general compliance with all biological
resources mitigation measure related to project construction were achieved.

BIO-17

The monitoring biologist shall be empowered to halt work activity if necessary
and to confer with staff from the City of Oceanside to ensure the proper
implementation of species and habitat protection measures.

BIO-18

The removal of native vegetation shall be avoided and minimized to the
maximum extent practicable. Temporary impacts shall be returned to preexisting contours and revegetated with appropriate native species. All
revegetation plans shall be prepared and implemented consistent with Appendix
C (Revegetation Guidelines of the Final MHCP Plan – Volume II) and shall
require written concurrence of the USFWS and CDFG.

BIO-19

Any habitat destroyed that is not in the identified project footprint shall be
disclosed immediately to the City of Oceanside, USFWS, and CDFG and shall
be compensated at a minimum ratio of 5:1

BIO-20

If dead or injured listed species are located, initial notification must be made
within three working days, in writing to the Service’s Division of Law
Enforcement in Torrance California and by telephone and in writing to the
applicable jurisdiction, Carlsbad Field Office of the USFWS, and CDFG.
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BIO-21

The City of Oceanside shall have the right to access and inspect any sites of
approved projects including any restoration/enhancement area for compliance
with project conditions and BMPs.

BIO-22

Any planting stock to be brought onto the site for landscaping or ecological
restoration shall be first inspected by a qualified pest inspector to ensure it is
free of pest species that could invade natural areas, including but not limited to
Argentine ants, fire ants, and other insect pests. Any planting stock found to be
infested with such pests shall not be allowed on the project site or within 300
feet of natural habitats. The stock shall be quarantined, treated or disposed of
according to best management principles by qualified experts in a manner that
precludes invasions into natural habitats.

BIO-23

Any temporary irrigation installed for the restoration area shall be used for the
shortest duration possible.

BIO-24

Invasive and exotic plant species shall not be used in project landscaping.
Species identified on the Invasive Plant Inventory List of the California Invasive
Plant Council (Cal-IPC) shall be avoided. Additionally, landscaping shall not
include plants that require intensive irrigation, fertilizers or pesticides adjacent
to the preserve area.

BIO-25

A biological conservation easement shall be executed and recorded easement
over the habitat to be preserved, including any restoration areas. The easement
should be in favor of an agent approved by the Wildlife Agencies. The Wildlife
Agencies shall be named as third-party beneficiaries.

BIO-26

A perpetual management, maintenance and monitoring plan for all onsite and
offsite biological conservation easements shall be prepared by the applicant. The
applicant shall also prepare a non-wasting endowment. The plan shall include:
(1) description of perpetual management, maintenance and monitoring action
and cost estimation results for the nonwasting endowment. The applicant shall
also prepare a nonwasting endowment; and (2) proposed land manager’s name,
qualifications, business address, and contact information to the Wildlife
Agencies for approval at least 30 days prior to initiating project impacts. Final
plans shall be submitted to the Wildlife Agencies and a contract with the
approved land manager, as well as transfer the funds for the non-wasting
endowment to a non-profit conservation entity within 60 days of receiving the
approval of draft plans.

BIO-27

Human and pet access to preserve areas shall be limited to designated trails by
use of natural vegetation, topography, signs and limited fencing.

BIO-28

Artificial lighting adjacent to the preserve area shall be eliminated except where
essential for roadway, facility use and safety and security purposes. Where use
of artificial lighting is necessary it shall be limited to low-pressure sodium
sources. Use of low voltage outdoor or trail lighting, spotlights or bug lights is
prohibited. All light sources shall be shielded so that lighting is focused
downward to restrict any light spillover onto sensitive habitat.
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BIO-29

To keep Habitat District trail-users on the designated trails and out of sensitive
habitats, appropriate signage shall be provided along trails within the Habitat
District. In addition, appropriate fencing shall be installed along portions of the
Phase 1 Trail network, as detailed in Figure 3.2-3 of the FEIR. Bicycles and
motor-vehicles will not be allowed within the Habitat District, except by
authorized personnel. Dogs must be leashed at all times within the Habitat
District and will not be allowed outside the boundaries of designated trails.
Trash receptacles shall have a secure cover. Trash receptacles and other public
facilities shall be placed at trailheads outside side of the Habitat District
boundary. Additionally the City Planning Department will develop operating
procedures to close the Habitat District on a seasonal basis depending on the
results of nesting surveys. If active nests are identified near the trails, the
Habitat area would be closed until the developing birds have matured enough to
leave the nest. The City would be required to develop these conditions prior to
establishing the Habitat District trails.

BIO-30

To prevent impacts to sensitive plant species, future development/phasing within
the El Corazon project area would be required to conduct springtime surveys,
prior to any ground disturbance activities, if appropriate habitat for sensitive
plant species occurs within the project area. Surveys will be conducted by a
qualified biologist. Should impacts occur to sensitive plant species, adherence
to local, state, and federal regulations and mitigation would be required.

Level of Significance After Mitigation
The FEIR concluded that with implementation of the identified mitigation measures, all approved El
Corazon Specific Plan biological resources related impacts would be reduced to below a level of
significance. Mitigation measure BIO-1a and BIO-1b would mitigate the loss of sensitive vegetation areas
outside of the Habitat District by creating other areas on or off site at appropriate mitigation ratios.
Construction impacts to sensitive wildlife and vegetation species would be mitigated due to measures
BIO-2 through BIO-26. Operational impacts to sensitive species would be mitigated with implementation
of measures BIO-27 through BIO-30. As stated in the MMRP for the approved El Corazon Specific Plan,
mitigation measure Bio-1a is scheduled to be implemented upon project completion while the remaining mitigation
measures are scheduled to be implemented prior to ground disturbing activities, during construction or during
project operation.

3.3.2

Proposed Project Impact Analysis

As part of the proposed project, a Biological Resources Report Addendum for the El Corazon Project was
prepared by REC Consultants, Inc. dated July 9, 2018 and included in Appendix E to this EIR Addendum.
The following analysis is based upon the findings contained within this report.
Sensitive Species
The proposed project would not increase any substantial adverse effects to any of the subject species,
when compared to the approved El Corazon Specific Plan, because the 82.9 acre Development Plan &
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Tentative Map area has already been disturbed, with any required mitigation already approved.
Additionally, the City conducts regular weed-abatement to remove weeds and combustible waste matter,
and there are ongoing reclamation activities onsite. The combination of these activities results in
continual disturbance on any undeveloped and ungraded portions of the property, resulting in a highly
degraded and sparse vegetation. Although the project proposes to locate a biofiltration basin within in the
eastern edge of the Oceanside Boulevard Habitat District footprint, the proposed project would be
consistent with the 20 acre coastal sage scrub restoration requirement identified in the approved El
Corazon Specific Plan.
The proposed project would slightly modify the boundary of the Oceanside Boulevard Habitat District to
accommodate for the required 20-acres of coastal sage scrub restoration and for the placement of a
biofiltration basin necessary to serve the proposed project. The 20-acre Oceanside Boulevard Habitat
District would extend along the south and west boundary of the Civic Services 4 District (the existing
green waste facility) and would include six acres of land adjacent to Park 9, previously identified as Parks
and Recreation District and now transferred to the Oceanside Boulevard Habitat District. A portion of the
Oceanside Boulevard Habitat District, east of the Civic Services 4 District, would also be widened in
order to achieve the 20-acre requirement, and to provide a location for a landscaped biofiltration basin
that will support the proposed project. The eastern boundary of the Oceanside Boulevard Habitat District
area would also be shifted to the west, outside of the proposed slope grading incorporated adjacent to the
planned Oceanside Boulevard Commercial District. This slope area would now be a part of Park 9 as a
landscape buffer/slope.
Although the dimensions of the Oceanside Boulevard Habitat District would change under the proposed
project, the function and value of the Habitat District would not. The original dimensions identified in the
FEIR were 3,000 linear feet in length by 300 feet wide (north to south) on average. The proposed project
would reduce linear feet along Oceanside Boulevard while increasing width by slightly adjusting the
boundaries of this Habitat District north and west. This could increase functionality and value, when
compared to the approved El Corazon Specific Plan by reducing the ratio of edge to total area, which can
reduce edge effects. Phase 2 trail alignments are not included as part of the proposed project and therefore
remain conceptual and subject to approval and mitigation (if required) upon finalization and City and
Wildlife Agency review. The proposed project would implement the development anticipated on this site
from the approved El Corazon Specific Plan and is consistent with the findings in the FEIR. The changes
associated with the proposed project would not result in any new impacts or increase the severity of any
impacts related to sensitive species. No additional mitigation measures would be required.
Disposal areas for excess earthwork are proposed in various locations throughout the approved Specific
Plan area. Any cut soil that would be moved and deposited within various parts of the El Corazon
Specific plan area would be located entirely within the existing Specific Plan boundaries and have been
previously analyzed within the impact footprint of the 2009 FEIR. Any proposed project changes
associated with the movement of this cut soil would not result in any new impacts or increase the severity
of any impacts related to sensitive species. No additional mitigation measures would be required.
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Riparian Habitats
The proposed project would not impact any riparian habitats and is located within an area of the Specific
Plan that has already been disturbed and for which any required mitigation was already approved. The
proposed biofiltration basin is located in the eastern edge of the approved El Corazon Specific Plan
Oceanside Boulevard Habitat District footprint and would be landscaped. To ensure a no net loss of the
20 acres required to be revegetated as coastal sage scrub, the boundaries of the Habitat District have been
shifted slightly to the north. Phase 2 trail alignments are not included as part of the proposed project and
therefore remain conceptual and subject to approval and mitigation (if required) upon finalization and
City and Wildlife Agency review. The proposed project would also include planned buffers at the edge of
riparian habitat, wetlands, and Habitat Management Districts. The proposed project would implement the
development anticipated on this site from the approved El Corazon Specific Plan and is consistent with
the findings in the FEIR. The changes associated with the proposed project would not result in any new
impacts or increase the severity of any impacts related to riparian habitats. No additional mitigation
measures would be required.
Wetlands
The proposed project would not result in any development within proximity to any jurisdictional
wetlands. The 82.9 acre Development Plan & Tentative Map area has already been disturbed, with any
required mitigation already approved. The proposed biofiltration basin would not be located in or near
wetlands. The proposed project would implement the development anticipated on this site from the
approved El Corazon Specific Plan and is consistent with the findings in the FEIR. The changes
associated with the proposed project would not result in any new impacts or increase the severity of any
impacts related to wetlands. No additional mitigation measures would be required.
Wildlife Corridors
Although the proposed project includes a change in configuration of the boundaries of the Oceanside
Boulevard Habitat District, which is considered a Wildlife Corridor area, the net acreage would remain
the same as required under the approved El Corazon Specific Plan. Additionally, the proposed project
would not result in any modifications to the western Habitat District identified within the Specific Plan
area. Phase 2 trail alignments are not included as part of the proposed project and therefore remain
conceptual and subject to approval and mitigation (if required) upon finalization and City and Wildlife
Agency review. The proposed project would implement development anticipated on the site from the
approved El Corazon Specific Plan and is consistent with the findings in the FEIR. The changes
associated with the proposed project would not result in any new impacts or increase the severity of any
impacts related to wildlife corridors. No additional mitigation measures would be required.
Conflicts with Policies
The proposed project maintains the overall development approach of the approved El Corazon Specific
Plan by placing more intensive land the farthest away from the habitat areas. This minimizes impacts to
wildlife, thereby maintaining consistency with the MHCP and Oceanside Subarea Plan. Although the
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project proposes to locate a biofiltration basin within in the eastern edge of the Oceanside Boulevard
Habitat District footprint, the proposed project would be consistent with the 20 acre coastal sage scrub
restoration requirement identified in the approved El Corazon Specific Plan. The proposed project would
slightly modify the boundary of the Oceanside Boulevard Habitat District to accommodate for the
required 20-acres of coastal sage scrub restoration and for the placement of a biofiltration basin necessary
to serve the proposed project. The 20-acre Oceanside Boulevard Habitat District would extend along the
south and west boundary of the Civic Services 4 District (the existing green waste facility) and would
include six acres of land adjacent to Park 9, previously identified as Parks and Recreation District and
now transferred to the Oceanside Boulevard Habitat District. A portion of the Oceanside Boulevard
Habitat District, east of the Civic Services 4 District, would also be widened in order to achieve the 20acre requirement, and to provide a location for a landscaped biofiltration basin that will support the
proposed project. The eastern boundary of the Oceanside Boulevard Habitat District area would also be
shifted to the west, outside of the proposed slope grading incorporated adjacent to the planned Oceanside
Boulevard Commercial District. This slope area would now be a part of Park 9 as a landscape
buffer/slope.
Although the dimensions of the Oceanside Boulevard Habitat District would change under the proposed
project, the function and value of the Habitat District would not.
The original dimensions identified in the FEIR for the Oceanside Boulevard Habitat District were 3,000
linear feet in length by 300 feet wide (north to south) on average. The proposed project would reduce
length and increase width of this Habitat District by slightly adjusting the boundaries. This could increase
functionality and value, when compared to the approved El Corazon Specific Plan, by reducing the ratio
of edge to total area, which can reduce edge effects. The boundaries of the Habitat District would still be
required to be separated from the rest of the project site by a wooden fence and no structures would be
allowed within the 150 acres of open space, with the exception of 3 miles of trails through the western
and northern areas of the project site. The proposed project would implement the development anticipated
on this site from the approved El Corazon Specific Plan and is consistent with the findings in the FEIR.
The changes associated with the proposed project would not result in any new impacts or increase the
severity of any impacts related to conflicts with Habitat Conservation Plans. No additional mitigation
measures would be required.
Proposed Project Required Mitigation
No additional mitigation measures would be required for the proposed project, beyond those identified in
the FEIR. Consistent with the findings of the FEIR, the proposed project would be required to implement
mitigation measures BIO-6 through BIO-30.
Level of Significance After Mitigation
Consistent with the findings in the FEIR, implementation of mitigation measures BIO-6 through BIO-30
would reduce the proposed project’s biological resource impacts to below a level of significance.
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Seismic Hazards
The FEIR concluded that no active faults or Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zones are located in the El
Corazon Specific Plan area. However, the FEIR concluded that implementation of the El Corazon project
has the potential to expose people or structures to substantial adverse effects involving seismic ground
failure, liquefaction and slope stability, resulting in a potentially significant impact with mitigation
required. All structures constructed under the approved El Corazon Specific Plan would be subject to
regulations of the Uniform Building Code (UBC), California Building Code (CBC), current seismic
design specifications of the Structural Engineers Association of California, ongoing site-specific
geotechnical investigations, and all applicable requirements of the State of California Occupational Safety
and Health Administration (Cal/OSHA). Compliance with these regulations and implementation of
mitigation would ensure that all structures are constructed to reduce impacts during an earthquake in the
seismically active region of southern California.
Soil Erosion and Topsoil Loss
The FEIR concluded that during construction activities, the approved El Corazon Specific Plan would be
required to implement a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Program (SWPPP) to enforce Best
Management Practices (BMPs) related to erosion control. BMPs would reduce erosion to the greatest
extent possible and would ensure substantial erosion and/or loss of topsoil would not occur. Postconstruction, the El Corazon area would be covered with park space, hotels, civic service structures, and
commercial structures. The presence of park space and structures would reduce the potential for erosion.
Therefore, the FEIR determined that implementation of the approved El Corazon Specific Plan would not
directly result in erosion and a less than significant impact was identified.
Landslides
The FEIR concluded that a majority of the El Corazon project would be located on unstable soils,
including some embankment slopes that have the potential to erode. The FEIR concluded that a
significant impact related to landslides would occur and mitigation is required.
Expansive Soils
The FEIR concluded that impacts resulting from expansive soils are considered likely to occur within the
El Corazon Specific Plan area. Therefore, a significant impact related to expansive soils would occur and
mitigation is required.
Septic Tanks
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The FEIR concluded that the El Corazon project would not utilize septic tanks or alternative waste
disposal methods. No impact would occur.
Approved El Corazon Specific Plan Required Mitigation
The FEIR concluded that to reduce potentially significant impacts related to geology and soils, the
approved El Corazon Specific Plan shall implement the following:
G-1

Prior to issuance of a building permit, the tailing ponds proposed for development shall
be properly consolidated to support the proposed land uses. Consolidation methods shall
include the use of wick drains, as specified by recommendations in Geocon’s Evaluation
of Wick Drain Pilot Program and Tailing Pond Settlement (2006). Other ground
modification techniques that may be considered include vibroreplacement, deep soil
mixing, and compaction grouting. Foundation alternatives that may be required are a
shallow mat slab or a deep foundation system consisting of driven piles. The City
Engineer will verify the findings of the geotechnical investigation and recommendations
to ensure that the appropriate remedial actions are taken prior to, and during construction.

G-2

Areas within the proposed Habitat District containing unstable slopes with an
unacceptable factor-of-safety, as designated by the Slope Stability Analysis (Geocon
2007), shall be closed and fenced-off to prohibit individuals from entering the unstable
area. Signage warning of the slope instability dangers shall also be posted at appropriate
locations. Areas with unstable slopes shall remain closed and fenced-off until a future
project stabilizes slopes to the satisfaction of the City Engineer and City Geologist.

G-3

Prior to issuance of a grading permit, it shall be verified that land uses proposed for the El
Corazon project (Village Commercial and Hotel Districts) have adequate physical
support from soil types onsite such that people and structures would not be subject to
substantial adverse effects. Proof of adequate support may include documentation of
analysis of additional borings, laboratory testing, and consolidation analyses. If soil types
onsite cannot physically support proposed land uses, the project applicant shall be
responsible for the removal of these soils and shall import soils which can support the El
Corazon project identified land use in that area. Any associated documentation shall be
approved by the City Engineer and City Geologist.

Level of Significance After Mitigation
The FEIR concluded that implementation of mitigation measures G-1 through G-3 would reduce all
potentially significant impacts related to ground failure, landslides, unstable slopes and expansive soils to
a level below significant.
3.4.2

Proposed Project Impact Analysis

As part of the proposed project, Geocon Incorporated prepared a site specific Geotechnical Investigation,
titled Geotechnical Investigation El Corazon Parcels 1 through 4, Oceanside, California, dated March
23, 2017 and included as Appendix F to this EIR Addendum. The following analysis is based upon the
findings contained within this report.
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Seismic Hazards
The Geotechnical Investigation (Appendix F) for the proposed project concluded that no known active
faults exist in the 82.9 acre Development Plan & Tentative Map area or within the larger 465 acre
Specific Plan area. The nearest known active fault to the project site is the Newport-Inglewood/Rose
Canyon Fault, located approximately 7 miles to the west. Newport-Inglewood/Rose Canyon Fault is
expected to be the dominant source of any potential ground motion and has the potential to generate
significant ground motion at the site. With the exception of possible strong seismic shaking, no significant
seismic related geologic hazards are known to exist on the site that would adversely affect the proposed
project.
The risk associated with any seismically induced settlement hazard at the project site is considered low
due to the fine grained nature of the tailings-pond deposits and the lack of a near-surface, permanent
groundwater table. Additionally, the recommendations in the site specific Geotechnical Investigation (see
Appendix F) require the complete removal of tailings-pond deposits and artificial/undocumented fill
within structural improvement areas and their replacement with compacted fill, or alternatively, structures
supported on deep foundations. All structures would be subject to regulations of the UBC, CBC, current
seismic design specifications of the Structural Engineers Association of California, ongoing site-specific
geotechnical investigations, and all applicable requirements of the State of California Occupational Safety
and Health Administration (Cal/OSHA). No special seismic design considerations other than those
identified in the site specific Geotechnical Investigation (see Appendix F) would be required to be
implemented by the proposed project.
The proposed project’s Geological Investigation (Appendix F) contains recommendations related to soil
excavation, slopes, grading, seismic design, foundations, retaining walls, pavement, detention basins,
bioswales and site drainage that must be implemented as part of the project. Compliance with existing
regulations and implementation of the recommendations of the Geotechnical Investigation would reduce
any potentially significant impacts to a level below significance. The proposed project is consistent with
the findings in the FEIR and the changes associated with the proposed project would not result in any new
impacts or increase the severity of any impacts related to seismic hazards. No additional mitigation
measures would be required.
Soil Erosion and Topsoil Loss
Consistent with the findings of the FEIR, construction of the proposed project has the potential to result in
soil erosion and topsoil loss. During construction of the proposed project, excavations would range from
approximately 52 feet to approximately 25 feet. Areas of fill are expected to range from 5 feet to less than
30 feet. A 4:1 (horizontal to vertical) cut slope ranging from approximately 20 feet to 50 feet high is
planned along the western side of the Development Plan & Tentative Map area. The cut slope would be
made in existing tailing pond deposits and undocumented embankment fills.
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Consistent with the Project Design Features for the approved El Corazon Specific Plan (Table 2), the
proposed project would implement a SWPPP to enforce BMPs related to erosion control. Postconstruction, the proposed project site would be covered with park space, hotels, residential, civic service
structures, commercial structures and landscaping, which would reduce the potential for erosion,
consistent with the FEIR analysis. Implementation of a proposed project’s SWPPP and implementation of
the recommendations in the site specific Geotechnical Investigation (Appendix F) would reduce any
potential impacts related to erosion or topsoil loss to a level below significance. The proposed project is
consistent with the findings in the FEIR and the changes associated with the proposed project would not
result in any new impacts or increase the severity of any impacts related to soil erosion and topsoil loss.
No additional mitigation measures would be required.

Landslides
The site specific Geotechnical Investigation (Appendix F) determined that no landslides occur within the
proposed project’s onsite or offsite improvement areas, nor are any mapped within any immediate areas
influencing the project development. Therefore, the risk associated with landslide hazard for the proposed
project is low. The proposed project is consistent with the findings in the FEIR and the changes
associated with the proposed project would not result in any new impacts or increase the severity of any
impacts related to landslides. No additional mitigation measures would be required.
Expansive Soils
The proposed project’s Geotechnical Investigation (Appendix F) determined that compacted fill,
undocumented fill, tailings-pond deposits and the Santiago Formation are in the vicinity and/or underlie
the site. Compacted fills are considered suitable for support of structural improvements and the Santiago
Formation is considered suitable for support of structural fill and/or loading in its present condition.
Undocumented fill is considered unsuitable for support of structural improvements and would require
removal and recompaction within structural improvement areas. Tailing pond fills are considered highly
compressible and unsuitable for support of settlement sensitive structures and would require removal.
Compacted fill and Santiago Formation possess a “low” to “very high” expansion potential while the
tailings-pond deposits were determined to have a “high” to “very high” expansion potential. Additionally,
laboratory test results indicate a high corrosion potential to metal.
The results of the proposed project’s Geotechnical Investigation indicate that soil conditions exist at the
proposed project site that would require remediation for development of the property. Consistent with the
findings of the FEIR, the primary geotechnical constraint is considered the presence of highly
compressible tailings-pond deposits and undocumented fill that has the potential for adverse settlement.
Although the potential for expansive soils occurs onsite, the results of the proposed project’s
Geotechnical Investigation determined the site could be developed with less than significant impacts as
long as the recommendations of the site specific Geotechnical Investigation (Appendix F) were followed.
The proposed project is consistent with the findings in the FEIR and the changes associated with the
proposed project would not result in any new impacts or increase the severity of any impacts related to
expansive soils. No additional mitigation measures would be required.
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Proposed Project Required Mitigation
No additional mitigation measures would be required for the proposed project, beyond those identified in
the FEIR. Consistent with the findings of the FEIR, the proposed project would be required to implement
mitigation measures G-1 and G-3, as applicable.
Level of Significance After Mitigation
Consistent with the findings in the FEIR, implementation of mitigation measures G-1 and G-3 would
reduce the proposed project’s geology/soils impacts to below a level of significance.
3.5

HYDROLOGY/WATER QUALITY

3.5.1

Prior Environmental Findings

Erosion and Siltation
The FEIR concluded that development of the approved El Corazon Specific Plan may result in potential
impacts related to erosion and siltation. However, any future development would be required to prepare a
SWPPP as a Project Design Feature in addition to adhering to the requirements of the current City
SUSMP and implementing mitigation measures G-1 through G-3. The FEIR concluded that compliance
with these regulations and implementation of the required mitigation would ensure a less than significant
impact related to erosion and siltation occurred.
Flooding
The FEIR concluded that implementation of the approved El Corazon Specific Plan project would result
in the alteration of existing drainage patterns onsite. The Preliminary Master Plan Drainage report
identified seven detention basins throughout the Specific Plan area that could be utilized to reduce the
total peak 100-year runoff volume. These detention basins would be required to be designed to release
runoff at a reduced rate so that storm drainage facilities would not become overwhelmed during a rain
event. The detention basins would prevent any increase the rate or amount of surface runoff in a manner
that would result in flooding onsite or offsite. However, during the time of the FEIR, the design plans for
the exact size and location of the detention basins were not finalized, and therefore a potentially
significant impact was determined, with mitigation required.
Polluted Runoff
The FEIR concluded that buildout of the approved El Corazon Specific Plan would increase impervious
surfaces in a manner that could increase surface water runoff. However, construction of the estimated
seven detention basins throughout the site would reduce the total peak 100-year runoff volume. However,
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during the time of the FEIR, the design plans for the exact size and location of the detention basins were
not finalized, and a potentially significant impact was determined, with mitigation required.
Housing and Structures within a Flood Hazard Area
The FEIR identified a 100-year flood hazard area along Garrison Creek in the northern portion of the
Specific Plan area. However, it was concluded that no housing or structures, only native habitat, would
occur in any 100-year flood hazard zone and no impact was identified.
Dam Inundation
The FEIR concluded there were no levees or dams located in the vicinity of the El Corazon Specific Plan
area and the site was not located within a dam inundation zone. The FEIR also concluded that no housing
or structures would be placed within any 100-year flood hazard areas and therefore impacts would be less
than significant.
Mudflows
The FEIR concluded there is a potential for mudflow (or landslide) to occur in the Habitat District located
in the western portion of the Specific Plan site. However, the potential for substantial adverse impacts to
people due to inundation by mudflow was considered unlikely because people would not be allowed in
areas susceptible to landslides and mudflow. Additionally, no structures were proposed in the western
portion of the site, as this area was been designated as habitat. The FEIR concluded that a less than
significant impact related to mudflows would occur.
Water Quality Standards
The FEIR concluded that all development under the approved El Corazon Specific Plan would be subject
to strict adherence to all applicable federal, state, and local regulations regarding stormwater runoff and
water quality, including preparation and implementation of a construction SWPPP and compliance with
stipulations of the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit, including
regulations of the Clean Water Program, the Carlsbad Hydrologic Unit Jurisdictional Urban Runoff
Management Plan (JURMP), Standard Urban Storm Water Mitigation Plan (SUSMP), and the Loma Alta
Creek Watershed Management Plan. The FEIR determined that compliance with these regulations would
ensure the approved El Corazon Specific Plan would not violate any water quality standards or waste
discharge requirements. A less than significant impact related to water quality standards was identified.
Groundwater
The FEIR concluded that the El Corazon Specific Plan would not utilize groundwater as a water source
and instead water resources would be provided to the El Corazon site via water lines that would connect
to existing City water supply for domestic and potentially recycled water lines. Impacts would be less
than significant.
Approved El Corazon Specific Plan Required Mitigation
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The FEIR concluded that to reduce potentially significant impacts related to hydrology and water quality,
the approved El Corazon Specific Plan shall implement the following:
H-1

Prior to issuance of a grading permit or any grading, the project applicant shall submit
evidence to the satisfaction of the City Engineer, demonstrating that post-development
offsite flows would not exceed their pre-existing, natural levels and surface runoff would
not exceed the capacity of existing or planned stormwater drainage systems or provide
substantial additional sources of polluted runoff.

H-2

Prior to issuance of a grading permit or any grading, the project applicant shall submit a
final hydrology evaluation to the satisfaction of the City Engineer demonstrating that
onsite detention basins are adequately sized and sited to hold increased stormwater
runoff.

Level of Significance After Mitigation
The FEIR concluded that implementation of mitigation measures H-1 and H-2 would reduce all projectrelated hydrology and water quality impacts to below a level of significance.
3.5.2

Proposed Project Impact Analysis

As part of the proposed project, a site specific Storm Water Management Plan (Appendix G) and a CEQA
Drainage Study (Appendix H) were prepared by Hunsaker and Associated, dated June 4, 2019 and dated
March 21, 2018, respectively. The following analysis is based upon the findings in these reports.
Erosion and Siltation
The proposed project would create four mass graded pads for the future development of commercial,
residential, office, roadway and infrastructure improvements within the Village Commercial District and
Oceanside Boulevard Commercial District. Approximately 79.3 acres (3,453,473 sf) of land would be regraded as part of the proposed project. Approximately 61.6 acres (2,684,525 sf) of this re-graded area
would remain impervious under the proposed project, with an additional 17.6 acres (768,948 sf)
remaining pervious.
Consistent with the findings of the FEIR, the proposed project would construct a detention basin and
stormwater system that would accommodate anticipated stormwater flows and which would be designed
and constructed in compliance with the RWQCB stormwater permit and current City’s BMP design
manual. The proposed project would include new storm drains to convey the water off the site and into
existing storm drains and to Loma Alta Creek. Stormwater would be managed by a bio-filtration basin
and multiple flow through basins to treat new public streets and impervious areas. Widening of exhibit
streets would implement USEPA green street elements to manage runoff from these retrofitted street
areas. Additionally, all onsite pads would have an onsite desilting basin. The specific location of the
storm water BMPs for each mass graded pad would be a function of subsequent site design and would
allow sediment from the runoff generated by the pad to settle in the basin. Disposal areas for excess
earthwork are also proposed in various locations throughout the approved Specific Plan area (Figure 4).
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These disposal areas would be a compacted mass graded pad, with no impervious surface created and all
existing drainage patterns maintained. Each earthwork disposal area would include a desilt basin and
additional erosion and stormwater control BMPs. The mass graded condition of the earthwork disposal
areas would not introduce or create any impervious areas onsite and the existing drainage patterns would
be maintained. All areas onsite containing coarse sediment would drain to a detention basin system to the
east of Rancho Del Oro Drive and South of Seagate Way, thereby preventing any coarse sediment to
reach the downstream receiving waters.
Consistent with the findings of the FEIR, the proposed project would prepare a SWPPP as a Project
Design Feature (Table 2), adhere to the requirements of the current City SUSMP and implement
mitigation measures H-1 and H-2. Compliance with these regulations and implementation of the required
mitigation would ensure a less than significant impact related to erosion and siltation occurred. The
proposed project would implement the development anticipated on this site from the approved El Corazon
Specific Plan and is consistent with the findings in the FEIR. The changes associated with the proposed
project would not result in any new impacts or increase the severity of any impacts related to erosion and
siltation. No additional mitigation measures would be required.

Flooding
As part of the proposed project, the site would be regraded for large pads for residential and commercial
areas, which would alter the existing topography, overland flow and existing drainage areas. However, the
proposed project’s Storm Water Management Plan (Appendix G) and a CEQA Drainage Study (Appendix
H) determined that flows would be reduced with the inclusion of the proposed basins for peak flow
attenuation and hydromodification. Specifically, the proposed project would result in 414 cubic feet per
second (CFS) being discharged from the site to Loma Alta Creek, rather than a total discharge of 420
CFS, which exists under current conditions.
The proposed project’s storm drain system would prevent any increase in the rate or amount of surface
runoff in a manner that would result in flooding onsite or offsite. One permanent biofiltration basin would
address the 100-year flow of all the public roads and all building pads within the proposed project site
would have an onsite desilting basin, which would allow sediment from the runoff generated by the pad to
settle in the basin. Additionally, separate SWQMP reports would be provided for each building pad when
individual site plans for the proposed project are processed. Consistent with the findings of the FEIR, the
proposed project’s detention basins and other storm water improvements would prevent any increase in
the rate or amount of surface runoff and flooding would not occur onsite or offsite. The proposed project
is consistent with the findings in the FEIR and the changes associated with the proposed project would
not result in any new impacts or increase the severity of any impacts related to flooding. No additional
mitigation measures would be required.

Polluted Runoff
The project site is located within the Carlsbad (904) Hydrologic Unit, Loma Alta Hydrologic Area
(904.10). Runoff from the project site discharges at multiple outlet points but all eventually discharge to
Loma Alta Creek which flows west to the Pacific Ocean. Loma Alta Creek is listed on the 303(d) List of
Impaired Water Bodies for selenium and toxicity. The proposed project would increase impervious
surfaces in a manner that would increase surface water runoff. However, construction of the proposed
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biofiltration basin and stormwater drainage system would reduce the total peak 100-year runoff volume.
One permanent biofiltration basin would address the 100-year flow of all the public roads and all building
pads within the proposed project site would have an onsite desilting basin, which would allow sediment
from the runoff generated by the pad to settle in the basin. New storm drains would convey the water off
the site. The proposed storm drain design would mitigate any potential for an increase in polluted runoff.
Consistent with the findings of the FEIR, the proposed project’s detention basins and stormwater drainage
system would prevent any increase in polluted runoff. The proposed project is consistent with the findings
in the FEIR and the changes associated with the proposed project would not result in any new impacts or
increase the severity of any impacts related to polluted runoff. No additional mitigation measures would
be required.
Housing and Structures within a Flood Hazard Area
As part of the proposed project, a Letter of Map Revision (LOMR) would be performed to remove any
areas within the southwest corner of the project site from the floodplain. Consistent with the findings of
the FEIR, the proposed project would therefore propose no housing or structures within any 100-year
flood hazard. The proposed project would implement development anticipated on this site from the
approved Specific Plan and is consistent with the findings in the FEIR. The changes associated with the
proposed project would not result in any new impacts or increase the severity of any impacts related to
flooding. No additional mitigation measures would be required.

Dam Inundation
Consistent with the findings of the FEIR, the proposed project proposes no housing or structures within
any dam inundation area and is consistent with the findings in the FEIR. The changes associated with the
proposed project would not result in any new impacts or increase the severity of any impacts related to
dam inundation. No additional mitigation measures would be required.

Mudflows
Consistent with the findings of the FEIR, the proposed project does not propose any development in areas
identified to have the potential for mudflows and is consistent with the findings in the FEIR. The changes
associated with the proposed project would not result in any new impacts or increase the severity of any
impacts related to mudflows. No additional mitigation measures would be required.

Water Quality Standards
The proposed project would comply with all applicable federal, state, and local regulations regarding
stormwater runoff and water quality, including preparation and implementation of a construction SWPPP
as a Project Design Feature (Table 2) and compliance with stipulations of the NPDES permit. Compliance
with these regulations would ensure the project would not violate any water quality standards or waste
discharge requirements. Additionally, separate SWQMP reports would be provided for each building pad
when individual site plans for the proposed project are processed. The proposed project is consistent with
the findings in the FEIR. The changes associated with the proposed project would not result in any new
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impacts or increase the severity of any impacts related to water quality standards. No additional
mitigation measures would be required.
Groundwater
Consistent with the findings of the FEIR, the proposed project would not utilize groundwater. The
changes associated with the proposed project would not result in any new impacts or increase the severity
of any impacts related to groundwater. No additional mitigation measures would be required.
Proposed Project Required Mitigation
No additional mitigation measures would be required for the proposed project, beyond those identified in
the FEIR. Consistent with the findings of the FEIR, the proposed project would be required to implement
mitigation measures H-1 and H-2.
Level of Significance After Mitigation
Consistent with the findings in the FEIR, implementation of mitigation measures H-1 and H-2 would
reduce the proposed project’s hydrology and water quality impacts a level below significant.
3.6

LAND USE

3.6.1

Prior Environmental Findings

Divide a Community
The FEIR concluded the Specific Plan site was designated for development and implementation of the
approved project would not create any new barriers in areas that contain an established community.
Rather, the park space and commercial areas proposed as part of the approved El Corazon Specific Plan
would serve to connect the existing established communities within the City of Oceanside. No impact
would occur.
Conflict with Land Use Plans
The FEIR concluded that with the approval of the 2009 General Plan Amendment and 2009 Specific Plan
Amendments, the project would be consistent with the land use designations of the City of Oceanside
General Plan. The FEIR also concluded that approval of the 2009 zone change would make the Specific
Plan consistent with the City of Oceanside Zoning Ordinance. The FEIR concluded that the El Corazon
Specific Plan customizes the standards and regulations found in the City of Oceanside Zoning Ordinance
and the text of the approved El Corazon Specific Plan takes precedence over the Zoning Ordinance,
except where the Specific Plan does not provide specifics on a topic and then the City of Oceanside
Zoning Ordinance remains in effect.
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The FEIR also determined the planning efforts for the Specific Plan were consistent with the El Corazon
Property Management/Reclamation Plan by establishing long term uses of the former mining site. The
project was also determined to be consistent with the Parks and Recreation Master Plan because the plan
included a Parks and Recreation District as one of the six land use Districts. Approval of the 2009
General Plan Amendment made the 2009 El Corazon Specific Plan not conflict with the Rancho del Oro
Specific Plan or Ocean Ranch Plan and the FEIR determined that all impacts related to any potential
conflicts with land use plans would be less than significant.
Conflict with Habitat Conservation Plan
The FEIR concluded the overall development approach of the approved El Corazon Specific Plan would
place more intensive land the farthest away from the habitat areas, in an effort to minimize impacts to
wildlife. The approved El Corazon Specific Plan was designed in accordance with the MHCP and
Oceanside Subarea Plan and therefore would not conflict with the applicable Habitat Conservation Plans.
The approved El Corazon Specific Plan Habitat District required 150 acres of existing natural and
disturbed coastal sage scrub habitat and riparian areas along Garrison Creek plus an additional 20 acres
located along Oceanside Boulevard that would be restored to native coastal sage scrub habitat. The
boundaries of the Habitat District were required to be separated from the rest of the project site by a
wooden fence. The Subarea Plan also designates a minimum of 150 acres of contiguous biological open
space shall be conserved on the property, including at least 45 acres west of the San Diego Gas and
Electric (SDG&E) transmission corridor and 75 acres along Garrison Creek on the northern portion of the
site. At least 35 acres of the existing disturbed or non-native habitats within the 150 acre biological open
space would be required to be restored as functional coastal sage scrub habitat capable of supporting
breeding gnatcatcher pairs. No structures would be allowed within the 150 acres of open space, with the
exception of 3 miles of trails through the western and northern areas of the project site. Due to these
reasons, the FEIR concluded the approved El Corazon Specific Plan would not conflict with any Habitat
Conservation Plans and impacts would be less than significant.
Approved Specific Plan Required Mitigation
The FEIR did not require land use mitigation for the approved El Corazon Specific Plan.
Level of Significance After Mitigation
The FEIR concluded that implementation of the approved El Corazon Specific Plan would result in less
than significant impacts related to dividing a community, conflicting with land use plans and conflicting
with Habitat Conservation Plans.
3.6.2

Proposed Project Impact Analysis

Divide a Community
Consistent with the findings of the FEIR, the proposed project would occur on a former mining site and
would not create any new barriers in areas that contain an established community. Implementation of the
proposed project would occur on a vacant and undeveloped portion of the Specific Plan area, which is
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envisioned for development and surrounded by various urban land uses. Development of the proposed
project would not physically divide and established community, but rather serves to complete buildout of
the approved El Corazon Specific Plan. Therefore, the proposed project is compatible with land uses both
within and adjacent to the approved El Corazon Specific Plan.
The proposed project would result in a decrease of 14.0 acres of Parks and Recreation District, decreasing
total acreage in this District from 212 acres to 198 acres. Although the proposed project would result in a
slight change in overall Parks and Recreation District acreage, when compared to baseline conditions
today and baseline conditions evaluated within the FEIR, implementation of the proposed project would
provide a significant amount of park space and commercial areas that do not currently exist. Although the
acreage of the Parks and Recreation District would be modified slightly as part of the proposed project,
these areas would serve to connect the existing established communities within the City of Oceanside and
the proposed project would not result in any new impacts or increase the severity of any impacts related to
dividing a community. No additional mitigation measures would be required.

Conflict with Land Use Plans
The FEIR concluded that the project site is surrounded by urban development and that buildout of the
approved El Corazon Specific Plan land uses would be consistent with existing development. Consistent
with the findings of the FEIR, the proposed project would replace vacant, undeveloped land with
residential, hotel and commercial land uses in the eastern portion of site. As shown in Table 4, the
proposed project is consistent with the allowable land uses and densities identified in the approved
Specific Plan. The proposed project would include the construction and operation of 155,000 sf of retail,
169,000 sf of office, 170,000 sf of industrial, 24,000 sf of commercial, 268 apartments and an 8,000
person capacity multi-story arena. Implementation of the proposed project would not significantly change
the land use development patterns envisioned by the approved El Corazon Specific Plan.
The proposed project would comply with the provisions of the approved El Corazon Specific Plan’s
Village Commercial and Oceanside Boulevard Commercial Districts. Beyond acreage adjustments, the
proposed project would not alter any text related to development and design standards of the approved El
Corazon Specific Plan. All buildings within the Village Commercial District would adhere to the
approved Development Standards, which include 25 minimum foot setbacks on A Street, B Street,
Rancho del Oro Drive and a 15 minimum foot setback on Park Loop Road. Buildings would be a
maximum of 50 feet, with a maximum floor area ratio of 1.0. Portions of the upper stories would be
recessed with a break in wall plane occurring at a minimum of every 50 feet. In the Village Commercial
District, buildings are encouraged to be located adjacent to the Park Loop Road, B Street and the
Roundabout, at a minimum. Signs would be constructed per City standards, with pole signs prohibited. A
minimum 15 percent of the total development site would be landscaping and a minimum of 3 separate
outdoor spaces, cumulatively totaling no less than 8 percent of the Village Commercial Building footprint
would occur. Parking would be provided per City standards, with a 25 percent reduction for residential
with a Conditional Use Permit. All buildings within the Oceanside Boulevard Commercial District would
also adhere to the approved Development Standards, which include 25 minimum foot setbacks on A
Street, Oceanside Boulevard and Rancho del Oro Drive. Buildings would be a maximum of 50 feet, with
a maximum floor area ratio of 1.0. Portions of the upper stories would be recessed with a break in wall
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plane occurring at a minimum of every 50 feet. In the Oceanside Boulevard Commercial District, loading
areas would be required to be located between the buildings and A Street. Signs would be constructed per
City standards, with pole signs prohibited. A minimum 15 percent of the total development site would be
landscaping with palm trees prohibited. Parking would be provided per City standards, with a 25 percent
reduction for residential with a Conditional Use Permit and a parking reduction if a shuttle is provided to
the transit station, Village Commercial Center and other park areas.
The proposed project would amend the approved El Corazon Specific Plan to include an arena as an
allowable land use under the Commercial Recreation and Entertainment definition, which would make the
approved El Corazon Specific Plan consistent with the City of Oceanside Zoning Ordinance. The
proposed project would also result in a decrease of 14.0 acres of Parks and Recreation District, decreasing
total acreage in this District from 212 acres to 198 acres. Although the proposed project would result in a
slight change in overall Parks and Recreation District, when compared to baseline conditions today and
baseline conditions evaluated within the FEIR, implementation of the proposed project would provide a
significant amount of park space and commercial areas that do not currently exist and would serve to
connect the existing established communities within the City of Oceanside. The boundaries of the
Oceanside Boulevard Habitat District would be modified slightly under the proposed project to maintain
the 20 acre coastal sage scrub restoration requirement. This boundary could increase functionality and
value by reducing the ratio of edge to total area, which can reduce edge effects.
Consistent with the findings of the FEIR, the proposed project would replace vacant, undeveloped land
with residential, hotel and commercial land uses in the eastern portion of site. As shown in Table 4, the
proposed project is consistent with the allowable land uses and densities identified in the approved
Specific Plan. Therefore, the proposed project would be consistent with the approved El Corazon Specific
Plan, City Zoning Ordinance and General Plan. The proposed project also conforms to the smart growth
and mixed-use development elements and policies in the approved El Corazon Specific Plan. Further, the
proposed project’s mandatory compliance with the building and development regulation standards,
including FAR requirements, building height restrictions, landscaping and parking requirements, would
be consistent with the requirements of the approved El Corazon Specific Plan. Consistent with the
determination in the FEIR, the proposed project would not conflict with any applicable land use plan,
policy or regulation and the changes associated with the proposed project would not result in any new
impacts or increase the severity of any impacts related to conflicts with land use plans. No additional
mitigation measures would be required.
Conflict with Habitat Conservation Plan
The proposed project maintains the overall development approach of the approved El Corazon Specific
Plan by placing more intensive land the farthest away from the habitat areas. This minimizes impacts to
wildlife, thereby maintaining consistency with the MHCP and Oceanside Subarea Plan. The FEIR and
prior EIR Addendums reflect an approved Specific Plan with 164 acres of Habitat District, including a
14-acre Habitat District along Oceanside Boulevard. However, the approved Planning Commission’s
resolution for the Specific Plan, dated April 20, 2009, requires a project with an overall Habitat District of
170 acres, including a 20-acre Habitat District along Oceanside Boulevard. Consistent with the
requirements of the approved 2009 resolution, the proposed project would provide a 20-acre Habitat
District along Oceanside Boulevard. The proposed project would slightly modify the boundary of the
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Oceanside Boulevard Habitat District to accommodate for the required 20-acres of coastal sage scrub
restoration and for the placement of a biofiltration basin necessary to serve the proposed project.
The 20-acre Oceanside Boulevard Habitat District would extend along the south and west boundary of the
Civic Services 4 District (the existing green waste facility) and would include six acres of land adjacent to
Park 9, previously identified as Parks and Recreation District and now transferred to the Oceanside
Boulevard Habitat District. A portion of the Oceanside Boulevard Habitat District, east of the Civic
Services 4 District, would also be widened in order to achieve the 20-acre requirement, and to provide a
location for a landscaped biofiltration basin that will support the proposed project. The eastern boundary
of the Oceanside Boulevard Habitat District area would also be shifted to the west, outside of the
proposed slope grading incorporated adjacent to the planned Oceanside Boulevard Commercial District.
This slope area would now be a part of Park 9 as a landscape buffer/slope. Although the dimensions of the
Oceanside Boulevard Habitat District would change under the proposed project, the function and value of
the Habitat District would not. The original dimensions identified in the FEIR for the Oceanside
Boulevard Habitat District were 3,000 linear feet in length by 300 feet wide (north to south) on average.
The proposed project would reduce length and increase width of this Habitat District by slightly adjusting
the boundaries. This could increase functionality and value, when compared to the approved El Corazon
Specific Plan, by reducing the ratio of edge to total area, which can reduce edge effects. The boundaries
of the Habitat District would still be required to be separated from the rest of the project site by a wooden
fence and no structures would be allowed within the 150 acres of open space, with the exception of 3
miles of trails through the western and northern areas of the project site. The proposed project would
implement the development anticipated on this site from the approved El Corazon Specific Plan and is
consistent with the findings in the FEIR. The changes associated with the proposed project would not
result in any new impacts or increase the severity of any impacts related to conflicts with Habitat
Conservation Plans. No additional mitigation measures would be required.
Proposed Project Required Mitigation
No additional mitigation measures would be required for the proposed project. Consistent with the
findings of the FEIR, the proposed project would not be required to implement any land use mitigation
measures.
Level of Significance After Mitigation
Consistent with the findings in the FEIR, implementation of the proposed project would result in less than
significant impacts related to land use and planning.
3.7

NOISE

Noise Generated In Excess Of Established Standards
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The FEIR concluded that the approved Specific Plan may directly expose people to or generate noise
levels in excess of the 65 dBA standard established by the City of Oceanside Noise Control Ordinance.
Although the FEIR concluded the Specific Plan would not contribute more than 3.0 dBA at any roadway
segment under the conditions analyzed, it was determined to have the potential to expose people to noise
levels in excess of the City’s 65 dBA threshold. Therefore, a significant impact was identified and
mitigation was required.
Groundborne Vibration and Noise
The FEIR concluded that the proposed project would not expose people to or generate excessive
groundborne vibration or groundborne noise levels during construction or operation. Impacts were
determined to be less than significant.
Increase Ambient Noise Levels
The FEIR concluded that the approved Specific Plan would not substantially increase traffic noise levels
along roadway segments in the project vicinity under 2010, 2015 or 2030 roadway conditions. The
greatest increase in ambient noise resulting from traffic generated by the approved Specific Plan was 1.9
dBA under 2030 conditions along the eastern Rancho del Oro Road boundary of the El Corazon site. This
increase was determined to be less than the established threshold of 3.0 dBA. Impacts were determined to
be less than significant.
Temporary and Periodic Increases in Ambient Noise
The FEIR concluded that the approved Specific Plan’s construction activities have the potential to result
in noise levels above the City’s 65 dBA threshold. However, the City of Oceanside Building Department
has established construction hours between the hours of 7:00 am and 6:00 pm, Monday through Saturday.
Construction work covered by a building permit, such as the proposed project, is prohibited before 7:00
am and after 6:00 pm, Monday through Saturday, and all day Sunday and major holidays. Additionally,
Section 38.15 of the City of Oceanside Municipal Code states that the city manager, or the manager’s
designee, may authorize construction that exceeds the noise, duration, or hour of work limits established
by the Noise Control Ordinance upon a determination that the authorization furthers the public interest.
Therefore, as a variance to a building permit, the proposed project would be allowed to generate noise
levels in excess of the 65 dBA threshold established by the City. Therefore, temporary increases in
ambient noise were determined to be less than significant.
Airport Noise
The FEIR concluded that the Oceanside Municipal Airport is located approximately 1.25 miles from the
proposed project site and there are no private air strips within the vicinity of the El Corazon site.
Therefore, people at the Specific Plan site would not be exposed to excessive noise from the Oceanside
Municipal Airport. Impacts were determined to be less than significant.
Approved El Corazon Specific Plan Required Mitigation
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To reduce potential impacts due to increases in noise, the FEIR concluded the following mitigation shall
be implemented:
N-1

Prior to issuance of site-specific building permits, site-specific acoustical analyses shall
be performed of individual districts where the predicted exterior noise levels are shown to
be in excess of the City’s 65 dBA noise threshold. The acoustical analysis will provide
architectural/engineering detail to confirm that the uses (existing and proposed) will
comply with City guidelines associated with noise thresholds. Site-specific projects shall
comply with recommendations made in the acoustical analyses such that persons would
not be exposed to noise levels in excess of 65 dBA.

Level of Significance After Mitigation
The FEIR concluded that implementation of mitigation measure N-1 would reduce all project-related
noise impacts to below a level of significance.

3.7.2

Proposed Project Impact Analysis

Noise Generated In Excess Of Established Standards
Consistent with the findings of the FEIR, the proposed project may generate noise levels in excess of the
65 dBA standard established by the City of Oceanside Noise Control Ordinance. As part of the proposed
project, a Noise Memorandum (Appendix I) was prepared for the updated El Corazon Development. The
purpose of this noise analysis was to determine if the proposed project would result in additional or
increased impacts, compared to those identified in the FEIR. The updated Traffic Study for the proposed
project (Appendix J) was reviewed to determine any potential noise impacts and it was determined that
overall trip generation was reduced under the proposed project and the overall traffic along roadway
segments would therefore be less than analyzed in the FEIR. Consistent with the findings of the FEIR, a
significant impact would occur and mitigation would be required. The proposed project would not result
in any changes to the conclusions of the certified FEIR regarding noise impacts and no additional
mitigation measures are required.
Groundborne Vibration and Noise
Consistent with the findings of the FEIR, the proposed project would not expose people to or generate
excessive groundborne vibration or groundborne noise levels because blasting and pile driving would not
be required for construction. Additionally, none of the land uses allowable under the proposed project
would generate excessive groundborne vibration or noise. Consistent with the findings of the FEIR,
impacts would be less than significant.
Increase Ambient Noise Levels
The FEIR concluded that the approved Specific plan would not substantially increase traffic noise levels
along roadway segments in the project vicinity under 2010, 2015 or 2030 roadway conditions. As part of
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the proposed project, a Noise Memorandum (Appendix I) was prepared for the updated El Corazon
Development. The purpose of the noise analysis was to determine if the proposed project would result in
additional or increased impacts, compared to those identified in the FEIR. The updated Traffic Study for
the proposed project (Appendix J) was reviewed to determine any potential noise impacts and it was
determined that overall trip generation was reduced by the proposed project and the overall traffic along
roadway segments would be less than what was analyzed in the FEIR. Therefore, the proposed project
would not result in any changes to the conclusions of the certified FEIR regarding noise impacts and no
additional mitigation measures are required. Consistent with the findings of the FEIR, impacts would be
less than significant.
Temporary and Periodic Increases in Ambient Noise
Consistent with the findings of the FEIR, the proposed project would allow for the construction of the
majority of structures in the eastern portion of the Specific Plan project site. Any construction activities
could have the potential to result in noise levels above the City’s 65 dBA threshold. However, the City of
Oceanside Building Department has established construction hours between the hours of 7:00 am and
6:00 pm, Monday through Saturday. Construction work covered by a building permit, such as the
proposed project, is prohibited before 7:00 am and after 6:00 pm, Monday through Saturday, and all day
Sunday and major holidays. Additionally, Section 38.15 of the City of Oceanside Municipal Code states
that the city manager, or the manager’s designee, may authorize construction that exceeds the noise,
duration, or hour of work limits established by the Noise Control Ordinance upon a determination that the
authorization furthers the public interest. Therefore, as a variance to a building permit, the proposed
project would be allowed to generate noise levels in excess of the 65 dBA threshold established by the
City. Consistent with the conclusions of the FEIR, temporary increases in ambient noise would be less
than significant. Therefore, the changes associated with the proposed project would not result in any new
impacts or increase the severity of any impacts related to temporary or periodic increases in ambient
noise.
Airport Noise
The proposed project would implement the development anticipated on this site from the approved El
Corazon Specific Plan and consistent with the findings of the FEIR, people at the proposed project site
would not be exposed to excessive noise from the Oceanside Municipal Airport. Impacts would be less
than significant.
Proposed Project Required Mitigation
No additional mitigation measures would be required for the proposed project. Consistent with the
findings of the FEIR, the proposed project would be required to implement mitigation measure N-1, when
applicable.
Level of Significance After Mitigation
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The FEIR concluded that with implementation of mitigation measure N-1, all approved El Corazon
Specific Plan noise related impacts would be reduced to below a level of significance. Implementation of
mitigation measure N-1 would ensure that persons at the proposed project site would not be exposed to
levels in excess of 65 dBA. Therefore, through implementation of N-1, noise impacts resulting from the
proposed project would be less than significant.
3.8

PUBLIC SERVICES

3.8.1

Prior Environmental Findings

Fire Protection
The FEIR concluded that the approved El Corazon Specific Plan area would be served primarily by the
City of Oceanside’s Fire Department, Fire Stations No. 3 and 7, which had response times that ranged
from one and one-half minutes to four and one-half minutes, depending on location. These response times
were determined to be in compliance with the City of Oceanside General Plan Community Facilities
Element, which establishes a five minute standard response time for emergency calls. Therefore, impacts
to fire protection public services were determined to be less than significant
Police Protection
The FEIR concluded that implementing the approved El Corazon Specific Plan would not significantly
increase the response time of the Oceanside Police Department. At the time of the FEIR, the Oceanside
Police Department also expressed they were prepared to accommodate any unanticipated growth, and
would be able to modify any staffing levels based on demand generated by the project. Therefore, impacts
related to police protection public services were determined to be less than significant.
Schools
The project site is located within the attendance boundaries of the Oceanside Unified School District,
which the FEIR concluded was over capacity for students. The FEIR concluded that the approved project
would increase the demand for school services and any additional students would further overwhelm the
school. The Oceanside Unified School District levies development fees for residential, commercial and
industrial projects with the potential to increase the demand for school services. The payment of
developer fees would help offset any impacts.
Libraries, Hospitals, Medical Facilities
The FEIR concluded that implementation of the approved El Corazon Specific Plan would not result in a
significant increase in demand for library, hospital or medical services in the City of Oceanside and
existing facilities were expected to be adequate to meet any potential needs required by the approved El
Corazon Specific Plan. Therefore, impacts related to library public services were determined to be less
than significant.
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Approved El Corazon Specific Plan Required Mitigation
The FEIR did not require public services mitigation for the approved El Corazon Specific Plan.
Level of Significance After Mitigation
The FEIR concluded that implementation of the approved El Corazon Specific Plan would result in less
than significant impacts related to fire, police, schools, libraries and hospitals/medical facilities.
3.8.2

Proposed Project Impact Analysis

Fire Protection
Consistent with the approved El Corazon Specific Plan’s Project Design Features (Table 2), the
Oceanside Fire Department would review any new development proposals prior to any future site
development. As necessary, the Fire Department would place project-specific conditions on the proposed
project, in addition to City of Oceanside standard conditions placed on the development. The process
ensures fire protection impacts associated with the proposed project would remain at a less than
significant level. The proposed project would also comply with the Uniform Fire Code, Uniform Building
Code and applicable City of Oceanside Fire Codes to achieve acceptable levels of fire protection. The
proposed project would also comply with all applicable fire codes and ordinances for access, water mains,
fire flow, fire hydrants, mandatory automatic fire sprinklers, and fire lanes during both construction and
operation. Implementation of the proposed project would not significantly change the land use
development patterns envisioned by the approved El Corazon Specific Plan and therefore the proposed
project would be consistent with the findings of the FEIR. Impacts related to fire protection public
services are considered to be less than significant and the changes associated with the proposed project
would not result in any new impacts or increase the severity of any impacts related to fire protection
service. No additional mitigation measures would be required.
Police Protection
The proposed project would be required to pay impact fees pursuant to the City of Oceanside Municipal
Code Ordinance 88-45, Section 1, Chapter 32B and Ordinance 91-09, Section 1, Chapter 32C. Consistent
with the approved El Corazon Specific Plan’s Project Design Features (Table 2), the Oceanside Police
Department would review any new development proposals prior to any future site development. As
necessary, the Police Department would place project-specific conditions on the proposed project, in
addition to City of Oceanside standard conditions placed on the project. This process would ensure police
protection impacts associated with the proposed project remain at a less than significant impact level.
Implementation of the proposed project would not significantly change the land use development patterns
envisioned by the approved El Corazon Specific Plan and therefore the proposed project would be
consistent with the findings of the FEIR. Impacts related to fire protection public services are considered
to be less than significant and the changes associated with the proposed project would not result in any
new impacts or increase the severity of any impacts related to police protection service. No additional
mitigation measures would be required.
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Schools
The proposed project site is served by the Oceanside Unified School District, specifically Garrison
Elementary School, King Middle School and El Camino High School. The FEIR concluded that the
existing overcapacity issues in the school district would not be resolved without the issuance of bond
funding. On June 3, 2008, Oceanside voters approved a bond measure, Proposition H, authorizing the
Oceanside Unified School District to issue up to $195 million in general obligation bonds for school
facility improvements, enabling the school district to complete the repairs and modernization effort
established under the Proposition G bond construction program (passed in June 2000) to provide high
quality facilities for all Oceanside students. Proposition H bond funds combined with available local,
state, and federal grants, state matching bond funds, and joint-use funding would provide the funds
needed to improve the schools identified in the proposition, including El Camino High School. The
schools will receive repairs, modernization, upgrades, expansion and new construction as warranted by
enrollment and facility usage needs to provide equitable facilities for all students.
When compared to the FEIR, the proposed project would not result in any additional residential land uses
that could have the potential to increase the need for schools or expanded facilities. The only proposed
project component that would generate school demand is the construction and operation of 268 apartment
units. The addition of these residential units to the school system was analyzed in the FEIR. Consistent
with the findings in the FEIR, the proposed project would be required to pay developer fees, which would
help offset any impacts. As of June 27, 2017 developer fees for the Oceanside Unified School District are
$3.48 per sf of assessable area and $0.56 per sf. Payment of these development fees is considered full
mitigation for any impacts related to the proposed projects increase in school demand. Consistent with the
findings of the FEIR, the proposed project would result in less than significant impacts related to public
school services. The changes associated with the proposed project would not result in any new impacts or
increase the severity of any impacts related to school service. No additional mitigation measures would be
required.
Libraries, Hospitals, Medical Facilities
When compared to the FEIR, the proposed project would not result in any additional residential land uses
that could have the potential to increase the need for library, hospital or medical facilities. Consistent with
the findings of the FEIR, impacts to library, hospital or medical facilities would be less than significant.
Therefore, the changes associated with the proposed project would not result in any new impacts or
increase the severity of any impacts related to or library, hospital or medical facilities. No additional
mitigation measures would be required.
Proposed Project Required Mitigation
No additional mitigation measures would be required for the proposed project. Consistent with the
findings of the FEIR, the proposed project would not be required to implement any public service
mitigation measures.
Level of Significance After Mitigation
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Consistent with the findings in the FEIR, implementation of the proposed project would result in less than
significant impacts related to public services.
3.9

TRANSPORTATION/TRAFFIC

3.9.1

Prior Environmental Findings

Increase Traffic
The FEIR concluded that construction related and operational traffic associated with the approved El
Corazon Specific Plan would result in potentially significant traffic impacts. The FEIR concluded that
certain impacts would be mitigated to a less than significant level, while others were found to be
significant and unmitigated. Issues such as extenuating costs or the necessity to acquire right of way
made additional mitigation to reduce the impacts infeasible. A Statement of Overriding Considerations
was therefore prepared by the City to certify the FEIR.
The FEIR analyzed the following scenarios within the traffic impact analysis: 1) Existing + project
conditions; 2) Year 2010 + project conditions; 3) Year 2015 + project conditions; and 4) Year 2020 +
project conditions. The FEIR concluded that implementation of the approved El Corazon Specific Plan
would result in a significant increase in traffic at the following intersections and roadway segments:
•

Implementation of the proposed project would degrade level of service (LOS) at the intersection of
El Camino Real at SR-78 Westbound ramps under existing plus project conditions.

•

Implementation of the proposed project would degrade LOS along Oceanside Boulevard from I-5
Southbound ramps to Crouch Street under existing plus project conditions.

•

Implementation of the proposed project would degrade LOS along College Boulevard from
Oceanside Boulevard to Roselle Avenue under existing plus project conditions.

•

Implementation of the proposed project would degrade of LOS at the intersection of SR-76 and
Rancho del Oro Drive under year 2010 plus project conditions.

•

Implementation of the proposed project would degrade LOS at the intersection of College
Boulevard and Old Grove Road under year 2010 plus project conditions.

•

Implementation of the proposed project would degrade LOS at the intersection of Oceanside
Boulevard and College Boulevard under year 2010 plus project conditions.

•

Implementation of the proposed project would degrade LOS at the intersection of Rancho del Oro
Drive and Cameo Drive under year 2010 plus project conditions.
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•

Implementation of the proposed project would degrade LOS at the intersection of El Camino Real
at SR-78 Westbound and Eastbound ramps under year 2010 plus project conditions.

•

Implementation of the proposed project would degrade LOS along Oceanside Boulevard from I-5
Southbound ramps to Crouch Street and from Foussat Road to El Camino Real under year 2010
plus project conditions.

•

Implementation of the proposed project would degrade LOS along College Boulevard from
Oceanside Boulevard to Roselle Avenue under year 2010 plus project conditions.

•

Implementation of the proposed project would degrade LOS along El Camino Real from Vista Way
to SR-78 under year 2010 plus project conditions.

•

Implementation of the proposed project would degrade LOS at the intersection of SR-76 at Rancho
del Oro Drive under year 2015 plus project conditions.

•

Implementation of the proposed project would degrade LOS at the intersection of College
Boulevard at Old Grove Road under year 2015 plus project conditions.

•

Implementation of the proposed project would degrade LOS at the intersection of Oceanside
Boulevard at College Boulevard under year 2015 plus project conditions.

•

Implementation of the proposed project would degrade LOS at the intersection of Rancho del Oro
Drive at Cameo Drive under year 2015 plus project conditions.

•

Implementation of the proposed project would degrade LOS at the intersection of College
Boulevard at Vista Way under year 2015 plus project conditions.

•

Implementation of the proposed project would degrade LOS at the intersection of Mesa Drive at El
Camino Real under year 2015 plus project conditions.

•

Implementation of the proposed project would degrade LOS along I-15 Northbound and
Southbound from SR-78 to Las Flores Road under year 2015 plus project conditions.

•

Implementation of the proposed project would degrade LOS along SR- 78 Eastbound from College
Boulevard to Emerald Road under year 2015 plus project conditions.

•

Implementation of the proposed project would degrade LOS at the intersection of El Camino Real
at SR-78 Westbound and Eastbound ramps under year 2015 plus project conditions.

•

Implementation of the proposed project would degrade LOS at the intersection of Oceanside
Boulevard at El Camino Real under year 2015 plus project conditions.

•

Implementation of the proposed project would degrade LOS along Oceanside Boulevard from I-5
Southbound ramps to El Camino Real under year 2015 plus project conditions.
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•

Implementation of the proposed project would degrade LOS along College Boulevard from Old
Grove Road to SR-78 under year 2015 plus project conditions.

•

Implementation of the proposed project would degrade LOS along Mesa Drive from Foussat Road
to El Camino Real under year 2015 plus project conditions.

•

Implementation of the proposed project would degrade LOS along El Camino Real from Vista Way
to SR-78 under year 2015 plus project conditions.

•

Implementation of the proposed project would degrade LOS at the intersection of SR-76 at Rancho
del Oro Drive under year 2030 plus project conditions.

•

Implementation of the proposed project would degrade LOS at the intersection of College
Boulevard at Old Grove Road under year 2030 plus project conditions.

•

Implementation of the proposed project would degrade LOS at the intersection of College
Boulevard at Vista Way under year 2030 plus project conditions.

•

Implementation of the proposed project would degrade LOS at the intersection of Mesa Drive at El
Camino Real under year 2030 plus project conditions.

•

Implementation of the proposed project would degrade LOS at the intersection of Mesa Drive at
College Boulevard under year 2030 plus project conditions.

•

Implementation of the proposed project would degrade LOS along I-5 Northbound and Southbound
from SR-78 to Las Flores Road under year 2030 plus project conditions.

•

Implementation of the proposed project would degrade LOS along SR- 78 Eastbound and
Westbound from College Boulevard to Emerald Road under year 2030 plus project conditions.

•

Implementation of the proposed project would degrade LOS at the intersection of El Camino Real
at SR-78 Westbound ramps under year 2030 plus project conditions.

•

Implementation of the proposed project would degrade LOS at the intersection of El Camino Real
at SR-78 Eastbound ramps under year 2030 plus project conditions.

•

Implementation of the proposed project would degrade LOS at the intersection of Oceanside
Boulevard at College Boulevard under year 2030 plus project conditions.

•

Implementation of the proposed project would degrade LOS at the intersection of Oceanside
Boulevard at El Camino Real under year 2030 plus project conditions.

•

Implementation of the proposed project would degrade LOS at the intersection of Oceanside
Boulevard at I-5 Northbound ramps under year 2030 plus project conditions.
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•

Implementation of the proposed project would degrade LOS at the intersection of Oceanside
Boulevard at Crouch Street under year 2030 plus project conditions.

•

Implementation of the proposed project would degrade LOS along Oceanside Boulevard from I-5
Southbound ramps to El Camino Real under year 2030 plus project conditions.

•

Implementation of the proposed project would degrade LOS along College Boulevard from SR-76
to Mesa Drive and from Old Grove Road to SR-78 under year 2030 plus project conditions.

•

Implementation of the proposed project would degrade LOS along El Camino Real from Oceanside
Boulevard to SR-78 under year 2030 plus project conditions.

•

Implementation of the proposed project would degrade LOS along Mesa Drive from Foussat Road
to El Camino Real under year 2030 plus project conditions

Air, Road and Emergency Hazards
The FEIR concluded the approved El Corazon Specific Plan would not propose any land uses which
would result in an increase in air traffic or a change in air traffic patterns. Additionally, all roadways
would be constructed in accordance with existing standards. Emergency access to the site would be
provided via two access points along Oceanside Boulevard and two access points along Rancho del Oro
Drive. The FEIR concluded that implementation of the approved El Corazon Specific Plan would not to
result in inadequate emergency access to the project site and impacts would be less than significant.
Parking & Alternative Transportation
The FEIR concluded that parking for the approved El Corazon Specific Plan would be provided per the
City’s Traffic Code standards, which would prevent the project from resulting inadequate parking.
Additionally, the approved El Corazon Specific Plan was found not to propose any uses or design features
that would conflict with the use of alternative transportation and impacts would be less than significant.
Approved El Corazon Specific Plan Required Mitigation
To reduce potential impacts due to increases in traffic, the FEIR concluded the following mitigation shall
be implemented:
TT-1

Prior to and during any construction, a Traffic Control Plan (TCP) will be required to manage
construction related impacts of ingress and/or egress.

TT-2

As projects are proposed in El Corazon, the following Traffic Demand Management (TDM)
improvements shall be implemented:
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•

•
•
•

Provide shuttle service from the El Corazon project site to the SPRINTER station
located at the southwest corner of Oceanside Boulevard and Rancho del Oro Drive to
encourage the use of public transportation;
Provide sidewalks along all project roadways, particularly to the bus shelter and transit
station;
Provide bike lanes on all major internal roadways connecting to the nearby major
roadways. A bikeway plan shall be maintained and promoted; and,
Promote TDM principles such as peak hour trip reduction, staggered work hours, ride
sharing, telecommuting, and the use of public transportation or other measures, as
appropriate.

TT-3

Since improvements such as reconstruction of the entire SR-78 and El Camino Real interchange
are considered infeasible because of economic reasons, the following alternative improvement
shall be considered for mitigation:
• Prior to implementation of Phase 2, the proposed project shall contribute fair-share
towards an adaptive/responsive signals or other capacity enhancement program on the
El Camino Real corridor at SR-78.

TT-4

Oceanside Boulevard is currently built-out to its Circulation Element Classification as specified in
the Oceanside General Plan. No feasible mitigation exists in excess of mitigation measure TT-2.

TT-5

Implementation of TT-2; no other feasible mitigation exists.

TT-6

Prior to completion of Phases 1D, 1F, and 2 the proposed project shall provide right-turn overlap
signal phasing on both the eastbound and westbound approaches.

TT-7

Prior to completion of Phases 1D, 1F, and 2 the proposed project shall construct College
Boulevard to its proposed Circulation Element standard of a six-lane Major road through this
intersection or provide a dedicated northbound right-turn only lane.

TT-8

Prior to completion of Phases 1D, 1F, and 2 the proposed project shall construct College
Boulevard (north and south of Oceanside Boulevard) to the proposed Circulation Element
standard of six-lane Major road.

TT-9

Prior to completion of Phases 1D, 1F, and 2 the proposed project shall provide a traffic signal at
the intersection.

TT-10 Since improvements such as reconstruction of the entire SR78 and El Camino Real interchange are
considered infeasible, the following two alternative improvements shall be considered for
mitigation:
• Prior to completion of Phases 1D, 1F, and 2 the proposed project shall contribute fairshare towards an adaptive/responsive signals program on the El Camino Real corridor
at SR-78.
TT-11 No other feasible mitigation exists in excess of implementation of mitigation measure TT-2.
TT-12 Implementation of TT-2; no other feasible mitigation exists.
TT-13 No other feasible mitigation measures exist in excess of mitigation measure TT-2.
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TT-14 Prior to completion of Phases 1 through 4, the proposed project shall provide right-turn overlap
signal phasing on both the eastbound and westbound approaches.
TT-15 Prior to completion of Phases 1 through 4, the proposed project shall construct College Boulevard
to its proposed Circulation Element standard of six-lane Major road through this intersection or
provide a dedicated northbound right-turn only lane.
TT-16 Prior to completion of Phases 1 through 4, the proposed project shall construct College Boulevard
north and south of Oceanside Boulevard) to the proposed Circulation Element standard of six-lane
Major road.
TT-17 Prior to completion of Phases 1 through 4, the proposed project shall provide a traffic signal at the
intersection.
TT-18 Prior to completion of Phases 1 through 4, the proposed project shall reconfigure the westbound
approach from one thru and one thru/right lane to one thru-only and one right turn-only lane along
with right turn overlap signal phasing for the westbound approach.
TT-19 Prior to completion of Phases 1 through 4, the proposed project shall provide right turn overlap
signal phasing on the westbound/eastbound approach.
TT-20 Implementation of TT-2; no other feasible mitigation exists.
TT-21 Implementation of TT-2; no other feasible mitigation exists.
TT-22 No other feasible mitigation measures existing in excess of implementation of mitigation measure
TT-2.
TT-23 Oceanside Boulevard and El Camino Real are currently built-out to their Circulation Element
Classifications as specified in the Oceanside General Plan. No other feasible mitigation measures
existing in excess of implementation of mitigation measure TT-2.
TT-24 Oceanside Boulevard is currently built-out to its Circulation Element Classification as specified in
the Oceanside General Plan. No other feasible mitigation measures existing in excess of
implementation of mitigation measure TT-2.
TT-25 No other feasible mitigation measures existing in excess of implementation of mitigation measure
TT-2.
TT-26 Mesa Drive is currently built-out to its Circulation Element Classification as specified in the
Oceanside General Plan. No other feasible mitigation measures existing in excess of
implementation of mitigation measure TT-2.
TT-27 Prior to completion of Phase 1, the proposed project shall contribute a fair-share towards an
adaptive/responsive signals or other capacity enhancing program on the El Camino Real Corridor
at SR-78.
TT-28 Prior to completion of Phase 6 the proposed project shall provide right turn overlap signal phasing
on both the eastbound and westbound approaches.
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TT-29 Prior to completion of Phase 6 the proposed project shall provide a dedicated northbound right
turn-only lane.
TT-30 Prior to completion of Phase 6 the proposed project shall reconfigure the westbound approach
from one thru and one thru/right lane to one thru-only and one right turn-only lane along with right
turn overlap signal phasing for the westbound approach.
TT-31 Prior to completion of Phase 6 the proposed project shall provide right turn overlap signal phasing
on the westbound/eastbound approach.
TT-32 Prior to completion of Phase 6 the proposed project shall construct the Rancho del Oro at SR-78
interchange or provide a dedicated eastbound right turn-only lane.
TT-33 Prior to completion of Phase 6 the proposed project shall contribute fair-share towards the future
widening of I-5.
TT-34 Prior to completion of Phase 6 the proposed project shall contribute fair-share towards the future
widening of I-5.
TT-35 No other feasible mitigation measures exist in excess of implementation of mitigation measure
TT-2.
TT-36 No other feasible mitigation measures exist in excess of implementation of mitigation measure
TT-2.
TT-37 Oceanside Boulevard and College Boulevard would be built-out to their Circulation Element
Classifications as specified in the Oceanside General Plan. No other feasible mitigation measures
exist in excess of implementation of mitigation measure TT-2.
TT-38 Oceanside Boulevard and El Camino Real would be built-out to their Circulation Element
Classifications as specified in the Oceanside General Plan. No other feasible mitigation measures
exist in excess of implementation of mitigation measure TT-2.
TT-39 Oceanside Boulevard is currently built-out to its Circulation Element Classification as specified in
the Oceanside General Plan. No other feasible mitigation measures exist in excess of
implementation of mitigation measure TT-2.
TT-40 Oceanside Boulevard is currently built-out to its Circulation Element Classification as specified in
the Oceanside General Plan. No other feasible mitigation measures exist in excess of
implementation of mitigation measure TT-2.
TT-41 Oceanside Boulevard is currently built-out to its Circulation Element Classification as specified in
the Oceanside General Plan. No other feasible mitigation measures exist in excess of
implementation of mitigation measure TT-2.
TT-42 Prior to completion of Phase 6, the proposed project shall contribute a fair-share towards
adaptive/responsive signals or other capacity enhancing program along College Boulevard
between Old Grove Road and SR-78.
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TT-43 Prior to completion of Phase 6, the proposed project shall contribute fair-share towards an
adaptive/responsive signals or other capacity enhancing program on the El Camino Real corridor
at SR-78.
TT-44 Mesa Drive is currently built-out to its Circulation Element Classification as specified in the
Oceanside General Plan. No other feasible mitigation measures exist in excess of implementation
of mitigation measure TT-2.

Level of Significance After Mitigation
The FEIR concluded that even with the incorporation of all feasible mitigation measures, the following
intersections, street segments, and mainline freeway operations would remain significantly impacted by
the proposed project.
Significant and Unavoidable Impacts to Intersections
•
•
•
•
•

El Camino Real at SR-78 Westbound and Eastbound Ramps
Oceanside Boulevard at El Camino Real
Oceanside Boulevard at College Boulevard
Oceanside Boulevard at I-5 Northbound Ramp
Oceanside Boulevard at Crouch Street

Significant and Unavoidable Impacts to Street Segments
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
3.9.2

Oceanside Boulevard from I-5 Southbound Ramps to Crouch Street
Oceanside Boulevard from Crouch Street to Foussat Road
Oceanside Boulevard from Foussat Road to El Camino Real
College Boulevard from Roselle Avenue to SR-78
College Boulevard from Oceanside Boulevard to Roselle Avenue
College Boulevard from Old Grove Road to Oceanside Boulevard
College Boulevard from SR-76 to Mesa Drive
El Camino Real from Vista Way to SR-78
El Camino Real from Oceanside Boulevard to Vista Way
I-5 Northbound and Southbound from SR-78 to Las Flores Road
SR-78 Eastbound and Westbound from College Boulevard to Emerald Road
Mesa Drive from Foussat Road to El Camino Real
Proposed Project Impact Analysis

As part of the proposed project, a Transportation Impact Analysis for the El Corazon Arena (Appendix J)
and a Transportation Analysis for the Proposed Project (Appendix K) and Transportation Management
Plan (Appendix L) was prepared for proposed project was prepared by Linscott, Law and Greenspan. The
results of these studies and their consistency with the determinations made in the FEIR are discussed
below.
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Increase Traffic
Specific Plan Analysis
As part of the proposed project, an El Corazon Transportation Analysis was conducted (Appendix K) by
Linscott, Law and Greenspan and dated August 17, 2018. The Transportation Analysis determined that
total proposed project trip generation was reduced substantially, when compared to the approved Specific
Plan and FEIR. Therefore, a focused analysis was provided only for driveways and internal roadways
included as part of the proposed project. The study area included all new proposed intersections and
access points which would serve the development of the Tentative Map within the Oceanside Boulevard
Commercial district and also includes the Oceanside Boulevard arterial, on which the Project proposes a
signalized intersection. Specific intersections included as part of the Transportation Analysis (Appendix
K) included:
1.
2.
3.
4.

AA Street / Lot 5-13 Driveway / Lot 1-4 Driveway (signalized)
Oceanside Boulevard / Lot 1-4 Driveway (unsignalized)
Oceanside Boulevard / AA Street (signalized)
Oceanside Boulevard / Lot 1 Driveway (unsignalized)

Arterial roadways included as part of the Transportation Analysis (Appendix K) included:
1. Oceanside Boulevard: El Camino Real to Rancho Del Oro Road
Total trip generation for the entire El Corazon site, with the ultimate land uses of the proposed project, is
26,708 average daily trips (ADT), about 8,600 fewer than the approved Specific Plan. Total trip
generation for the entire El Corazon site, with the ultimate land uses of the proposed project and the
temporary “Field of Dreams” site is 29,025 ADT, or approximately 5,600 ADT fewer than those analyzed
within the FEIR under the approved Specific Plan. Therefore, when compared to the approved FEIR, the
proposed project would be expected to result in a reduction in ADT. The results of the Transportation
Analysis intersection analysis, queuing analysis, internal roadway analysis and corridor/arterial analysis
are presented below.
Proposed Project Intersection Analysis
As shown in Table 5, proposed project access points are calculated to operate at LOS C or better during
both AM and PM peak hours under the year 2030 with project scenario.
TABLE 5. YEAR 2030 WITH PROJECT INTERSECTION ANALYSIS
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Intersection

Control
Type

Peak
Hour

1. AA Street / Project Drwy

Signal

2. Oceanside Blvd / Lot 1-4 Drwy

MSCC

3. Oceanside Blvd / AA Street

Signal

4. Oceanside Blvd / Lot 5-13 Drwy

MSCC

AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM

Year 2030 with
Project
Delay
LOS
15.5
B
30.3
C
16.9
C
24.1
C
16.6
B
22.5
B
19.0
C
20.4
C

Source: LLG 2018
Queueing Analysis
As shown in Table 6, under the year 2030 with project scenario, the calculated queues can be
accommodated by the proposed project design. Queues for northbound traffic at Intersection 1 and
southbound traffic at Intersection 3 would not exceed the available distance between the intersections along
AA Street. Queues for outbound movements at unsignalized driveways, which are not necessarily constrained
by a turn pocket, are modest and would not indicate significant on-site queuing. The analysis also shows the
queues may exceed the available storage length on a major event day at Intersection 1, although traffic
control personnel and implementation of the Transportation Management Plan (Appendix K) would reduce
any potential impacts during special events.
TABLE 6. YEAR 2030 WITH PROJECT QUEUE ANALYSIS
Intersection

Dir

Available Storage
(ft)

AA Street / Lot 5-13
Drwy /
Lot 1-4 Drwy

NBL

150

NBT
SBR

500

Oceanside Blvd /
Lot-1-4 Drwy
Oceanside Blvd /
AA Street

SBL
WBR
EBL
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Year 2030 w/
Project 95th
Percentile Queue
Length (ft)
AM
179b

PM
72

Year 2030 w/
Project (during
soccer event) 95th
Percentile Queue
Length (ft)
PM
72

a

123
3

356
40

817
53

200

43

145

145

250
370

28
290

1
191

1
302
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Oceanside Blvd /
a
SBR
15
50
50
Lot-5-13 Drwy
Source:
a.
On-site outbound project movement
b. Queue analysis indicates the turn pocket length for this movement should be lengthened to accommodate
forecasted queue

Internal Roadway Analysis
Table 7 summarizes the internal roadway segment operations analysis and identifies that under the year
2030 with project scenario, the internal roadway segments are calculated to at LOS D or better during
weekday operations.

TABLE 7. INTERNAL ROADWAY ANALYSIS
Street Segment

LOS E
Capacity a

ADT b

LOS c

V/C

North of CC/B Street

10,000

3,000

A

0.300

CC/B Street to BB Street

10,000

3,700

A

0.370

BB Street to Senior Center Drive/D
Street

10,000

5,100

B

0.510

Senior Center Dr/D Street to Oceanside
Boulevard

10,000

8,800

D

0.880

A

0.160

AA Street

CC Street
AA Street to BB Street

10,000

1,600

B Street
AA Street to Rancho Del Oro Drive

10,000

6,200

C

0.620

10,000

1,400

A

0.140

BB Street
CC Street to AA Street
Senior Center Drive
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AA Street to Rancho Del Oro Drive

5,300

10,000

B

0.530

Source: LLG 2018
a.

Collector (Industrial Fronting) roadway classification assumed for all internal roadways.

Corridor/Arterial Analysis
Table 8 summarizes the peak hour arterial analysis of Oceanside Boulevard from El Camino Real to Rancho
Del Oro Road under the year 2030 with project scenario. As shown in Table 8, including the new signal to
be constructed at AA Street, this segment of the Oceanside Boulevard corridor is calculated to operate at
acceptable LOS D in both directions during both AM and PM peak hours. The analysis accounts for the
spacing of intersections along Oceanside Boulevard and shows that the corridor will operate adequately with
the access as proposed.

TABLE 8. ARTERIAL ANALYSIS
Street Segment

Class

Dir.

Year 2030 with Project

AM

Oceanside Boulevard:

I

EB

El Camino Real to Rancho Del Oro
Rd

WB

Year 2030
with Project
(during soccer
event)

PM

PM

Speed

LOS

Speed

LOS

Speed

LOS

22.7

D

24.0

D

20.5

E

23.2

D

22.0

D

18.7

E

Source: LLG 2018
a.
b.

Speed in miles per hour
Level of Service
SPEED (MPH)/LOS THRESHOLDS
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LOS

Class I

Class II

Class III

Class IV

A

>42

>35

>30

>25

B

>34-42

>28-35

>24-30

>19-25

C

>27-34

>22-28

>18-24

>13-19
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D

>21-27

>17-22

>14-18

>9-13

E

>16-21

>13-17

>10-14

>7-9

F

≤16

≤13

≤10

≤7

Table 8 also shows the arterial analysis along Oceanside Boulevard during a soccer event. This Table shows
that operations degrade as compared to typical days. Traffic control personnel should be provided at the
Oceanside Boulevard intersections at Street AA and Rancho Del Oro Drive during special events.
Based upon the results of the Transportation Impact Analysis (Appendix K), the proposed project would
implement the development anticipated on this site from the approved El Corazon Specific Plan and
would result in a lesser trip generation than currently accounted for within the FEIR. Therefore, the
changes associated with the proposed project would not result in any new impacts or increase the severity
of any impacts related to increases in traffic.

Arena Analysis
As part of the proposed project, traffic impacts associated with the proposed 8,000 person arena were
analyzed under existing, Opening Day (Year 2020), and Year 2030 scenarios within a Transportation
Impact Analysis for the El Corazon Arena (Appendix J). The arena Transportation Impact Analysis
analyzed the impacts of the El Corazon Arena component of the development since it was not included in
the original Specific Plan EIR. However, it should be noted that the total site trip generation, with the
Arena, is less than the amount analyzed in the original EIR since other land uses have been downsized.
Access to the 8,000 seat arena would be primarily provided via the future west leg of the Rancho Del Oro
Drive / Ocean Ranch Boulevard intersection, the existing west leg of the Rancho Del Oro Drive / Senior
Center Drive intersection, and the future north leg of the Oceanside Boulevard / “AA” Street intersection.
Intersections analyzed within the arena Transportation Impact Analysis (Appendix J) included: 1. El
Camino Real / Mesa Drive; 2. El Camino Real / Oceanside Boulevard; 3. Rancho Del Oro Drive / Mesa
Drive; 4. Rancho Del Oro Drive / Ocean Ranch Boulevard; 5. Rancho Del Oro Drive / Senior Center
Drive; 6. Rancho Del Oro Drive / Oceanside Boulevard; and 7. Oceanside Boulevard / “AA” Street
(future). Street Segments analyzed within the arena Transportation Impact Analysis (Appendix J)
included: 1. Oceanside Boulevard: El Camino Real to Rancho Del Oro Drive; 2. Rancho Del Oro Drive:
Mesa Drive to Ocean Ranch Boulevard; 3. Rancho Del Oro Drive: Ocean Ranch Boulevard to Senior
Center Drive/ Seagate Way; 4. Rancho Del Oro Drive: Senior Center Drive/ Seagate Way to Oceanside
Boulevard. Project traffic was analyzed under existing, Opening Day (Year 2020) and buildout (Year
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2030) conditions and the analysis was conducted during the timeframes when arena events would occur
and generate arrival/departure trips: Weekday Evening 6:00-7:00 PM (Weekday PM); Weekend Midday
12:00-1:00 PM (Weekend MD); and Weekend Afternoon 4:00-5:00PM (Weekend PM). In addition, daily
(24-hour) street segment analysis was conducted under weekday conditions.
During weekday events, the arena is expected to generate a total of 5,511 ADT with 1,654 inbound peak
hour trips and 138 outbound peak hour trips. During weekend events, the arena is expected to generate
4,960 ADT with 1,488 inbound peak hour trips and 124 outbound peak hour trips. It should be noted that
only one event is expected to occur per day.
Without implementation of the proposed project’s Transportation Management Plan (Appendix K) the arena
would result in potentially significant impacts related to the following study area intersections operating at
LOS E or F during the weekday and / or weekend peak hour scenarios analyzed: 1) El Camino Real /
Mesa Drive; 2) El Camino Real / Oceanside Boulevard; 3) Rancho Del Oro Drive / Mesa Drive; 4)
Rancho Del Oro Drive / Ocean Ranch Boulevard; 5) Rancho Del Oro Drive / Senior Center Drive and 6)
Rancho Del Oro Drive / Oceanside Boulevard. Additionally, without implementation of the proposed
project’s Transportation Management Plan (Appendix K) poor levels of service are calculated at the
following intersections just before and after an event at the arena: 1) El Camino Real / Mesa Drive; 2) El
Camino Real / Oceanside Boulevard; 3) Rancho Del Oro Drive / Mesa Drive; 4) Rancho Del Oro Drive /
Ocean Ranch Boulevard; 5) Rancho Del Oro Drive / Senior Center Drive; and 6) Rancho Del Oro Drive /
Oceanside Boulevard.
The Transportation Impact Analysis for the El Corazon Arena (Appendix J) concluded that any
potentially significant impacts from the arena can be avoided with implementation of a Traffic
Management Plan (TMP). Therefore, the changes associated with the proposed project would not result in
any new impacts or increase the severity of any impacts related to increases in traffic.
Air, Road and Emergency Hazards
Consistent with the determinations in the FEIR, the proposed project would not propose any land uses
which would result in an increase in air traffic or a change in air traffic patterns. Additionally, emergency
access to the site would be provided via three access points along Oceanside Boulevard and two access
points along Rancho del Oro Drive. Consistent with the conclusions of the FEIR, implementation of the
approved El Corazon Specific Plan would not to result in inadequate emergency access to the project site
and impacts would be less than significant.
Parking & Alternative Transportation
Consistent with the FEIR, the proposed project would provide parking per the City’s Traffic Code
standards, which would prevent the project from resulting inadequate parking. Additionally, the proposed
project would not propose any uses or design features that would conflict with the use of alternative
transportation. Impacts would be less than significant.
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Proposed Project Required Mitigation
No additional mitigation measures would be required for the proposed project, beyond those identified in
the FEIR. The now-proposed El Corazon Specific Plan generates substantially less traffic than the approved
Specific Plan. Therefore, the FEIR significant impacts and mitigation measures are unchanged. Table 9
identifies the total amount of traffic that would trigger each of the mitigation measures outlined in the July 1,
2008 traffic study prepared for the entire El Corazon site. The Project ADTs shown in Table 9 were
calculated based on the trip generation amounts associated with each phase of the Project. For instance, Phase
1 of the Project generates 9,100 ADT. A significant impact was not identified at the El Camino Real / SR 78
Westbound Ramps intersection under Phase 1 conditions. However, there was an impact at this intersection
with the next phase of the Project. Since the intersection’s delay threshold was very close to being exceeded
with Project Phase 1, the Project ADT that would trigger the impact was calculated to be 9,101. A similar
exercise was conducted for each impacted location. Note that the only locations that were impacted with
Phase 1 (9,100 ADT) of the Project were Oceanside Boulevard (I-5 Southbound Ramps to Crouch Street) and
College Boulevard (Oceanside Boulevard to Roselle Avenue). Therefore, these are the only locations where
an impact is triggered before 9,101 ADT.

TABLE 9. MITIGATION PHASING ANALYSIS

Mitigation
Measure
Intersections
A-1

Location

El Camino Real/SR78 Westbound Ramps

El Corazon
Project
ADT
Before
Impact
9,101

Mitigation Measures

Alternative 1: Contribute a fair share towards
adaptive/responsive signals program on the El Camino
Real/ Corridor at SR 78.
Alternative 2: Implement the measures from the
Transportation Demand Management Program.

A-2

El Camino Real/SR78 Eastbound Ramps

9,101

Alternative 1: Contribute a fair share towards
adaptive/responsive signals program on the El Camino
Real/ Corridor at SR 78.
Alternative 2: Implement the measures from the
Transportation Demand Management Program.

A-3
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A-4

College
Boulevard/Old Grove
Road

9,101

A-5

Oceanside Boulevard
/College Boulevard

9,101

A-6

Rancho Del Oro
Drive/ Cameo Drive
Oceanside Boulevard
/El Camino Real

9,101

A-7

13,275

A-8

College Boulevard
/Vista Way

13,275

A-9

Mesa Drive/El
Camino Real

13,275

A-10

Mesa Drive/College
Boulevard

32,819

A-11

Oceanside Boulevard
/I-5 Northbound
Ramp
Oceanside Boulevard
/Crouch Street

32,819

A-12

32,819

Constructing College Boulevard to its proposed
Circulation Element standard of 6-lane Major Road
through this intersection would improve the intersection
operations. Providing a dedicated northbound right turn
only lane would also improve operations.
Constructing College Boulevard (north and south of
Oceanside Blvd) to the proposed Circulation Element
standard of 6-lane Major Road would improve the
intersection operations.
Provide a traffic signal at the intersection.
Implement the measures from the Transportation Demand
Management Program.
Reconfigure the westbound approach from one thru and
one thru/right lane to one thru only and one right turn
only lane along with right turn overlap signal phasing for
the westbound approach.
Providing right turn overlap signal phase on the
westbound/eastbound approach will mitigate the impact.
Construction of the Rancho Del Oro Rd/ SR 78
interchange would improve intersection operations to
acceptable levels. Providing a dedicated eastbound right
turn only lane would also improve operations.
Implement the measures from the Transportation Demand
Management Program.
Implement the measures from the Transportation Demand
Management Program.

Street Segments
Oceanside Boulevard
B-1

B-1
B-1

I-5 Southbound
Ramps to Crouch
Street
Crouch Street to
Foussat Road
Foussat Road to El
Camino Real

500

13,275
9,101

Implement the measures from the Transportation Demand
Management Program.
Same B-1 mitigation.
Same B-1 mitigation.

College Boulevard
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32,819

Alternative 1: Constructing College Boulevard (Old
Grove Road to Waring Road) to the proposed Circulation
Element standard of 6-lane Major Road would improve
the segment operations. Improvement at the Old Grove
Rd/College Boulevard intersection would improve traffic
flow along College Blvd and would also increase the
capacity of the College Blvd (Mesa Drive to Old Grove
Rd) segment.
Alternative 2: Contribute a fair share towards
adaptive/responsive signals program along College
Boulevard (between Oceanside Blvd to Roselle Avenue).
Alternative 3: Implement the measures from the
Transportation Demand Management Program.

B-2
B-2
B-2
B-2
B-2

Old Grove Road to
Oceanside Boulevard
Oceanside Boulevard
to Thunder Drive
Thunder Drive to
Roselle Avenue
Roselle Avenue to
Waring Road
Waring Road to SR78

13,275
200
100
13,275
13,275

Same B-2 mitigation.
Same B-2 mitigation.
Same B-2 mitigation.
Same B-2 mitigation.
Same B-2 mitigation.

El Camino Real
B-3

B-3
B-3

Oceanside Boulevard
to Fire Mountain
Road
Fire Mountain Road
to Vista Way
Vista Way to SR-78

32,819

Foussat Rd to El
Camino Real

13,275

32,819
9,101

Implement the measures from the Transportation Demand
Management Program.
Same B-3 mitigation.
Same B-3 mitigation.

Mesa Drive
B-4

Implement the measures from the Transportation Demand
Management Program.

Freeway Segments
I-5 Northbound
C-1

SR 78 to Las Flores

13,275

Contribute a fair share towards the future widening of I-5.

I-5 Southbound
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13,275

Contribute a fair share towards the future widening of I-5.

SR 78 Eastbound
C-3

College Blvd to
Emerald Rd

13,275

College Blvd to
Emerald Rd

32,819

Contribute a fair share towards the future widening of I-5.

SR 78 Westbound
C-4

Contribute a fair share towards the future widening of I-5.

Source: LLG 2018

Level of Significance After Mitigation
Consistent with the findings in the FEIR, even with implementation of the mitigation measures identified
above, there are the roadway segments and intersections that are identified as having significant and
unmitigated impacts under implementation of the proposed project.

3.10

CULTURAL AND PALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCES

3.10.1 Prior Environmental Findings
Historical Resources
The FEIR concluded that no historical resources are located within the El Corazon Specific Plan area and
therefore, implementation of the approved El Corazon Specific Plan would result in a less than significant
impact.
Archeological Resources
The FEIR concluded there was a potential for previously unknown subsurface artifacts to be encountered
during ground disturbance activities, particularly in areas outside of the historic tailing ponds. Therefore,
implementation of the approved El Corazon Specific Plan was determined to result in potentially
significant impacts and mitigation was required.
Paleontological Resources
The FEIR concluded that construction activities associated with implementation of the approved El
Corazon Specific Plan may impact previously undiscovered paleontological resources. Therefore, the
impact to paleontological resources was considered potentially significant and mitigation was required.
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Human Remains
The FEIR concluded that no evidence of human remains, including those interred outside of formal
cemeteries, were discovered during the records search, literature review, field survey, or site testing and
evaluation at the project site. Therefore, construction of the approved El Corazon Specific Plan would not
have the potential to impact previously undiscovered human remains. Mitigation measure was required to
ensure impacts remain at less than significant levels.
Approved El Corazon Specific Plan Required Mitigation
To reduce potential any potential impacts related to cultural resources, the FEIR concluded the following
mitigation shall be implemented:
CR-1

A qualified paleontological monitor will be onsite during all ground disturbing activities to
monitor for any paleontological resources for construction activities located within the Santiago
Formation. If paleontological resources are identified during excavation, the monitor has the
authority to redirect work to another area while an evaluation takes place. Should the identified
paleontological resources require curation, it should take place at an established facility such as
the San Diego Museum of Natural History.

CR-2

In construction areas located outside the historic tailing ponds both an archaeological cultural
resource monitor and a Native American San Luis Rey Band monitor will shall be necessary
required. Monitors shall be compensated.

CR-3

In addition, prior to any ground disturbing activities, the City shall execute start of any
earthmoving, a “Pre-excavation Agreement” with the San Luis Band of Mission Indians is
required. The agreement will include the following provisions:
• Require appropriate treatment of human remains and cultural items.
• Require good faith effort by parties to agree on what is appropriate treatment and
dignity when addressing human remains and cultural items.
• Require that any human remains of cultural items recovered during the grading process
be returned to the San Luis Rey Band and not be curated in a facility absent the express
written consent of the band.
• Require that any remains or cultural items be re-interred in the same area in which they
were discovered and in a place where they would not be subject to further disturbance, if
possible.
• Require a good faith negotiation on behalf of the Tribe and City for such reburial.
• Require avoidance for all significant and sacred archaeological sites which may be
found during the development.

CR-4

Incorporation of interpretive elements detailing Native American culture into the proposed park
spaces.

CR-5

If human remains are encountered during grading, all requirements of California State Health and
Safety Code Section 7050.5 would be adhered to. These requirements state that no further
disturbance shall occur until the San Diego County Coroner has made the necessary findings as to
origin. If the San Diego County Coroner determines the remains to be Native American, the
Native American Heritage Commission shall be contacted within 24 hours. Subsequently, the
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Native American Heritage Commission shall identify the “most likely descendant.” The most
likely descendant shall have 24 hours to make recommendations to the City of Oceanside for the
disposition of the remains as provided in Public Resources Code 5097.98.

Level of Significance After Mitigation
The FEIR concluded that implementation of mitigation measures CR-1 through CR-5 would ensure that
any impacts related to cultural resources or paleontological resources would be less than significant.
4.10.2 Proposed Project Impact Analysis
Historical Resources
The proposed project would occur within an area that was previously analyzed within the FEIR.
Consistent with the findings of the FEIR, there are no historical resources located within the proposed
project site. The proposed project would implement the development anticipated on this site from the
approved El Corazon Specific Plan and is consistent with the findings in the FEIR. The changes
associated with the proposed project would not result in any new impacts or increase the severity of any
impacts related to historical resources. No additional mitigation measures would be required.

Archeological Resources
The proposed project would occur within an area that was previously analyzed within the FEIR. Given
the highly disturbed nature of the site, the prior survey findings and the fact that the site is comprised of
historic tailing ponds, there is a very low potential to encounter any cultural resources during site grading
or excavation. However, consistent with the findings of the FEIR, a potential for previously unknown
subsurface artifacts to be encountered during ground disturbance activities exists, particularly in areas
outside of the historic tailing ponds, would occur. Therefore, implementation of the proposed project may
result in potentially significant impacts and mitigation is required.
Paleontological Resources
The proposed project would occur within an area that was previously analyzed within the FEIR.
Consistent with the FEIR, areas within the eastern portion of the site may have the potential to contain
paleontological resources and the proposed project’s construction activities may impact previously
undiscovered paleontological resources. Therefore, implementation of the proposed project may result in
potentially significant impacts and mitigation is required.
Human Remains
Proposed project construction and grading would be performed in compliance with all applicable
regulations and protocols. Consistent with the determinations of the FEIR, any human remains unearthed
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during construction associated with the proposed project would be subject to mitigation, which would
reduce any potentially significant impacts to a level below significance.
Proposed Project Required Mitigation
No additional mitigation measures would be required for the proposed project, beyond those identified in
the FEIR. Consistent with the findings of the FEIR, the proposed project would be required to implement
mitigation measures CR-1 through CR-5.
Level of Significance After Mitigation
Consistent with the findings in the FEIR, implementation of mitigation measures CR-1 through CR-5
would reduce the proposed project’s cultural resource impacts to below a level of significance
3.11

HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

3.11.1 Prior Environmental Findings

Hazardous Materials
The FEIR concluded the Specific Plan area was not included on a list of hazardous materials sites
compiled pursuant to Government Code § 65962.5. However, the potential exists for the approved
Specific Plan to result in direct impacts to human health and biological resources from accidental spills of
small amounts of hazardous materials from construction equipment. The FEIR determined that
incorporation of federal and state regulations; implementation of the goals and objectives of the Specific
Plan; and compliance with the City’s General Plan Hazardous Waste Management Element, would reduce
any risk of release of hazardous materials and impacts would be less than significant.
Airport and Wildlfire Hazards
The FEIR concluded that due to the location and orientation of the Oceanside Municipal Airport, there
would not be a safety hazard for people residing or working or utilizing the Specific Plan site.
Additionally, the project site is designated as having low wildfire susceptibility and the approved El
Corazon Specific Plan incorporates the General Plan Public Safety Element and would adhere to the
City’s Emergency Plan, which would further lower the danger of wildland fires. Impacts would be less
than significant.
Approved El Corazon Specific Plan Required Mitigation
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The FEIR did not require hazards and hazardous materials mitigation for the approved El Corazon
Specific Plan.
Level of Significance After Mitigation
The FEIR concluded that implementation of the approved El Corazon Specific Plan would result in less
than significant impacts related to hazards and hazardous materials.
3.11.2 Proposed Project Impact Analysis
Hazardous Materials
The proposed project would construct 155,000 sf of retail, 169,000 sf of office, 170,000 sf of industrial,
24,000 sf commercial, 268 apartments and an 8,000 person capacity multi-story arena. Consistent with the
findings of the FEIR, these land uses have the potential to result in direct impacts to human health and
biological resources from accidental spills of small amounts of hazardous materials from construction
equipment. The proposed project would comply with the approved El Corazon Specific Plan’s required
Project Design Features (Table 2) which requires all construction activities on the project site to be in
compliance with existing federal and state standards for the handling, storage and transport of necessarily
hazardous materials. Operation of the project at the completion of construction would also adhere to
federal and state standards in the handling, storage and transport of hazardous materials. Further, the
proposed project would not modify any of the approved El Corazon Specific Plan policies related to
hazards and hazardous materials. Consistent with the findings of the FEIR, implementation of the goals
and objectives of the approved El Corazon Specific Plan and compliance with the City’s General Plan
Hazardous Waste Management Element would reduce any potential impacts related to hazardous
materials to a level below significant. The proposed project is consistent with the findings in the FEIR
and the changes associated with the proposed project would not result in any new impacts or increase the
severity of any impacts related to hazards or hazardous materials. No additional mitigation measures
would be required.

Airport and Wildfire Hazards
The proposed project would construct retail, office, industrial, commercial, apartments and an arena
within the Village Commercial and Oceanside Boulevard Commercial Districts. The development
standards and design guidelines for the six Districts identified within the approved Specific Plan would
remain unchanged under the proposed project and all future development within the Village Commercial
and Oceanside Boulevard Commercial Districts would adhere to the approved Specific Plan’s
Development Standards. Consistent with the findings of the FEIR, the proposed project would have a low
wildfire susceptibility and would not represent a safety hazard for people residing or working or utilizing
the site. The proposed project is consistent with the findings in the FEIR and the changes associated with
the proposed project would not result in any new impacts or increase the severity of any impacts related to
airport or wildlife hazards. No additional mitigation measures would be required.
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Proposed Project Required Mitigation
No additional mitigation measures would be required for the proposed project. Consistent with the
findings of the FEIR, the proposed project would not be required to implement any hazards or hazardous
materials mitigation measures.
Level of Significance After Mitigation
Consistent with the findings in the FEIR, implementation of the proposed project would result in less than
significant impacts related to hazards or hazardous materials.
3.12

UTILITIES AND SERVICE SYSTEMS

3.12.1 Prior Environmental Findings
Wastewater
The El Corazon Sewer System analysis in the FEIR concluded that once the wastewater flows of the
approved El Corazon Specific Plan were able to reach the Treatment Plant, there would be sufficient
capacity to appropriately treat the flow from buildout of the site. Additionally, the FEIR concluded that
with the addition of a new lift station planned at an offsite area, there would be sufficient sewer service
for the approved El Corazon Specific Plan and impacts would be less than significant impact.
Stormwater
The FEIR concluded that the approved El Corazon Specific Plan would construct onsite detention basins
to accommodate anticipated stormwater flows, which would be designed and constructed in compliance
with the RWQCB stormwater permit and current City’s Standard Urban Stormwater Mitigation Plans.
The construction of the new stormwater drainage system would prevent any significant environmental
effects and a less than significant impact was identified.
Water Supply
The FEIR concluded that the Water System Study for the approved El Corazon Specific Plan identified
adequate water supplies would be available to support the El Corazon project. The FEIR Water System
Study analyzed average, maximum-day, and peak-hour water demands for buildout of the approved
project. A less than significant impact was identified.
Solid Waste
The FEIR concluded that the Prima Deshecha Sanitary Landfill was proposed to remain operational until
at least 2067, and because the El Corazon project would comply with the CIWMB Model Ordinance,
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there would be adequate permitted landfill capacity to serve buildout of the approved El Corazon Specific
Plan. A less than significant impact was identified.
Approved El Corazon Specific Plan Required Mitigation
The FEIR did not require utilities and service systems mitigation for the approved El Corazon Specific
Plan.
Level of Significance After Mitigation
The FEIR concluded that implementation of the approved El Corazon Specific Plan would result in less
than significant impacts related to wastewater, stormwater, water supply and solid waste.
3.12.2 Proposed Project Impact Analysis
As part of the proposed project, a Sewer System Analysis (Appendix L) and a Water System Analysis
(Appendix M) was completed by Dexter Wilson Engineering, both dated September 20, 2017. The
following analysis is based upon the findings contained within this report.
Wastewater
The Sewer System Analysis (Appendix L) for the proposed project analyzed the existing offsite sewer
system to determine if there would be any sewer system deficiencies or impacts created by
implementation of the proposed project. The proposed project would connect to the existing sewer line by
the existing senior center and to the existing sewer line in Oceanside Boulevard. Daily sewer generation
rates for the proposed project were based on a commercial land use sewer generation rates of 1,500
gallons per day (gpd) and a multi-family residential land use sewer generation rates of 183 gpd. Lots 5-13
are expected to generate a total average flow of 20,400 gpd, Lots 1-4 are expected to generate a total
average flow of 55,950 gpd, Lots 15-17 are expected to generate 18,450 gpd, and Lots 18 and 19 are
expected to generate 7,950 gpd, for a total proposed project average flow of 102,750 gpd.
The results of the Sewer System Analysis concluded that the proposed project could adequately receive
sewer service by constructing onsite sewer system improvements that connect to the existing 8-inch
diameter public sewer line that conveys flow to Rancho Del Oro Drive via Senior Center Drive and by
making a connection to the existing sewer interceptor in Oceanside Boulevard. The existing public 10inch diameter sewer line in Rancho Del Oro Drive is able to accommodate the sewer flows from the
development of the project and no offsite sewer improvements of the public system would be needed to
provide sewer service to the proposed project. The proposed project is consistent with the findings of the
FEIR and the changes associated with the proposed project would not result in any new impacts or
increase the severity of any impacts related to wastewater. No additional mitigation measures would be
required.
Stormwater
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Consistent with the findings of the FEIR, the proposed project would construct a detention basin and
stormwater system that would accommodate anticipated stormwater flows and which would be designed
and constructed in compliance with the RWQCB stormwater permit and current City’s BMP design
manual. The proposed project would include new storm drains to convey the water off the site and into
existing storm drains and to Loma Alta Creek. Stormwater would be managed by a bio-filtration basin
and multiple flow through basins to treat new public streets and impervious areas. Widening of exhibit
streets would implement USEPA green street elements to manage runoff from these retrofitted street
areas. Additionally, all onsite pads would have an onsite desilting basin. The specific location of the
storm water BMPs for each mass graded pad would be a function of subsequent site design and would
allow sediment from the runoff generated by the pad to settle in the basin. Disposal areas for excess
earthwork would be proposed in various locations throughout the approved Specific Plan area. The
earthwork disposal areas would be a compacted mass graded pad, with no impervious surface created and
all existing drainage patterns maintained. Each earthwork disposal area would include a desilt basin and
additional erosion and stormwater control BMPs. The mass graded condition would not introduce or
create any impervious areas onsite and the existing drainage patterns would be maintained. The proposed
project is consistent with the findings of the FEIR and the changes associated with the proposed project
would not result in any new impacts or increase the severity of any impacts related to stormwater. No
additional mitigation measures would be required.

Water Supply
The Water System Analysis (Appendix M) for the proposed project analyzed the proposed water system
to determine the water pipe sizes necessary to adequately supply the proposed project with potable water
during all demand scenarios. The Water System Analysis evaluated multiple scenarios: average day
demand, maximum day demand, peak hour demand, and maximum day demand plus fire flow. The Water
System Analysis concluded that Lots5-13 are expected to generate a total average water demand of
25,160 gpd, Lots 1-4 are expected to generate a total average water demand of 69,005 gpd, Lots 15-17 is
expected to generate a total average water demand of 22,755 gpd, and Lots 18-19 are expected to generate
a total average water demand of 9,805 gpd, for a total proposed project average water demand of 126,725
gpd. Water supply for the proposed project would come from three reservoirs: Guajome Reservoir #1,
Guajome Reservoir #2 and San Francisco Peak #2. Each of these reservoirs has a capacity of 5 million
gallons with a high water level of 511 feet and a low water level of 481 feet.
The proposed project would be served by the City of Oceanside 511 Pressure Zone. Existing potable
water facilities near the proposed project include a 12-inch and 30-inch pipeline, located directly adjacent
to the project in Rancho Del Oro Drive. There are also 12-inch water lines in Oceanside Boulevard and
Senior Center Drive. The proposed project would connect to the existing 12-inch pipeline in Rancho Del
Oro Drive and Oceanside Boulevard via a 12-inch loop extension through the project. A portion of the
piping between the lots is already in place to serve the senior center and connections would be made to
this existing piping. No offsite water improvements would be necessary for the proposed project other
than the connections to the existing water lines in Rancho Del Oro Drive and Oceanside Boulevard.
Pressure regulators would be required at each building service to limit service pressures to 80 psi in
accordance with the uniform plumbing code.
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Consistent with the findings of the FEIR, the Water System Analysis concluded that water supply would
be available to support the proposed project and a less than significant impact would occur. The changes
associated with the proposed project would not result in any new impacts or increase the severity of any
impacts related to water supply. No additional mitigation measures would be required.
Solid Waste
Consistent with the FEIR, the proposed project would be served by the Prima Deshecha Sanitary Landfill
and would comply with the CIWMB Model Ordinance, ensuring there is adequate permitted landfill
capacity to serve the El Corazon project. In addition, the City of Oceanside has adopted a Source
Reduction and Recycling Element (SRRE) that mandates a reduction in solid waste generated in the City
that would be landfilled. The SRRE is incorporated into the City’s Zero Waste Plan. Applicable programs
would be incorporated into project design to facilitate reduction in solid waste refuse generated by project
development consistent with the Zero Waste Plan. As a result, implementation of the proposed project
would not significantly affect the City’s capacity at its primary landfill. The proposed project is consistent
with the findings of the FEIR and the changes associated with the proposed project would not result in
any new impacts or increase the severity of any impacts related to solid waste. No additional mitigation
measures would be required.
Proposed Project Required Mitigation
No additional mitigation measures would be required for the proposed project. Consistent with the
findings of the FEIR, the proposed project would not be required to implement any utility and service
system mitigation measures.
Level of Significance After Mitigation
Consistent with the findings in the FEIR, implementation of the proposed project would result in less than
significant impacts related utilities and service systems.
3.13

EFFECTS FOUND NOT TO BE SIGNIFICANT

Agricultural Resources
The FEIR concluded the Specific Plan area was not located on any agricultural resource of importance
and would not directly, indirectly or cumulatively impact agricultural resources. The proposed project
would occur within the same area analyzed within the FEIR. Consistent with the findings of the FEIR, the
proposed project would not result in any potentially significant impacts related to agricultural resources.
The changes associated with the proposed project would not result in any new impacts or increase the
severity of any impacts related to agricultural resources. No additional mitigation measures would be
required.
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Mineral Resources
The FEIR concluded that due to mining, no remaining mineral resources of value remained onsite and
therefore implementation of the plan would not directly, indirectly or cumulatively impact mineral
resources. The proposed project would occur within the same area analyzed within the FEIR. Consistent
with the findings of the FEIR, the proposed project would not result in any potentially significant impacts
related to mineral resources. The changes associated with the proposed project would not result in any
new impacts or increase the severity of any impacts related to mineral resources. No additional mitigation
measures would be required.
Population and Housing
The FEIR concluded that the approved El Corazon Specific Plan would not induce population growth,
would not displace housing or people and would not necessitate the construction of replacement housing
elsewhere. Therefore, no direct, indirect or cumulative population and housing impacts would occur. The
proposed project would occur within the same area analyzed within the FEIR and does not result in any
significant land use changes when compared to the approved El Corazon Specific Plan. Consistent with
the findings of the FEIR, the proposed project would not result in any potentially significant impacts
related to population and housing. The changes associated with the proposed project would not result in
any new impacts or increase the severity of any impacts related to population and housing. No additional
mitigation measures would be required.
Recreation
The FEIR concluded that the approved El Corazon Specific Plan would create additional recreational
facilities for public use, which is expected to lessen the use of other recreational facilities in the area.
Therefore, the approved El Corazon Specific Plan would not result in the physical deterioration of any
offsite recreational facilities and would be designed, constructed and implemented in a way to minimize
impacts to the environment.
When compared to the approved El Corazon Specific Plan, the proposed project would result in a
decrease of 14.0 acres of Parks and Recreation District, decreasing total acreage in this District from 212
acres to 198 acres. The acreage decreases would occur within Park #1 and Park #9, primarily in slope
areas rather than active recreational areas. Park #1 would decrease in size from 37 acres to 36.2 acres
while Park #9 would decrease in size from 54 acres to 40.7 acres. Park #3 would increase in size from 15
acres to 15.1 acres. The proposed configuration of Park #3 essentially ‘swaps’ 5.0 acres with Park # 9 –
where this portion of Park # 9 would serve as a landscape slope buffer adjacent to the west edge of the
Oceanside Boulevard Commercial District. Subsequently, a 5.0 acre area would be added to expand the
southern portion of the existing Park # 3 boundary, providing for softball/baseball fields and open
recreation/landscape areas. The Parks and Recreation District areas proposed for acreage reduction
consist mostly of slope/buffer areas along street frontages and commercial pad perimeters. Six acres of
the Parks and Recreation District decrease occurs in areas fronting the Village Commercial District and
Oceanside Boulevard Commercial District but currently within the Parks and Recreation District
designation. These six acres are considered underutilized landscape slopes and would be incorporated into
the Village Commercial and Oceanside Boulevard Commercial Districts as part of site specific
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development and landscape designs. The proposed project would not change the general location or mix
of planned land uses and park areas within the approved El Corazon Specific Plan and, as such, park and
recreational uses would remain one of the primary uses envisioned by the Specific Plan.
Although the proposed project would result in a slight change in overall Parks and Recreation District
acreage, when compared to baseline conditions today and baseline conditions evaluated within the FEIR,
implementation of the proposed project would provide a significant amount of park space and commercial
areas that do not currently exist and would serve to connect the existing established communities within
the City of Oceanside. The proposed project would still allow for the creation of additional recreational
facilities that would serve the public in the area. Consistent with the findings of the FEIR, implementation
of the proposed project would not adversely affect recreational facilities in the City. The changes
associated with the proposed project would not result in any new impacts or increase the severity of any
impacts related to recreational facilities. No additional mitigation measures would be required.
3.13

CUMULATIVE

The FEIR evaluated the impacts associated with implementation of the approved El Corazon Specific
Plan in conjunction with the effects of other past, present or probably future projects with similar or
related impacts. The cumulative project list was consistent with CEQA Guidelines Section
15130(b)(1)(A) and identified 11 development projects in the area under construction or that had been
recently completed. All cumulatively considerable impacts associated with implementation of the El
Corazon Specific Plan were concluded to be less than significant, with the exception of climate change
and traffic, which were concluded to be significant and unavoidable.
Implementation of the proposed project, when combined with other approved and proposed projects in the
City of Oceanside and outlying areas, would not be expected to contribute to cumulative degradation of
the environment because the proposed project complies with the allowed development parameters
specified in the approved El Corazon Specific Plan. Consistent with the findings of the FEIR, the
proposed project would not have any impacts that are individually limited, but cumulatively considerable.
All environmental issue areas evaluated above concluded that all proposed project impacts were either
similar to or reduced as compared to the analysis conclusions in previous CEQA analyses. Therefore, no
new or significant increase in impacts would occur from the proposed project.
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CONCLUSION

The City of Oceanside, as Lead Agency, is considering Specific Plan Amendment (Z17-00004)
to the approved El Corazon Specific Plan, Development Plan (D18-00017) and Tentative Map
(T-17-00004). The proposed project is described in Section 2, Project Description, of this
Addendum. The City has evaluated the environmental effects of the proposed project, which are
analyzed in Section 3 of this Addendum.
Based on the analysis provided in Section 4, and pursuant to Sections 15162 and 15164 of the
CEQA Guidelines, the City has reached the following conclusion:
a) The proposed project does not propose substantial changes to the project which would
require major revisions to the FEIR due to new or substantially more severe significant
environmental effects than previously analyzed in the certified FEIR;
b) There have been no substantial changes in circumstances under which the project will be
undertaken that will require major revisions to the FEIR due to new or substantially more
severe significant environmental effects than previously analyzed in the FEIR; and
c) No new information of substantial importance as described in Section 15162, subsection
(a) (3) of the CEQA Guidelines has been revealed that would require major revisions to
the FEIR or its conclusions.
Additionally, all appropriate project design features and mitigation measures will be incorporated
in future development of the El Corazon site, as required by applicable development regulations
and mitigation measures included in the certified FEIR’s MMRP (included as Appendix B to this
Addendum). Potential environmental impacts resulting from the implementation of the proposed
SPA have been evaluated and, except for those previously determined to be significant and
unavoidable/unmitigable in the FEIR, would be less than significant.
ENVIRONMENTAL DETERMINATION: This EIR Addendum has been reviewed pursuant
to Section 15162 and 15164 of the CEQA Guidelines and is hereby approved:

___________________________
Richard Greenbauer,
Environmental Coordinator
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